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INTRODUCTION ; THE LANGUAGES OF NEW GUINEA

1. PAPUA NEW GUINEA: THE COUNTRY

Papua New Guinea, the largest island in the world after Australia (considered a continent) 
and Greenland, is located right above Australia.
The island is divided in two: the western part, West Papua, has been annexed by Indonesia. 
The eastem part of the island, known as Papua New Guinea, is independent since 1975, 
after having been a German and English colony, then an Australian protectorate.
The total population topped the 5 millions inhabitants at the last census in 2001. Most of the 
population lives on subsistance farming in the rural areas.
The main towns are the capital. Port Moresby, Lae, Mount Hagen, Goroka and Madang.

Politically, Papua New Guinea follows the parliamentary System, "Westminster Style», and 
is a member of the Commonwealth.

The country is rich in such resources as: timber, fisheries, copper, gold, gas, and oil.

2. LANGUAGES OF SOUTH PACIFIC AND OF NEW GUINEA :

The South Pacific counts today about 1800 languages - one-third of the world’s languages
- that corne into three groups:

- The Australian languages, from one Australian proto-language; the number of languages 
are estimated at about 200 prior to European contact, and about 100 today, many of which 
are endangered.
These languages are spoken in Australia only.

- The Austronesian languages, over 600 languages descending from one proto-language. 
These languages are spoken today from Madagascar to the whole of South Pacific, mostly 
on islands and Coastal areas.
In New Guinea, these languages are spoken in areas non-occupied by Papuan languages, 
again, mainly in the Coastal areas and on the islands.

- The Papuan languages, about 750 in total, are spoken as far east as Halmahera, and as far 
West as the Solomon Islands. Most of these languages are spoken on mainland New 
Guinea.

The term "Papuan" has been deemed misleading, as it does not recognize that these 
languages do not hâve a common origin.
It is estimated today that these languages might be classified in about 60 families. Further 
research will probably review this classification.
The Papuan languages are therefore also referred to- and understood - as "Non- 
Austronesian».
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The languages spoken in the New Guinea région (that is, including mainland New Guinea 
and offshore islands such as New Britain and New Ireland in the east, and part of Eastem 
Indonesia) number about 1200 and belong to the Austronesian and to the Papuan families.

Some of the main families of Papuan languages are:

- the Trans New Guinea family: it counts a minimum of 170 languages, which, if further 
research shows that they are related, might reach 300 languages.
This phylum is represented mainly in the mountain area of central New Guinea, but also in 
the lowlands, and namely in Madang Province.

- the Lx)wer Ramu family, stretching from the rivers' basin to adjacent riverine and Coastal 
areas, and the Upper Sepik family, in the mid- and upper régions of the Sepik river.

- Toricelli : mostly in the ToriceUi Range (West of New Guinea),
- Sko : across the New Guinean and West Papuan border
- West Papuan : in the West Papuan part of the island of New Guinea

- A number of isolâtes - about one dozen, possibly more - are counted as Papuan 
languages.

The average language density is of one language for 900 km2, one of the highest in the 
World.
In some areas of the Sepik-Ramu, and of Madang Province, this average reaches one 
language for 200 km2.

Reasons for this language density may be threefold:

- the time depth: 50 000 years of human presence represent ample time and opportunity for 
linguistic diversification.
- the terrain: Papua New Guinea features steep mountains, deep valleys, dense forests and 
extended swamp areas, ail éléments that work against human social interaction, and in favor 
of linguistic diversity.
- social identity: in New Guinea society, language is a major element of community identity, 
and therefore an element of personal and communal pride.
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3. THE LOWER RAMU FAMILY AND THE A WAR LANGUAGE

The Awar language belongs to the Lower Ramu family (Foley 2000).
The family counts five languages which are: Awar, on the Noith coast, Bosmun on the 
Ramu, Kaian and Gamai in the mangrove just east of the Ramu, and Watam at the mouth of 
the Sepik.
Within the family, Awar is most closely related to Bosmun.

Awar speakers number around 1000, in three villages, Awar, Nubia and Sisimangum, along 
Hansa Bay, on the North coast of New Guinea, 30 km north of Bogia.

Two variants are spoken, one in Awar - recognized as authoritative - the other one in the 
other two villages.

Awaris surrounded by speakers of theToricelli phylum, - which they might hâve displaced 
east upon their arrivai to the coast- and by Austronesian speakers on the islands of Manam 
and Boisa, with which they hâve maintained active trade relations.

No language of the Lower Ramu family has been described thoroughly.
David Parrish, of Pioneer Bible Translators, has compiled a tentative grammar of Boroi 
(1988, unpublished)
William Foley has written an unpublished grammar of Watam (1992), to which the author 
has had access through personal communications.

4. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OFPAPUAN LANGUAGES

Within the highly varied structural features of Papuan languages, William Foley (1998) has 
isolated some that generally apply to most Papuan languages.

On the phonological level, Papuan languages are usually characterized by a simple System 
of vowels i, e, a, 0, u, although the Sepik-Ramu languages feature a high
prépondérance of central vowels.

The consonants are contrasted as labial, dental/alveolar, velar, and sometimes palatal.
There is usually only one liquid, and no r/1 contrast.

Most of these languages are verb-final, except for the Toricelli languages and those that 
hâve undergone Austronesian influence.
The order of nominals is often free, as in the West Papuan family, so that it is diffïcult to 
strictly classify these languages as of the SOV type. They often feature postpositions.
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Papuan languages commonly présent quite complex morphologies, especially verbs. 
Agglutinative pattern is frequent. Tense and moods are marked with suffixes. There may 
occur verb agreement with subject, object and sometimes indirect object.
They usually feature a small number of verb roots, and use verbs sériés for full descriptions.

Nouns may be inflected for case. Number is rarely signaled on nouns. Some languages 
feature gender-distinctive classes, or full scale noun-class Systems.
Pronoun Systems are highly varied, but most often make a distinction between singular, 
plural and sometimes dual.

We will see that Awar shares some of these characteristics, for instance:
its vowel System counts 11 vowels, among which three central vowels
verb tense and moods are marked by suffixes and prefix. It does not use
agglutination, and there is no verb agreement with subject or object
there is no case-marking in nouns, nor class System. Dual and plural are marked.
Pronouns are distinct for singular, dual and plural.

The three national languages are :
- English: the language of éducation; the first language of a very small minority of Papua 
New Guineans
- Melanesian Tok Pisin: a pidgin belonging to a South Pacific based family. Other 
languages in this group are spoken in Vanuatu, in the Solomons, and, last century, in the 
sugar cane plantations of North Queesland.
Tok Pisin is probably the language that counts the highest number of first language 
speakers in New Guinea. It exerts considérable influence - and pressure, on local 
languages.
- Motu: an Austronesian language that had expanded as a vemacular language in the 
Southern part of New Guinea. Its expansion has been hindered by the expansion of Tok 
Pisin in the last years.

5. METHODOLOGY

The information analyzed in this thesis has been gathered during regular stays in Awar 
village since 1994.

The présent report is restricted to the phonology and morphology of the language, as 
indispensable step before further investigation into the syntax.
The texts collected so far hâve delivered more information than presented hereafter. These 
data wUl be the object of future publications.

The methodology used has allowed the identification of a level of broad phonetics, as 
laboratory procedures were not available. The search for minimal pairs and the identification 
of relevant phonemic features has resulted in the formulation of phonological mies.
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The description follows an inductive method. Indeed, few models of anterior description are 
available, and none for the other languages in the family. In the absence of a theoretical 
model that could hâve been used with critical distance, the author has therefore adapted to 
the linguistic situation as it was unfolding. The objective has been to give a maximum of 
information over the System.

The information has been gathered using Melanesian pidgin as contact language. 
Drawbacks were twofold: Tok Pisin is not the author's first language, on the one hand. 
Also, Tok Pisin is an exchange language, but not an accurate language, which made 
équivalences sometimes difficult: orientationals and space words, for instance, numerous 
and précisé in Awar, were invariably translated in Tok Pisin by "long hia", "over here", and 
"long ab", over there".

A dictionary of about 1500 entries Awar/Tok Pisin/English is being fmalized,
Together with this lexicon , about 20 texts, mostly traditional stories, will also be used as 
educational material in the elementary school starting in the village in 2003.
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I. PHONOLOGY

In order to présent a grammatical analysis of the Awar language, it is first necessary to describe the 
phonological features of the language. These features include the phonèmes, and the phonetic and 
morphophonemic changes, which are discussed in this section.

1. VOWELS

1.1 Phonetic chart

The 11 vowel phones of Awar language contrast as to point of articulation between front, central and 
back position.
Vowels contrast as to height between high, medium high, medium low, and low position, with three 
heights of central vowels.
They contrast as nasal and oral.

Point of articulation

front central back

Tongue
position

oral nasal oral nasal oral nasal

high i î i U

mid high e A 0

mid low ê 5

low a â
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1.2. Phonological Chart

Ail 11 oral and nasal vowels in Awar language are attested as phonèmes; they hâve been opposed in 
minimal pairs in word-fmal and interconsonant position, in open and closed syllables when allowed.

The différence in longue position between medium high and medium low is due to the nasalisation 
of the vowel.
The phonological chart displays only three levels of height, where the medium position features both 
oral and nasal versions of the front and back vowels e, o.

Point of articulation

front central back

Tongue
position

oral nasal oral nasal oral nasal

high i î i U

medium e è A 0 5

low a â

1.3. Vowel description

1.3.1. Oral vowels

The seven oral vowels [i, i, e, a, a, o, u]are encountered mostly in word-medial and word- 
final position.
In four examples, two of them, a and o, appear in word-initial position. These examples are quoted 
with the corresponding phoneme.
No other oral vowel appears in word-initial position.

As far as vowel sequences are conceraed, oral vowels hâve been encountered only in sequences with 
other oral vowels and with semi-vowels, not with nasal vowels.
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1.3.1.1. High oral front vowel [ i ]

1.3.1.1. a. The high oral front vowel [ i ] has been encountered

- in word-final position
[kai;Ambi ]"python" [yandi] "good" [piri] "skin" [gi]"name"

- in word-medial position: in both open and closed syllables in interconsonantic position 
[pici] "skin" [nik] "belly"

13.1.1.b. Minimal Pairs
The distinctive character of the vowel is attested by the following minimal pairs: 
[ i ] with:

i [ndi ] "mosquito net " [ndi] "kundu"
[mbin] " calf [mbin] "grand-child'

U [mbit] " prawn" [mbut] "side"
[mbuni] " two" [mbunu] "North wind'

e [ncut] "cold" [reçut] "he forgot"
[Û'^] "things" [ce?] "thing"

A [ni] "both" [nA] "he"
[Cik] "fall!" [ CAk] "middle"

0 [vit] "sugar" [vot] "throat"
[mbi ] "wait!" [mbo] "close!"

a [mbit] "prawn" [mba t] "he eats"
[mi ] "so" [ma] "eat 1"

1.3.1.1.C. Vowel sequences

[ i ] has not been encountered in initial position of vowel sequence.
It is commonly encountered in final position of vowel sequence, after front and back medium 
and low central a

[ O i ] [ vo i ] "he buried" - narrative style
[ e i ] [ mbe i ] "he came back"- narrative style
[ai] [ mba i ] "he buried"- narrative style
[ a O i ] [ t a O i ] "he tidied"- narrative style



[voy] [mbey] [mbay] [taoy]are indifferently accepted.
In all examples, the rule of facultative semi-vocalisation applies:
nile 13: the vowel i, suffixed after a vowel, or positioned after any vowel except u in open or closed 
syllable, may be facultatively semi-vocalised into y 
This mie applies to verbs

- in sequence after a semi-vowel: [ i ] has been encountered only after [w]
[wi] [dwi^e] "he swims"
The description of [ y ] further analyses the relation between the vowel [ i ] and the semi-vowel [ y ]. 
(See I. 2.3.21)

1.3.1.2. High central oral vowel [ i ]

The high central oral vowel [ i ] has been encountered in only a few examples.

1.3.1.2. a [ i] has been encountered in word-medial, interconsonant position only, in open and 
closed syllable:

[difit] "it creaks " [miggit] "sago insect”
[nim] "point" [dim] "kambang"
[mesindip] "beach" [tim] "door"

1.3.1.2. b. Minimal Pairs

The distinctive character of the vowel is attested by the following minimal pairs:

[i] with:

i see i
u [dip] "hefalls" [dup] "’shark"
e not encountered
0 [ P i t i t ] "he lets go" [pocit]1 "it explodes"
A [kin] "naked" [kAn] " tree"
a [ mb t i t ] "it breaks down" [mbcat]1 "she plants"

I.3.I.2.C. Vowel sequence

Only one example featuring [ i ] in vowel sequence has been encountered, where [ i ] appears in 
initial position before the high back vowel [ u ] :
[iu ] [kiu?] "bed"
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1.3.1.3. High oral back vowel [ u ]

1.3.1.3. a. The high oral back vowel [ u] has been encountered:

- in word-fmal position
[mbunu] "North wind" [tu] "plate" [pu] "mouth" [^;u] "ripe" [ma?mu] "child"

- in word-medial, interconsonantic position, in both open and closed syllables:
[mbunum] "cassowary"
[qgum] "face" [gu];] "yesterday" [vavui] "old"

1.3.1.3.b. Minimal Pairs

The distinctive character of the vowel is attested by the following minimal pairs: 
[u] with: 
i see i
è see i
e [nu] "close to" [ne] "you"

[munmun] "fly larvae" [menmen] "sago spoon"
[gut] "heart"
[ nu ] "close to" 
[mu] "night" 
[vus] "same" 
[mu] "night"

[gAt] "he stands up" 
[nA] "he"
[mo] "you"
[vos] "paddle!"
[ma] "eat!"

1.3.1.3.c. Vowel sequences

In one example only f u ] has been encountered in vowel sequence initial position:

[ u i ] [ s u i ] "she scraped"- narrative 
Baseform: |su?j
Suffixation of mark of narrative -i: | s u?- i |
Elision of glottal ? (rule 2) I s u i j

[ u ] has been encountered in only two types of vowel sequence in non-initial position:

[au] [d3Aui;] "typeoffish"
[au] [ijAtvauk] "typeoffish"

[ I] A [ V awk ] is accepted



1.3.1.4. Medium oral front vowel [ e ]

1.3.1.4. a. The medium oral front vowel [e] has not been encountered in word-initial position, 
except in isolation, as an inteijection, used to attract attention.

It has been regularly encountered in word-fmal and in interconsonant position, in both open and 
closed syllables:

[saggce] "he goes" [moggïe] "he Works"

[veves] "small chicken" [nenep] "dirt"

[kAne?] "fishing net" [monde?] "over there'

1.3.1.4.b. Minimal Pairs

The distinctive character of the vowel is attested by the following minimal pairs;

e with : 
i see i
i not encountered 
U see U
O [me] "they"

[ mb e ? ] "digging stick"
A [ne]"you"

[qgep] "rack" 
a [ve?] "sago"

[me] "they"

1.3.L4.C. Vowel sequences

[e] appears
- in vowel sequence
[ e i ] [ mbe i ] "he came back" - narrative

- in sequence before and after a semi-vowel:
[ye] [kyei;e] "he cuts"
[ey] [gey] "type of fish"
[ we ] [ kwe ] - interjection of surprise or pity

[mo] "you" 
[mbo2] "betelnut" 
[ha] "he, she" 
[ggAp] "hip" 
[va?] "with"
[ma] "eat!"
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A number of examples of verbs coojugated in narrative point towards a relationship between [ e ] 
and [ A ] :

[ gwA?e ] "she cooks" [ gwey ] " cooked" - narrative
[gAÎfe] "she gets up" [gey] "got up" - narrative
[ mb A ? i e ] "he came back" [ mb e y ] "came back" - narrative

where, upon suffixation onto the verb root of the mark of narrative i, facultatively semi-vocalized 
into y, A always alternâtes with e within the verb root.

Chapter 1.1.6. on vowel centralisation tendency will give further information on [e] and [a]'s 
respective position within the vowel System.

1.3.1.5. Medium central oral vowel [ a ]

1.3.1.5. a. The medium central oral vowel [a] has been encountered:

- in Word final position; only two examples
[ nabA ] "mango" [ y a ] - suffix of chain forai

- in interconsonant position, in both open and closed syllables 
[vAVAt] "white" [dtwAÎte] "he drifts’" [tAtai;] "sawfish"

1.3.1.5. b. Minimal Pairs

The distinctive character of the vowel is attested by the following minimal pairs: 
A with
i see i
i see i
e see e
U [kAn] "tree"
O [ndsAk] "he cuts"

[mA] - progressive 
a [kAn] "tree"

[kun] "package" 
[ndsok] "if" 
[mo] "you"
[kan] "fish"

I.3.I.5.C. Vowel sequences

[ A ] has been encountered only in initial position of vowel sequence, in two examples:

[ao] [sAok] "type of fish" 
[au] [d3AU|;] "type of fish"
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[ A ] has been encountered in sequence after and before a semi-vowel:
[wa] [gwA?te] "he cuts"

[ d [WA? [ e ] "he tums around"

[y^] [d3yA[] "dry season"

[aw] [nAwtA] "how"

As introduced in the discussion of vowel [e], vowel [a] is not encountered before semi-vowel 
[ y ] in places where it could hâve been expected, but appears to altemate there with [ e ] :

[ mb A [ e ] " he came back " [ mb e y ] " he came back" - narrative

This alternance is further discussed in 1.1.6.

1.3.1.6. Medium oral back vowel [ o ]

1.3.1.6. a. The medium oral back vowel [ o ] has been encountered :

- in word-initial position in two examples:
[ore] "yes"
[ 0 ] - "or" (could hâve been borrowed from pidgin)

- interjection, used to draw attention or for confirmation

- in word-fmal position and in interconsonantic position, in both open and closed syllables 
[kofondo] "pawpaw" [komgo] "flower" [kodo[] "type of marsupial" [ [omemet ]"butterfly"

1.3.1.6.b. Minimal Pairs

The distinctive character of the vowel is attested by the following minimal pairs:

[o] with 
i 
i 
e
U 

A
a

see 1 
see i 
see e 
see U 
see A
[po2] "spear" 
[mbo] "close !"

[pa2] "arrive" 
[mba] "basket"
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[ O ] bas been encountered in initial position of vowel sequence in one example only, before [ i ] :
[oi] [voi] "he buries"

It bas been found in non-initial position of vowel sequence, after [ a ] ;
[ao] [cao] "sun"
[yao] [nyaom] "scorpion"
[ ao i ] [ t ao i ] "tidied" -narrative

[ O ] in semi-vowel sequence, before and after [ y ]
[yo] [yos] "typeoftree"
[ oy ] [ voy ] "be buried" - narrative
[aoy] [taoy] "be tidied"-narrative

wbere, in tbe last two examples, [ y ] is tbe facultative réalisation of [ i ] :

L3.1.6.C. Vowel sequences

1.3.1.7. Low central oral vowel [ a ]

13.1.7. a. Tbe low central oral vowel [ a ] bas been encountered;

- in word-initial position in two examples 
[ay] "we" [a] "tbis"

- in word-fmal position and in interconsonant position, in both open and closed syllables: 
[tamu] "above" [byena] "casuarina" [maje]-propernoun
[pac] "band" [siyat] "small"

1.3.1.7.b. Minimal Pairs

Tbe distinctive cbaracter of tbe vowel is attested by tbe following minimal pairs;

[a] witb 
i see i
i see i
U see U
e see e
A See A
0 see o
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1.3.L7.C. Vowel sequences

[ a ] has been encountered in initial position of vowel sequence, before [ o ] [ i ] :

[ao] [tao] "sun" [qAtvaok;] "type of fish"
[ai] [ mba i ] "he ate" - narrative

It has been found in semi-vowel sequence:

[ wa ] [ kwa 2 j; e ] "he gets out of the way"
[ya] [kyayac] "flying fox"
[ay] [üay] "under"

[ mb a y ] "ate" -narrative

The last example is accepted as the facultative alternative to [ mba i ].

1.3.2. Nasal vowels

Ail nasal vowels are rare, only a few examples of each one has been found.
Except in one instance, the nasal vowels in simple word singular are encountered in word-final 
position exclusively, in open syllable.

1.3.2. l.Description

High nasad front vowel [ T ] : only two examples 
[ t f ] "throat"
[ni] "base"

Medium low nasal front vowel [ ê ] : 
[twè] "bush"
[ndAndÊ] "spoiled"
[dwê ] "coconut"
[ yê ] "ask!"
[ I] Adè ] "freshwater turtle" 
[ndsAndsê] "strength"

[ dwê I] i t ] - proper noun - the only example of a nasal vowel in word-medial position: in open 
syllable, followed by nasal consonant i]
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Medium low nasal back vowel [ 5 ] 
[t5] "grand-father”'
[m5] "guts"
[bo] "tend!"
[m5] "work!"

Low nasal central vowel [ â ]
[ ndwâ ] "brother"
[sâ]_ "go!"
[kima] "run awayl"

I.3.2.2. Minimal Pairs

The distinctive character of the vowels is attested by the foUowing minimal pairs:

î wi th
i [ni] "base" [ni ] "both"
i not encountered
U [ni] "base [nu] "close to"
e [ni ] "base" [ne] "you PI"
A [ni] "base" [nA] "he,she"
0 [ti-J "throat" [ to] "before"
a [tü] "throat" [ta] "corne up"

e not encountered
ï [ti] "throat" [ tâ] "grand-father'
a [ni] "base" [nà] "give !"

ê with
i not encountered
U not encountered
e [ i;wè ] "bush"
A [iwÊ] "bush"
0 not encountered
a [yê] "ask"
1 not encountered
à not encountered
â [ndwê] "coconut"

[ yê] "ask"

[ [we ] "foot"
[ t;wA ] "foot" (rapid speech) 

[ya] "friend"

[ ndwâ ] "brother” 
[yâ] "good"



5 with
i [ma] "guts" [mi ] "narration"
i not encountered
U [mâ] "guts" [mu] "night"
e [mô] "guts" [me] "they"
A [mô] "guts" [mA] - progressive
0 [mô] "guts" [mo] "you"
a [mo] "guts" [ma] "eat!"

ê not encountered
i [15] "grand-father" [tT] "throat"
a [ ü5] "laugh" [tâ] "throw"

â with
i [nâ] "give!" [ni] "both"
i not encountered
U [nâ] "give!" [nu] "close to"
e [nâ] "give!" [ne] "you PI"
A [nâ] "give!" [nA] "he,she"
0 not encountered
a [yâ] "good" [ya] "friend"

i [nâ] "give!" [nf] "base"
E [yâ] "good" [yê] "ask"
0 not encountered

Ail nasal vowels may be opposed to their oral counterpart.

I.3.2.3. Nasal vowel sequences

a. Nasal vowels do not appear in sequence with oral or nasal vowels

b. Nasal vowels hâve been encountered in semi-vowel sequences, in only four examples: 
[wê] [twÊ] "bush" [dwê] "coconut" [dwêqit] "durangit" - proper noun
[ wâ ] [ ndwâ ] "brother"
[yâ] [yâ] "good"



b. Relationship between nasal vowel and nasal or prenasalised consonant

The following examples show that the nasal vowels corne from a sequence vowel + nasal, or vowel 
+ prenasalised consonant, in an earlier stage of the language.

The first example features the two plurals allowed for a simple noun ending with nasal vowel.
The second plural shows how the nasal vowel [ 5 ] is the realization of the sequence vowel + velar 
nasal [oq] in word-fmal position:

[t5] "grandfather"
[ 151; i ] "grandfathers"
[toqoi;i] "ancestors"

Verb conjugation shows the alternance between nasal vowel [â, 5], on the short root, and the 
sequence vowel+prenasalised consonant on the long root: (see V.2)

[m5] "do!"
[moqgte] "he does
[moqgo] - "do "

[sâ] "go!"
[saqgat] "went"
[saqgA] "go"

These examples and the morphological rules that explain them are discussed in 1.1.8.

The examples above show that the language features nasal vowels as coming from a sequence 
composed of vowel + nasal consonant in an earlier stage of the language.
As they hâve shown a distinct phonological status in the language today, the nasal vowels appear in 
the phonological chart.

Conclusions for vowels:
Ail 11 oral and nasal vowels in Awar language are attested as phonèmes by ininimal pairs in word- 
final and interconsonant position, in open and closed syllables when allowed.
Some Awar vowels are allowed in word-initial position in only four examples; they are common in 
word-fmal position
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Vowel and semi-vowel sequences as encountered are featured in the summary table hereunder: 

Sequence initial position:

1.4. Vowel and semi-vowel sequences

i i e A a U 0 W y r ê 0 a

i - - e i - a i ui 0 i wi - - - - -

i - - - - - - - - - - - - -

e - - - - - - - we ye - - - -
wey

A - - - - - - - WA yA - - - -

a - - - - - - - wa ya - - - -
way yao

yay

U - i U - AU au - - - - - - - -

0 - - - AO ao - - wo yo - - - -
aoy
aoî

w - - - AW aw - ow - - - - - -

y - - ey Ay ay - oy - - - - - -

r - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ê - - - - - - - wê yë - - - -

5 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

â - - - - - - - wâ yâ - - - -

- only two nasal vowels out of four appear in sequence after semi-vowel, and only in four examples.

- nasal vowels appear in second position of semi-vowel sequence only (as they always appear in 
word-final position, except for one example).

- ail except one sequence of three vowels feature at least one semi-vowel, and maximum two, either 
in sequence-initial or-fmal position.

- the semi-vowels [ w] and [ y ] are analyzed in 1.2.3.21.
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1.5. General comments and phonological rules for vowels

1.5.1. Vowel sequences as diphtongues

Ail vowel sequences are diphtongues that may be analyzed as one simple nucléus.
Indeed, only monosyllabic words follow the rules of vowel insertion and harmonization when they 
function as first component of a compound noun.
The words of CVVC and CSVVC type follow these rules. They must therefore be considered as 
monosyllabic, not as of CV + VC type.

Example:

kaos "ghost" mo t "man" kaosomo t "white man"
pAur "four" tiyi "time" pAurutiyi "four o’clock"
nyaom "scorpion" par "leg" nyaomopar "scorpion's leg

1.5.2. Vowel insertion and harmonization

The conjugation of verbs, the formation of compound nouns and of some plurals, bring about vowel 
addition or insertion and harmonization, then consonant alternance when applicable.
Consonant alternance will be examined later in chapter I.2.7.; vowel insertion and harmonization is 
analyzed hereunder.

The language features vowel addition or insertion in the following cases: 

a. formation of long verb root:

Ail verb roots except those ending with a vowel or with the glottal 2 are realized optionally in a 
short and a long root (see V.2.).
The formation of the long root occurs by suffix addition: the suffix is here a vowel harmonized on 
the vowel of the preceding syllable:

|vas-a| vasa "look"
I pi r-i I pi r i "clap"
|yemb-e| yembe "know”
|moi]g-ol moijgo "make"

b. formation of compound nouns, the first part of which is monosyllabic ending with m,n, r, s ,p, t ,k

sera "louse" 
van "warmth'

par "leg" 
mok "water'

s emepar 
vanAmok

"louse leg" 
"boiling water'
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par "hand" kundum "nail" parakundum "fingemail"
V i s "pandanus" qgAfi "rope" V i siqgATi "rope made out of pandanus fibre'

Y^P "redness" ndumi "potato" yAVAndumi "red potato"
s Ak "fish" tyem "bamboo" SAyAtyem "fish cooked in bamboo"
set "louse" mam "mother" s e r emam "femal louse"

The formation of compound nouns, the first part of which is monosyllabic ending with p,t,k 
features vowel insertion consonant alternance, as detailed in 1.2.7.

c. alternant plural of one word:

[ 15 ] "grandfather" [ 15 r i ] "grandfathers" [ t oi]o r i ] "ancestors”

This last example will be discussed in 1.1.8.

The oral vowels [ i, e, a, a, o, u ] are maintained in this insertion process.

d. insertion of vowel after complex nucléus

In the case of complex nucléus, it is the last vowel of the sequence that will be reduplicated:
pAur "four" t iyi "time" pAurutiyi "Thursday"
nyaom "scorpion" par "hand" nyaomopar "scorpion's leg"
kaos "spirit" mot "white man" kaosomot "white man"

pao t "stone" s Ak "fish" paorosAk "reef fish"
ggAop "thigh" pi r i "skin" ggAovopiri "thigh’ skin"
gdyet "side" to "house" ndyereto "the house on the side

The last three examples feature the consonant alternance spécifie to inflected monosyllabic nouns 
ending with k,p, t - see 1.2.7.

e. insertion of vowel after a VS nucléus

The sequence [ey] présents a particular treatment, namely vowel metathesis, upon formation of 
compound noun ;
Base form: | me i s | "sait" 11 e i p | "tulip tree"
Semi-vocalisation; |meys| |teyp|
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The semi-vocalization occurs according to the following rule:
rule 15: the vowels i and u are always semi-vocalized into y and w between any nasal, occlusive 
or fricative consonant and any vowel, and between any vowel and any nasal, occlusive or fricative 
consonant in syllable coda positon, or in onset of the following syllable.

Upon formation of compound noun, the fîrst component of which contains the sequence e i , there 
occurs vowel insertion and harmonization, then élision of the second vcîWel of the complex nucléus:

meis "sait" mok "water"
vowel insertion and harmonization 
disappearance of second vowel of complex nucléus

t e i P "tulip tree" par "leaf'
vowel insertion and harmonization 
disappearance of second vowel of complex nucléus

f. inflection rule in more complex compound nouns

This inflection mie has been observed also in the case of more complex compound nouns, 
composed of three common nouns:

[vAk] "wing" [bit] "feather" [qgiqgir] "color"
[ vA.yA.b i .r i .gg i.gg i r ] "the color of the wing's feather'

Through this process, words of up to six syllables are being created, whereas the language features 
simple words of maximum three syllables.

|meisimok|
|mesimok|
/mes imok/ "sea"'

Iteivipar|
I tevipar|
/1 e v i pa r / "tulip tree leaf'

1.5.3. Vowel centralisation tendency

For some vowels, examples hâve been observed that feature a tendency to centralization of the 
inserted vowel.
This tendency to centralization represents an important element of Awar morphophonology.

Awar language has three central vowels, ail three phonemic: i ,A,a

The following examples testify of the further tendency of the language to centralize back and front 
vowels:
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I.5.3.I. Medium front e, and medium back o, to medium central a

An alternance of the medium front and back vowels e,o with the medium central a is accepted, in 
both open and closed syllables:

- in everyday language, in rapid speech.

gye? qyA? "pot"
rwe rwA "leg"
vanen vanAP - négation

mbombe mbAmbe "wind"
mborire mbArire "he spits"

- in verb conjugation, in such tenses as simple past and perfect, and in long root, that involve vowel 
insertion and harmonization;

when the vowel of the first syllable is [ e ], the reduplicated vowel will be [ a ] : 
yem "know!" yemba t "he knew"

Vowel centralization does not always apply: 
nek "love!" neye t "he loved"

- upon formation of the durative form:
the durative form of the verb is formed by preposing the reduplicated first syllable to the root form. 
When the original vowel is o, the reduplicated vowel may be the central a:

moqgre "he Works" momoijgre mAmoggre "he Works for a long time"
roggre "he laughs" roroggre lAroggre "he laughs for a long time"

However, when the original vowel is u, i, no vowel alternance has been observed in the reduplication 
process:
dwire "he swims" dudwire "he swims for a long time"
dsyere "he goes" dsidsyere "he goes for a long time"
kure "she harvests" kukure "she harvest for a long time"

I.5.3.2. High central vowel i, and low central a, to medium central vowel a:

An alternance of the medium front and back vowels a with the medium central a is accepted, in 
both open and closed syllables:
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- in everyday language, in rapid speech

rAyam rAyAm "pig"
Ogari ggAri "vine"
saggam SAggam "knife"

- in verb conjugation, in such tenses as simple past and perfect, and in long root, that involve vowel 
insertion and harmonization:

when the vowel of the first syllable is i, the reduplicated vowel will be a:

kip "corne!" kivAt "hecame"
dip "break!" divAt "he broke"

when the vowel of the first syllable is a, the inserted vowel may be a;

gare "he hits" gara t or gar A t "he hit"
saggre "he goes" s agga t or saggA t "he went'
gware "he cuts" gwa rat or gwarAt "he eut"

- in compound noun formation, if the first vowel is a, the inserted vowel may be a: 
yam "talis tree" sAk "fruit" yamASAk "talis fruit"
par "hand" kundum "shield" parakundum parAkundum "fingemail"

- in the durative form of the verb, when the first vowel is a, the inserted vowel may be a: 

saggre SAsaggre "he walks for a long time"
kare kAkare "he is there for a long time"
pa?re pA?pa?re "it happens for a long time"

However, a few examples show the reverse relationship between a and another vowel, e, where the 
narrative form, with e, may feature the trace of an older, not centralized form of the verb:

gwA?-re "he cooks" gwey "he cooked" - narrative
gA?-re "he stands up" gey "he came"- narrative
kirA?-re "he pulls" ki rey "he pulled" - narrative
mbA-re "he cornes back " mbey "he came back" - narrative
gurA?-re "he hangs up" gurey "he hung up" - narrative
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1.5.4. Medialization: High front vowel i to medium front vowel e:

in two examples ( one in verb conjugation, and one in compound noun formation), the narrative 
form and the compound form feature the replacement of i by e:

nwire "it sinks" nwey - narrative

I]wi t "turmeric, ext. yellow" ndumi "potato" Ijwerendumi or qwi r i ndumi "yellow potato"

1.5.5.Comments on centralization and medialization tendency

The varions examples point towards a general tendency, within the oral vowel System, of vowel 
centrahzation, whereby front and back vowels tend or may to be replaced by a central vowel, and of 
mediaüzation, whereby a high vowel tend or may be replaced by a medium vowel.

The summary table below shows how, in different instances of the languages such as rapid speech 
or vowel harmonization, the language tends to replace or at least accepts the replacement of:

- high front vowel i by medium front vowel e,
- front medium e and back medium o by medium central a

- high central i , low central a by medium central a.

Front Central back

high i i U

medium e => A <= 0

low a

No example has been encountered that testify that u nor i is affected by the centralization tendency.

Nasal vowels are rare; no example has been found to show whether they are affected by these 
tendencies.
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Observations point towards a tendency, not a fmished movement. It appears clearly, however, that a 
présent a may be the centralized form of a or e.

1.5.6. Relation between nasal vowels and nasal consonants

Different examples testify of the spécial relationship between nasal vowel, and vowel + velar nasal 
consonant q:

a. Nouns

tô "grandfather" tôri "grand-fathers" toqori "ancestors"

Both plurals are accepted, however with different meanings, the second one referring to an 
"enlarged" group of people, rather than to an immédiate relationship to the speaker.

The example seems to indicate that the base form of the noun is [toi]]: the formation of the plural 
follows rule 3:
rule 3: between any two consonants, except ?, there may occur insertion of a vowel, harmonized on 
the vowel of the preceding syllable
This rule is compulsory for nouns, and facultative for verbs.

Indeed, if the base form were [ton], the plural would be t onor i

kôkô moror i is the Awar Word used to designate Chinese men. It is a loanword that reflects the 
local pronunciation of "HongKong”. This example shows how the - in this case foreign - ending 
oi]g is changed into the nasal vowel.

b. Indicative présent and past, and short verbal root

An alternance has been observed in verb conjugation, between Vg in indicative présent and past, 
and nasal V in short verbal root.

saqgre "he goes" sa "go!"
gganaqgat "he gave" qgana "give!"

'Note: Awar language allows -g- in final position only rarely:
[bisag] "Boisa island"
[ k a b U a g ] "Boroi river"
[parig] "both hands"
The first 2 examples are proper nouns, the third one is a less common, maybe older form of the 
current garni. So, the examples of g in word-final position are few and not really significant.
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raraggA "dried"-long root r ara "dry!"

moggre "he does" mo "do!"

but:
kesuqgre "he answers" kesu "answer!'
kiqgre "he coughs" ki "cough!"

Ail verb having a sequence V13- in the simple présent, past, and in the long root, hâve a nasal vowel 
ending the short root form, except when V is i or u.

Three more roots hâve been encountered that confirm the relation between nasal vowel and Vq-
sequence.

pi sa "taste" pisaqgre "to please"(for taste)

nd3And3ê "strength" nd3And3Aqgre "to strengthen"

ndAndê "spoiled”" ndAndAqgre "to spoil"

The first two roots are encountered as substantives, the last one as a verb-derived adjective.
In ail three cases, we flnd the nasal vowel in word-final position, and the sequence Vq in word- 
medial position.

Note : ü has not been found in the language. u is common in word final position. î is found in the 
language, in two nouns only, and both times in word-final position, i is common in word-final 
position.

c. Choice of base form

- the simple présent is formed by suffixing the mark of simple présent - re onto the root.
This suffixation brings about no morphological changes except when the verb root ends with V+ 
qg-re andV-l-mb-re
When this is the case, a base form has to be chosen.

We observe:

short root 
présent 
future 
long root

"do" go f!

m5 sa
moqg-re sagg-re 
mogg-rene saqg-rene 
moggo saggA

"ask"
yê
yeqg-re
yeqg-rene
yeqgA

"cnimb"
dundum
dundumb-re
dundumb-rene
dundumbu

"cough"
ki
kiqg-re 
kiqg-rene 
ki qgi
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The verb root could be ending with q or i]g.
The choice of the velar q or bilabial m is not enough to explain the presence of the voiced occlusive g 
and b in the simple présent, as the inseretion of an occlusive in such environment is common in 
numerous languages.

The choice of the prenasahzed, respectively velar qg, and bilabial mb, seems préférable: this choice 
allows for the most crédible re-construction of the process; as said earlier, no consonant sequence 
has been encountered in word-fmal position, qg is analysed as one single phoneme.

The short root might be analyzed as follows:

rule 11: in word-final position, the prenasalized velar qg, bilabial mb, are reduced to the simple 
nasal, respectively velar q, bilabial m. and alveolar n

rule 12: in word-fmal position, the nasal velar q always nasalizes the preceding vowel, except if it is 
a high vowel, then the consonant is deleted.

Imoqgl ==> 
|saqg| ==> 
lyeqgl ==>

|kiqg| ==> 
Ikesuqgl =

moq ==> 
saq ==> 
yeq ==>

kiq ==> 
=> kesuq

moq ==> mo
sâq ==> sa
yèq II II v C

C
I

ki
==> kesu

|dundumb| ==> dundum

The only example of the alternance nasal vowel and V+q in noun seems to orient the choice of a 
base form towards V+q , rather than V+n, for that instance.
Baseform:toq ==> tô "grandfather" tôri "grand-fathers" toqori "ancestors"
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2. CONSONANTS

The consonants of Awar contrast 
- in manner of articulation:

- nasal
- oral: occlusive voiceless

voiced
flap
fricative voiceless

voiced
affricate
prenasalised

- in place of articulation: bilabial, alveolar, palato-alveolar, palatal, velar and glottal. 
AU Awar consonants are produced with egressive lung air.

2.1. Phonetic chart

Point of articulation 

manner of articulation

bilabial alveolar alveo-
palatal

palatal velar glottal

Nasal m n U

Occlusive
voiceless P t k ?
voiced b d g

Retroflex flap l

Approximant w y

Fricative
voiceless s
voiced V Z Y

Affriquate d3

Prenasalised
Occlusive mb nd gg
affricate nd3
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2.2. Phonological chart

Point of articulation 

mannerof articulation

bilabial alveo
palatal

velar glottal

Nasal m n q

Occlusive
voiceless P t k
voiced b d g ?

Retroflex flap t

Approximant (w) y

Fricative
voiceless s
voiced v Z Y

Affriquate d3

Prenasalised
occlusives mb nd qg
affricate nd3

Ail 22 consonants in the phonetic chart are attested as phonèmes; for ail of them, minimal pairs hâve 
been found in word-initial, word-medial and word-final position, when allowed.

The analysis of the four prenasalised consonants will show that:
- there are no mies of automatic prenasalisation, and the language features non-homorganic 
consonant sequences, although never in word-initial position
- the prenasalised consonants are the only "consonant sequences" including a nasal that are allowed 
in word-initial position
- the only group of consonant allowed in word initial position is Cr, and not CCr. NCr is attested in 
that position.
The four prenasalised consonants are therefore analyzed as consonantal units rather than as 
consonant sequences, and appear in the phonological chart.
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Notes:
- the analysis of [ w] will show that it functions as a distinctive unit, even if it is not a distinctive 
structural unit, but the représentation of [ u ] in spécifie environments.
- for reasons of graphie comfort, and because there is no possible confusion, the flap [ i ] will be 
written r on a phonological level.

2.3. Consonant description

For each consonant, the description will include:
1. Articulation description
2. Position: encountered

a. word-initial
b. word-final
c. word-medial: in intervowel position

before consonant 
after consonant

3. Minimal Pairs
a. word-initial
b. word-final
c. Word médial

Note:
- [ ? ] does not appear in word-initial position
- [b, d, g, y, v, mb, nd, nds, gg] do not appear in word-final position
- [ g ] is extremely rare in word final position
- [ Z ] has been encountered in only one example, in word-medial position
- No consonant cluster has been encountered in word-fmal position

2.3.1. Bilabial nasal [ m ]

2.3.1.1. The bilabial nasal [ m] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[mAti ] "woman” [mot]"man" [mok] "water" [moggte]" he works"

- in word-fmal position
[ j;Ayam] "pig" [kam] "sound" [nd3C|;ain]"lung" [ kundum] "shield"
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- in intervowel position:
[ dumui; ] "ail" [ i;oiiiAme t ] "butterfly" [ gAmi ] "East wind" [ ggumi ] "crocodile"

- followed by consonant:
[mz ] [ s Amza? ] "heavy" (one example only)
[mg][komgo] "flower" [nemgoi; ]-proper noun [kumgit] "type of tree"
[md] [kamdoi]]- proper noun [mamdep]"thumb"
[mk][sumki]- proper noun
[mds] [ sAmdsom] "type of tree" [ ndimdsi ta? ] "lightning"
[mq] [matamgap] "funeral song"
[mnd][ndimndiyit]"pus"

- in word-medial position:

- preceded by consonant:

[nm][venmot] "very" [veynme?] "older sister" 
[ km] [ vAkma? ] "death adder" [ pAkme? ] "turtle" 
[ tm] [bi tmA] "bird"
[2m][ma?mu] "child"

2.3.1.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in vv^ord-initial position: 
[m] with:
[n] [mu] "night" [nu] "close to "
[q] [mam] "mother" [qam] "spoon"
[p] [mu] "night" [pu] "mouth"
[b] [mu] "night" [bu] "Wall"
[V] [may] - négation [vay] "listen!"
[mb] [ma] "eat!" [mba] "basket"
[nd] [ma] "eat!" [ nda ] "those"
[nd3] [nA mi] "that one" cf. [nendsi ] "how much"
[qg] [ma] "eat!" [gga] "both of them
[y] [ma] "eat" [ya] "friend"

- in word-final position
[m] with
[n] [ qgum] "nose" [qgun] "tail"
[ q ] - not encountered 
[p] [tum] "kwila-tree" [tup] "thigh



- in word-medial position; minimal pairs hâve been found for the following phones only:

[ s ] [ komopa i; ] "bamboo leaf"
[y] [semApai;] "coconut leaf ' 
[ t ] [ komopan ] "bamboo top"

[kosopaf] "bananaleaf' 
cf. [sAYApat] "fishfin" 

[koi;opan] "canoë point"

2.3.2. Alveolar nasal [ n ]

2.3.2.1. The alveolar nasal [ n ] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[nik] "belly" [nu?] "egg" [nay] "where" [nabA]"mango"

- in word-fmal position:
[ n i n ] "some, a certain" [ mb [ i b i n ] "three" [ y i mb i n ] "rodent"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel:

[vanen]"no" [mbunu]"cassowary" [mbunum]"North wind" [kina]"type of parrot"

[nb]
[np]
[nm]
[ny]
[nv]
[ng]
[nk]
[ nmb]

- before consonant:
[yanbit] 
[manpavuj; ] 
[menmen] 
[ndinyite] 
[punvat] 
[mangwagi] 
[diYinko t] 
[mbAnmbAn]

"reed"
"type of fish"

[bonbon] 
[panpan]

" sago spoon " [ v e nmo t ]
"slide"- one example only 
"lip" - one example only 
"crow" - one example only 
"far away"
"trevally"

"type of coconut" 
"one of each " 
"main"

[nm]
[kn]
[tn]
[tn]
[pn]
[kn]
[sn]

- after consonant:
[ nemn i t e ] "he is wet" - one example 
[tikni ] - proper noun
[patni] "both hands"
[setni] "both lice"
[[upni] "both thighs"
[ s Akn i ] "both fishes"
[ P i s n i ] "both sores"



23.2.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[n] with:
[m] see [m]
[q] [naî] "grass skirt" [gai;] "hit!"
[t] [nu] "close to" [tu] "plate"
[d] [nu] "close to" [du] "dugong"
[s] [ni ] "both" [si ] "pénis"
[t] [nu] "close to" [tu] "ripe"
[mb] [nu] "close to" [mbu] "mouming
[nd] [nin] "a certain" [ndin] - négation
[nds] - not encountered
[ig] [nat] "grass skirt" cf. [ggAi] "take!"
[y] [nâ] "give" [yà] "good"

- in word-fmal position
[n] with
[m] -see [m]
[g] - not encountered
[p] [kan] "flatfish" [kap] "reunion"
[k] [ ven] "bird of paradise" Cf.[ VAk] "rest"
[t] [gun] "earthquake" [gut] "heart"
[s] [ven] "bird of paradise" [ ves ] "peel!"
[l] [gun] "earthquake" [gut] "yesterday

- in word-medial position
The almost minimal pairs hâve been found:
[ n ] with
[y] [bunum] "type of wind” 

[byena] "casuarina tree" 
[ I ] [byena] "casuarina tree"

[nds] [neni] "each other"

cf. [ b U Y U n ] "banana stalk"
cf. [ by e Y A ] "he bit" (chain form)
cf.[byei;e] "he bites"

[nendji] "which?"

2.3.3. Velar nasal [ q ]

2.3.3.1. The velar nasal [ i] ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position
[ ijace] "he hits" [ijesi^e] "he is tired" [qi]"story"



- in Word final position: very rare, only two proper nouns
[kamdOq]-proper noun [bi saq]"Boisa island"

- in Word médial position:

- in intervocalic position:
[ saqaf ]"nidder" [qaqaj;] "work" [ dwêqi t ]-proper noun 
[ toqo|;i ]"ancestors" [kyei;eqam]"kina shell" [kAvaq i t ]"type of fish"

- before consonant:
[qk][neqke] "happy" - one example

- after consonant:
[?n] [[e^qaqai;] "work"
[pq] [kucuyupqem]-propernoun 
[tq] [matotqas] "typeofbanana"

23.3.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position:
[q] with:
[m] see [m]
[n] see [n]
[k] [qam] "spoon" [ kam] "Sound, language'
[g] [gi ] "story" [gi ] "name"
[y] [gau] "hit!" [yat ] "arm"
[mb] [gâte] "I hit" [mba[ e] "leat"
[nd] [gi] "story" [ndi] - négation
[nds]-- not encountered
[gg] [ggAm] "corner" [gAm] "cough"
[y] [gam] "new" [yam] "canoë outrigger"

- in word-final position
[ q ] is very rare in word-final position. No minimal pair has been found

- in word-medial position: no minimal pair has been found



2.1.4.1. The voiceless bilabial occlusive [ p] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[pat] "hand" [pi sâ] "taste" [pan]"head" [pis]"sore" [pa?te]"she pushes"

- in word-final position:
[ki tApj'Vegetable" [gutAp]"tomorrow" [nop]"paddle" [ teyp]"tulip"

2.3.4. Voiceless bilabial occlusive [ p ]

- in word-medial position:

- in intervowel position:
[mApite] "she is clapping hands" [mApa?te] "she is preparing" 
[kapok] "kapok tree"(loan word from pidgin)

- before consonant:
[Pt] [oapti] "songs"
[py] [kapyije] "she rolls up"
[ps] [sepsok] "typeoftree"
[pp] [mitAppan] "ancestor'sflûte"
[pqg] [mitApggum] "ancestor's carving"
[pq] [kujuyupqem] - propernoun

- after consonant:
[CP] [pu[put]-propernoun 
[np] [panpan] "one of each " 
[?p] [ka?pan] "knee"

2.3.4.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the follov^^ing minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[p] with:
[m] see [m]
[ n] see [ n ]
[o] see [q]

[b] [pu] "mouth" [bu] "wall"
[V] [pat] "hand" [va[] "North West wind
[t] [pu] "mouth" [tu] "plate"
[d] [pu] "mouth" [du] "dugong"
[k] [pan] "head" [kan] "type of fish"
[g] [pun] "flesh" [gun] "tail"



[ P ] with: (continued)

[y] [pat] "hand" [yat] "arm"
[mb] [pu] "mouth" [mbu ] "mouming
[nd] [pa?] "push!" [nda?] "show!"
[nds]- not encountered
[qg] [pun] "flesh" [ggun] "tail"
[y] [pi t] "she clapped hands" [yit] "ginger"

- in word-final position
[p] with:
[m] see [m]
[n] see [n]
[g] see [g]
[t] [tup] "thigh" [tut] "he fills up
[k] [yap] "younger brother" [yak] "thom"
[■?] [yap] "younger brother" [ya?] "cry!"

- in word-medial position
only one minimal pair has been found, in intervowel position:
[p,k] [kapok] "kapok" (borrowedfrompidgin) [ka^ok] "hook"

2.3.5. Voiceless dental occlusive [ t ]

2.1.5.1. The voiceless dental occlusive [ t ] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[to]"house" [tu]"plate" [ ta[ot j'Tinished" [ tumba]"moming"
[ takce]"it swells up" [ t iki;e]"he stands up" [t|;a?i;e] "she holds"

- in word-fmal position:
[mot]"man" [mbat ]"he ate" [ siyat ]"small" [pot]"star" [gut ]"heart, fmit"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel: rare, only two examples 

[ tAtaj ]"saw-fish" [tatap] "shoit"

- before consonant:
[ti;] [ti;a2(;e] "she holds"
[ tm] [ bi tmA ] "pidgeon" - only one example



- after consonant :
[kt] [taktak[e] "(the leaves) rustle" 
[tnds] [gimbitndsyet ] "type offungus"

23.5.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[ t ] with:
[d] [tu] "plate" [du] "dugong"
[n] see [n]
[m] see [m]
[il see [q]
[p] see [p]
[b] [tyAp] "road" cf. [ bye t ] "he bit"
[k] [ tan] "outside" [kan] "type of fish"
[g] [ tay] "grandmother" [gay] "tree type"
[y] [ tap] "short" [yap] "red"
[V] [ tay] "grandmother" [vay] "listen"
[mb] [ tay] "grandmother" [mbay] "ate" - narrative
[nd] [te[i] "hurry up!" [ndej;i ] "rodent"
[nds] [teti] "hurry up!" [ndseci] - proper noun
[gg] [ttat] "he held" [ggtat] "he took"
[y] [ tay] "grandmother" [yay] "cried"-narrative

- in word-final position 
[ t ] with:

[ n ] see [ n ]
[m] see [m]
[g] see [q]
[?] see [?]
[p] see [p]
[k] [mot] "man" [mok] "water"

- in word-medial position

[s] [putAp] "typeoffish" [pusAp] "beard"
[qg] [mAtrat ] "he was holding" cf. [mAqAgra t ] "he was taking"
[mb ] [mAtrat] "he was holding" [mAmbra t ] "he was planting"
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2.3.6. Voiceless velar occlusive [ k ]

2.3.6.1. The voiceless velar occlusive [ k] has been encountered: 
- in Word initial position:
[kwakje] "chicken" [ kam] "Sound" [kAn] "tree"
[ki^Ap] "vegetable" [kyao] "dog" [ktam] "type of snake"

- in Word final position:
[mok] "water" [SAk] "fish, méat" [mbuk] "speak!" [tik] "getdown!"

- in word-medial position:

intervowel : only one example: [ pokon] "great-grandfather".
Note: [ poyon ] is accepted as the older pronunciation of the word, and is found today in the 
Nubia dialect.

- before consonant:
[kt] [mbuk|;e ] "he speaks"
[kt] [ taktak|;e] "(the leaves) rustle'
[kn] [tikni] - proper noun
[kb] [nakbandi] "poor, to be pitied"
[kd] [sikdam] "headdress"
[kmb] [mbAkmbAk] "black"
[knd3] [mikndsi] - proper noun

- after consonant:
[rk] [ tai;ku] "with attention"
[nk] [diyinkot] "faraway"
[qk] [negke] "joy"

2.3.6.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[k] with:
[g] [kun] "pack,bundle"
[y] [kam] "sound, language" 
[ b ] [ k i ] prefix - "married" 
[d] see [d]
[p] see [p]
[m] see [m]
[n] see [n]
[n] see [g]
[t] see [t]

[gun] "earthquake" 
[yam] "talis"
[ b i ] "shallow water"
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[mb]
[nd]
[d3]
[qg]
[y]

[kace] "she is at"
[ k i n ] "naked" cf. 
[kyece] "she stands" 
[kun] "packet" 
[ka[e] "sheisat"

[mbai;e] "she eats"
[ndin] -négation
[d3ye[e] "she goes"
[i]gun] "tail"
[yaje] "she cries"

- in word-final position 
[k] with:

[p] see [p]
[m] see [m]
[ n ] see [ n ]
[g] see [g]
[t] see [t]
[?] [yak] "thom" [ya?j "cry!"

- in word-medial position
only One minimal pair has been found:
[nekj;e] "he likes" [neyi;e] "he paints"

2.3.7. Voiced bilabial occlusive [ b ]

2.3.7.1. The voiced bilabial occlusive [ b ] has been encountered: 

- in Word initial position
[bi tmA]"bird" [bindA?i;e]"she leams" [biyut ]"seahorse"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel: rare, only one example in simple Word: 

[nabA] "mango"
compound noun: [i;webAbsik] "foot"

- before consonant:
[bs] [|;webAbsik] "foot"

- after consonant:
[ nb ] [ bonbon ] "type of coconut"
[kb] [nakbandi] "poor"



23.7.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[b] with:
[m] see [m]
[ n] see [ n ]
[g] see [ij]
[p] see [p]
[V] [boijgte;1 "he tends a sore" [voggce] "he makes noise"
[t] [bu] "Wall" [tu] "plate"
[d] [bu] "waU" [du] "dugong"
[k] [bi] "shallow water" [ki] prefix - "marri ed"
[g] [bi] "shallow water" [gi] "name"
[mb] [bi] "shallow water" [mbi ] "wait!"
[d3] [byet] "(the dog) bit" [dsyet] "he went"
[nd] [byet] "(the dog) bit" [ndyet] "side"
[nd3] [bit] "tail feather" [ndsit] "excrement"
[gg] [bu] "Wall" [ggu] "hit!"
[y] [bit] "feather" [yit] "ginger"

- in word-medial position
only two minimal pairs were found:
[b,g] [gabit] "yam" [gagit] "ititches"
[ b,s ] [gabit] "yam" cf. [ ga s e t ] "type of skin disease"

2.3.8. Voiced dental occlusive [ d ]

2.3.8.1. The voiced dental occlusive [ d ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position
[diyinkot] "distant" [dup] "shark" [d[WA?t;e] "she tums"

- in word-medial position;
- intervowel:

[madu] "turtle" [kodoi;] "type of marsupial"

- before consonant: [ mAd i;wa? i; e ] "he is tuming"

- after consonant;
[ kd] [si kdam] "headdress"
[md] [mamdep] "thumb"



23.8.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[ d ] with:
[t] see [t]
[n] see [n]
[m] see [m]
[i]] see [q]
[p] see [p]
[b] [du] "dugong" [bu] "wall"
[V] [du] "dugong" [vu] "weir

[k] [d j VA t] "he broke" [kiVAt] "he came"
[g] [dEWA?te] "he drifts" cf. [guEA?Ee] "he is hanging"
[y] [dat] - proper noun [yat] "he sang"
[mb] [du] "dugong" [mbu ] "mouming"
[nd] [dat] - proper noun [ndat] "he showed"
[nd3] [dit] "she plaits" [ndsit] "excrement"
[gg] [du] "dugong" [ggu] "hit!"
[y] [dat] - proper noun [yat] "he cried"

- in word-medial position :
[r] [mAdit] "she is plaiting" [mA rit] "she is afraid"
[p] [mAdit] "she is plaiting" [mApit] "he is clapping hands
[s] [mAdit] "she is plaiting" [mASit] "she is washing"
[mb] [mAdit] "she is plaiting" [mAmbit] "he is waiting"

2.3.9. Voiced velar occlusive [ g ]

2.3.9.1. The voiced velar occlusive [ g ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position:
[gigit] "hot" [gumbu] "close to" [gAm] "cough"
[ g i ] "name" [ g e a o ] "type of fish"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel: rare

[aigit] "hot" cf.[mangwagi ] "crow"

- before consonant:
[ g C ] l g i g C i ] "dried coconut leaves"
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- after consonant;
[mg] [komgo] "flower" [nemgo|;] - proper noun 
[sg] [gusgumb|;e] "he is ashamed"
[tg] [va|;gem] [ s i j;gem]-proper nouns 
[ng] [mangwagi] "crow"
[?g] [po?gut] "bullet"

23.9.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs: 

[g] with:

[k] see [k]
[y] [gA?te] "he gets up" cf.[ya|;e] "he célébrâtes"

[p] see [p]
[ g ] with: (continued)
[t] see [t]
[b] see [b]
[d] see [d]
[m] see [m]
[ n] see [n ]
[g] see [q]
[mb] [gi ] "name" [mbi ] "wait!"
[nd] [gi ] "name" [ndi ] - négation
[nds] [g Am] "cough" cf. [ ndsam] "knife"
[gg] [gAm] "cough" cf.[qgam] "new"
[y] [gay] "type of tree" [yay] "cried"

- in word-medial position:

[ k ] [mAgya t ] "she was looking back" cf.[mAkye t ] "he was staning up (something)"
[p] [niAgyat] "she was looking back" cf.[mApyay t ] "he was climbing "

2.3.10. Glottal occlusive [ ? ]

2.3.10. 1. The glottal occlusive [ 2 ] has been encountered: 

- in Word final position:
[ma?] "male child" [ndse?] "some" [pa2] "préparé!"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel: only one example: [mbA2un i ] "type of parrot'



- before consonant:
[?m] [ma?mu] "child"
[?n] [po?ni] "both spears"
[?p] [ka?pan] "knee"
[?t] [mbA?tui;e] "he swallows" 
[?g] [po?gut] "bullet"
[?y] [pa?yA] "happened"-chain 
[?[] [pa?i;e] ”it happens"
[2i]g] [pa?i]get] "it had happened"

2.3.10.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-fmal position:
[ ? ] with:

[k] [ya?] "eut(sago) [yak] "sting"
[p] [ya?] "eut!" [yap] " younger brother'
[t] [ndse?] "some, a few" [ndjet] "bilum"
[t] [pa?] "push!" [pat] "hand"
[s] [ve?] "sago" [ ves ] " peel!"
[m] see [m]
[ n ] see [ n ]
[g] see [g]

- in word-medial position: one minimal pair has been found 
[?,k] [kwa?j;e] "he gets ont of the way" [kwak[e]"chicken"

2.3.11. Voiced post alveolar retroflex flap [ i; ]

2.3.11.1. The voiced post alveolar retroflex flap [ i ] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position:
[ [ iki;e]"he falls" [ T;oto(;]"sawfish" [ tAyam] "pig" [ ^A^aggat ]"he dried"

- in word-fmal position:
[ i;otot]"sawfish" [pat]"hand" [kui;]"ear" [ vavai; ] "white" [ vAi;a|; ] "plume"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel

[ VAi;a(;]"feather" " [oj;e]"yes" [hiai;i ]"woman" [d3ye[e]"he goes" [kA^ok|"hook"
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- before consonant:
[ tn] [patni] "both hands"
[tt)] [matotgas] "type of banana"
[ trig] [sutggi ] - proper noun [ m i mt
[tnds] [qgwetndsen] - proper noun
[Ev] [katvi] "type of lizard"
[tk] [tatku] "with attention"
[ tP] [PUtPUt] - proper noun
[ cg] [SAtgam] "slice" [kAtgum] "n

after consonant:
[p[] [Ptê] "fight"
[kt] [îikte] "he falls down"
[tt] [gg^tri] "mountains"
[vt] [tivia?] "lightning"
[gc] [gigii ] "dried coconut leaves'

[?c] [tta?te] "she holds"
[mbt] [gAinbte] "she coughs"
[ggt] [ggAnaggte] "he gives"

young woman

"nose décoration"

2.3.11.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[z] with:
[s] [tay] "under" [say]"wait"
[v] [tay] "under" [vay] "listen!"
[y] see [y]
[m] see [m]
[n] see [n]
[q] see [q]
[y] [tay] "under" [yay] "cried"-narrative

- in word-fmal position 
[t] with:
[ m ] [tut]" day before yesterday " 
[n] [guc] "yesterday"
[ P ] [ t U n ] "day before yesterday" 
[ t] [pat] "hand"
[k] [mbot] "bark!"
[?] [pat] "hand"
[s] [gat] "hit!"

[tum] "kwilatree"
[gun] "earthquake"
[tup] "thigh"
[pat] "it happened"
[mbok ] "carry on the shoulder!" 
[pa?] "push"
[gas] "banana"
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- in word-medial position :
[t,p] [ka^ok] "hook" [kapok] "kapok' 
[ s ] [ mA r i t ] "she was afraid"
[p] [mArit] "she was afraid"
[d] [mArit] "she was afraid"
[mb ] [mArit] "she was afraid"

- loanword from pidgin 
[ mA s i t ] "she was washing"
[mAp i t ] "she was clapping hands' 
[ mAd i t ] "she was weaving"
[ mAmb i t ] "she was waiting"

2.3.12. Voiceless alveolar fricative [ s ]

2.3.12. 1. The voiceless alveolar fricative [ s ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position
[swa?]"fire" [ s i ya t ]"small" [ s a t ] "father" [ sai]gi;e]"he goes"

- in Word final position
[ijas ]"banana" [ veves ]"chick" [vus]"same" [vas]"look!"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel:

[ qes i pe] " he is tired" [ i]Asê ] "freshwater turtle" [ vi s i yai ]"men's house" 
[mes i ndi P]"beach" [mes imok]"sea"

- before consonant:
[sg] [gusgumb[e] "he is ashamed"
[smb] [kunasmbay] "type of flsh"

- after consonant:
[bs] [j;webAbsik] "foot"
[ps] [sepsok] "type of tree"

2.3.12.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position
[s] with:
[Y] [sap] "termite" [yap] "red"
[V] see [V ]
[t] [ say]" wait" [cay] "under"
[t] see [t ]
[d] see [d ]
[y] [ s i t ] "she washed" [yit] "ginger"



- in word-final position 
[ s ] with:
[t] see [t]
[i;] [kos ]" tip over !" [koj;] "canoë"

- in intervowel position; one example 
[g] [gaset] "type of skin disease" cf.[gagit] "ititches"

[mAr i t ] "she was afraid"
[mAd i t ] "she was weaving" 
[mApit] "she was claping hands" 
[mAmbit] "she was waiting"

[ r ] [ mA s i t ] "she was washing" 
[d] [mAsit] "she was washing" 
[p] [mAsit] "she was washing"
[ mb ] [ mA s i t ] "she was washing"

2.3.13. Voiced velar fricative [ y ]

2.3.13.1. The voiced velar fricative [ y ] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[yap] "red" [yam] "talis tree" [yau]"West wind"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel:

[ fi y i t ]"he fell down" [ s i ya t ] "small" [ ndi yaf ] "fishing spear"
[ t oyU ] "wild vegetable" [ kyaya f ] "flying fox"

- before consonant: not encountered

- after consonant:
[py] [kapyife] "he tums"-one example only 
[ny] [ndinyife] "he slides" - one example only 
[ty] [kAtyA] "eut" - one example only

2.3.13.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[y] with:
[k] see [k] 
[g] see [g] 
[ra] see [m]
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[n] see [n]
[q] see [q]
[ j; ] -not encountered
[y] [yam] "talis tree" [yam] "canoë outrigger"

- in word-medial position
[y,m] [ s AyApaj; ] "fish fin" cf. [ semApaj; ] "coconut leaf"

2.3.14. Voiced bilabial fricative [ v ]

2.3.14.1. Voiced bilabial fricative [ v ] bas been encountered;

- in Word initial position
[vanen]"no" [ve?]"sago" [ vei;e ] "it hurts" [ vavus ] "same"
[ vanAmok]"boiling water" [vayj;e]"he hears" [vit]"sugar"

- in Word médial position:
- intervowel:

[ VAVUS ]"same" [ vAvu|;]"old" [ veves ]"chick" [ tevipaf] "tulip leaf

- before consonant:
[vt] [tivi;a?] "lightning"

- after consonant:
[[v] [kajvot] "type of ant" [ya|;va?] "comb" [vi^va?] "white"

2.3.14.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position;
[ V ] with:
[ b] [vit] "sugar cane"
[p] see [p]
[ s] [var ] "wind"
[y] [va[] "stingray"
[C][ve2] "sago"

[m] see [m]
[ n] see [ n ]
[q] see [q]
[t] see [t]
[mb] [ve^e] "it hurts" [mbAc] "he cornes back"
[nd] [vay] "listen" [nday] "showed" - narrative

[bit] "crumbs"

[sar] "staircase" 
[yac] "wind” 
[te?] "thing"
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[ nd 3 ] - not encountered
[qg] [vu] "well" [ggu] "hit!"
[y] [vit] "sugar cane" [ y i t ] "ginger"

- in word-medial position
[ t ] [ t i V i t ] "type of fish" [ t i l i t ] "hibiscus"
[y] [nevet] "type of flower" [ neye t ] "type of fish

2.3.15. Voiced alveolar fricative [ z ]

2.3.15.1. The voiced alveolar fricative [ z ] is extremely rare and has been encountered in one 
example only, in word-medial position 
[simza?] "heavy"

One almost minimal pair has been found:
[ds] [simza?] "heavy" cf.[ s imdsAo] "type of tree"

2.3.16. Voiced palatal affriquate [ d 3 ]

2.3.16.1. The voiced palatal affricate [ d3 ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position
[d3a] "décoration" [d3yembce] "he watches" [d3imbi] "cloud"

- in word-medial position:
[simd3Ao] "type of tree" [nd3ipd3ip] "type of fish" [mAd3yece] "he is Corning"

2.3.16.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the fôllowing minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position 
[d3] with
[y] [d3â] "décoration"
[ s ] [ d3â ] "décoration"

- in word-medial position:
in intervowel position:

[d3] with
[p] [mAd3ye[e] "he is going” cf.[mApi te] "she is clapping hands"
[mb] [mAd3ye[e] "he is going" cf.[mAmbi je] "she is waiting"
[nd3] [mAd3yete] "he is going" cf.[mAnd3i je] "she is sharpening"

[yà] "good" 
[sâ] "go!"



- after consonant: almost minimal pair:
[z] [simdsAo] "type of tree" cf.[simza] "heavy"

- before consonant: not encountered 

Note: dialectal variant:
Some Nubia speakers use [ dz ] as alternative pronunciation for [ dj] - both pronunciations are then 
accepted:
[dza / dsa pa?i;e] "he décorâtes"

2.3.17. Voiced prenasalised bilabial [ mb ]

2.3.17.1. The voiced prenasalised bilabial [ mb ] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[mbai;e] "he eats" [mbi] "wait!" [mb(;a?te] "she plants"

- in word-medial position
in intervowel position:

[yembe] "sail" [mAmbi i;e] "she is waiting"

- before consonant:
[mbj; ] [ yemb|;e ] "he knows"

- after consonant:
[smb] [ku[asmbay] "type of reef fish"
[kmb] [mbAkmbAk] "black"
[nmb] [mbAnmbAn] "trevallyfish"

2.3.17.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position: 
[mb] with:

[m] [mba] "basket'
[n] [mbi] "wait!"
[ q ] [mbi] "basket'

[ma] "eat!"
[ni] "both"
[qi] "story"
[bi] "shallow water' 
[ndat] "heshowed" 

mountain"

[b] [mbi] "wait!”'
[ nd] [mba t ] "he ate 
[qg] [mbAt] "hecameback" [qgAt]
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- in word-medial position:
[mb] with
[q] [mAmbai;e ] "she
[p] [mAmbit e] "she
[k] [mAmba|;e ] "she
[2] [mAmba^e] "she
[t] [mAmbic e] "she
[nds] [mAmbi t;e ] "she
[nd] [mAmba t] "she
[r)9] [mAmbA^e] "she

is eating" [mAijate]
is waiting" [nupi [e]
is eating" [mAka^e]
is eating" [mAyate]
is waiting" [mAntite
is waiting" [mAndsit
was eating" [niAnda t ]
is Corning back" [mAqgAte

"he is hitting"
"he is clapping hands" 
"he is there"
"he is singing"
"he is scared"

] "he is sharpening"
"he was showing"
"he is taking"

2.3.18. Voiced prenasalised alveo-palatal [ nd ]

2.3.18. 1. The voiced prenasalised alveopalatal [ nd ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position
[ndendi] "today" [ndevit] "plaiting bark"

- in word-medial position:

- intervowel position: [ndendi] "today"

- before consonant: not encountered

- after consonant: [ndimndigii;] "pus"

2.3.18.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position:
[nd] with:
[n] [ndendi] "today"
[d] [ndat] "he gave"
[v] [ndevit] "plaiting bark" 
[mb] [ndat] "he showed"
[ds] [ndyet] "side"

[nendi] 
[dat] 
[divit] 
[mba t] 

cf. [dsyet]

"self"
- proper noun 
"grass"
"he ate"
"he went"

- in Word- médial position:
[nd] with:
[n] [nendi] "self" [neni] "each other"
[mb] [mAndat] "he was showing" [mAmbat] "she was eating"
[nds] [mAndik] "he rubs off" [mAndsik] "she wasscratching"



2.3.19. Voiced prenasalised alveo-palatal [ nd 3 ]

2.3.19.1. The voiced prenasalised dental palatal [ nds ] has been encountered:

- in Word initial position
[ndsyet] "he went" [ ndsAndsê] "strong" [ndsam] "knife" [nd3ok|;e] "she cuts"

- in word-medial position:
- intervowel position:

[nendsi] "how many" [ g i ndse? ] "really" [nendsu] "which?"

- before consonant: not encountered

- after consonant:
[tnd3] [qgwe^ndsen]-propernoun 
[tnds] [gimbitndsyet] "type of fungus"
[knds] [mikndsi]-propernoun 
[mnd3] [ ndsimndi fa? ] "lightning"

2.3.19.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in Word initial position:
[nds] with:
[d3] [mAndsite] "she is sharpening" cf. [mAdsyece] "he is going"
[<]g] [ndsam] "knife" [ggam] "new"
[n] [nd3ok[e] "he cuts" [nokte] "she cuts in small pièces"

- in Word- médial position:
[nd3] with:
[ nd.n] [nendsi] "how many" [nendi] "self" [neni] "each other

2.3.20. Voiced prenasalised velar [ g g ]

23.20.1. The voiced prenasalised velar [ gg ] has been encountered:

- in word-initial position
[ggam] "new" [ggi;at] "he took"
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- in word-medial position:
- intervowel position:

[moqgot] "he made" [ ja^aqgat ] "he threw"

- before consonant:
[ggc] [moqgce] "hemakes"

- after consonant:
[^og] [paîgget] "itcame"
[tgg] [sui;qgi] - proper noun 
[pqg] [mi i;Apggum] "ancestor's carving"

2.3.20.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in Word initial position:
[gg] with:
[g] [ggam] "new"
[g] [gguc] "typeoffish"
[nds] [ggam] "new"

[gam] "spoon"
[guE] "yesterday"
[ndsam] "knife"

in word-medial position:
[gg] with:
[p] [mAggote] 
[s] [mAggut] 
[ds] [mAggyete] 
[mb] [mAggAte]

"he is sleeping" 
"he was hitting" 
"she is weaving" 
"he is taking"

[niApoce] 
[mAsut] 
[mAdsyeïe] 
[mAmbAje]

"she is closing"
"she was scraping" 
"she is going"

"she is Corning back"

2.3. 21. Semi-consonant or semi-vowel ? : [ y ], [ w ]
This chapter features the analysis of [ y ],[w], and shows the parallels that can be drawn between 
the two phones, in order to establish their phonological status.

2.3.21.1. Voiced palatal [ y ]

2.3.21.1.1. The voiced palatal [ y ] has been encountered:

[yimbin] "rat"
[yos] "typeoftree"

-. in word-initial position: 
[yembj;e] "he knows" 
[yembe] "sail"

[ y emb i ] "rainy season 
[yace] "he cries"
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- in word-final position : 
[ay]"we" [ vey] "first wife

- in word-medial position:
- in intervowel position:

[ i]guyai;e] "he is hungry" [kuyAi;] "dolphin" [biyut] "surgeon fi sh"
[viyap] "cockatoo" [tiyok] "seahorse"

- before consonant;
[ym] [mbweymam] "type of Shell"
[yn] [tayni ] "both old women"
[yp] [teyp] "tulip tree"
[yt] [vayt] "he heard"
[yk] [payk] - proper noun
[ys] [meys] "sait"
[y[] [vay[c] "she hears"
[yqg] [vayijget] "he had heard"

- after consonant:
[py] [niApyayte] "he is climbing"
[ky] [mAkyete] "she is standing (something)
[ty] [mo[otyAp] "man-made road"
[gy] [mAgye^e] "she is plaiting"
[by] [mAbye^e] "it is biting"
[ny] [ninyuje] "it fades"
[vy] [mAvya|;e ] "she is rincing the sago"
[ggy] [mAqgya^e] "she si looking back"
[dsy] [mAndsyeje] "she is going"

2.3.21.1.2. The distinctive character of the consonant is attested by the following minimal pairs:

- in word-initial position:
[y] with:
[m] [ya] "friend" [ma] "eat !"
[n] [yi] "wriggle!" [ni] -dual

[ y ] with: (continued)

[>]] [yat] "typeoftree" 
[p] [ya?] "needle"
[t] [yat] "he cried"
[k] [yos] "typeoftree" 
[b] [yes] "peel!"

[qac] "hit!"
[pa?] "push !" 
[pat] "he pushed" 
[kos] "bearfruit" 
[bes] "charcoal"



[d] [yit] "ginger" [dit] "she plaited"
[g] [yem] "thought" cf. [gAm] "cough"
[y] [yat] "he cried" [yat] "he sang"
[s] [yat] "he cried" [sat] "father"
[V] [yos] "type of tree" [ vos ] "paddle!"
[El [yit] "ginger" [Eit] "she is afraid"
[d3] [yâ] "good" [d3â] "décoration"
[mb] [yat] "he cried" [mbat] "he ate"
[nd] [yat] "he cried" [nda t] "he showed"
[nd3] [yit] "ginger" [nd3it] "excrement"
[gg] [yap] "younger brother" [ggap] "hip"
[w] [kye] "stand (it) up!" [ kwe ] - exclamation of surprise

[gyet] "she plaited" [gwAt] "she cooked over the fire

- in word-final position:
[y] with:
[m] [may] - proper noun [mam] "mother"
[n] [pay] "pushed"-narrative [pan] "head"
[g] not encountered
[p] [Ewey] "wash up" narrative [Ewep] "stir!"
[t] [pay] "pushed"-narrative [pat] "he pushed"
[k] [vey] "hurt"-narrative cf. [ VAk] "rest"
[s] [voy] "buried"-narrative [ vos ] "paddle!"
[E] [pay] "pushed"-narrative [paE] "hand"

- in word-medial position: no minimal pair has been encountered

Conclusion: [ y ] alternâtes with most consonants in syllable-onset position, which gives it the status 
of semi-consonant, allowed in the consonant morphological chait.
However, a further analysis gives insight as to its relationship with the vowel [ i ].

2.3.21.1.3. [y] in spécifie environments:

- in syllable reduplication
The syllable reduplication marking the formation of verbs in the durative mood shows that y is the 
realization of [ i ] between consonant and vowel.

The durative mood expresses the fact that an action occurs over a long period of time; it is formed 
by prefixing the partially reduplicated first syllable of the verb.

In the case where the first syllable consists in CSV, 
the prefixed reduplicated syllable will be CV,
where V is the oral version of the semi-vowel S, that is [ i ] for [ y ] , as in the examples below, and, 
as we will see in the next chapter, [ u ] for [ w].
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[dsyeie] "he goes"
[gyece] "she plaits"
[pyay^e] "she climbs"
[ vyaje] "she rinces the sago"

[dsidsye^e]
[gigyete]
[pipyayte]
[vivya^e]

"he goes for a long rime"
"she plaits for a long time"
"she climbs for a long time"
"she rinces the sago for a long time"

As a reminder, [ i ] has never been encountered in first position of vowel sequence, whereas [y] 
has been encountered in that position after nasal, occlusive and fricative consonant.

- in vowel sequence:

Reminder the sequences Vy, whether in initial or final position, hâve been assessed as diphtongues 
after observation of the inflection process typical of the compound noun process involving 
monosyllabic nouns (see 1.1.4. and 1.1.5.)

Examples:

teyp "tuliptree" par "leaf" tevipar "tulipleaf'
tevigut "tulipfruit"

meys "sait" mok "water" mesimok "sea"

The simple noun features a vowel+ semi-vowel sequence where [ y ] cornes in second position.
The compound noun, however, features single vowels, and the inserted vowel [ i ].

The analysis of [ y ] within this type of sequence, and observations from simple and compound 
noun, as in the examples above, confirm the alternance [ i ,y ] in spécifie environments.

The different steps of the process hâve been reconstituted as follows:

Upon formation of compound noun, there occurs insertion of an harmonised vowel, then réduction 
of the initial diphtongue to a simple vowel.
The last step is consonant alternance if justified, as detailed later in the chapter on consonant 
alternance.

Baseform: teip "tuliptree" gut "fruit"
I teip gutI

vowel insertion jteipi gut|
réduction of diphtongue to simple vowel 11 ep i gu t | 
consonant alternance 11 e v i g u 11

/tevigut/ "tulip tree fruit"
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Base form: me i s "sait' mok "water'
|meis mok|

vowel insertion | me i s i mok |
réduction of diphtongue to simple vowel | me s i mok |

/mes i mok/ "sea"

In both examples:
- [ y ] appears between a vowel, and an occlusive or fricative consonant

Numerous examples hâve shown [ y ] in initial and final position of sequences, before and after 
nasal, occlusive and fricative consonant.

The rule may therefore be as follows:
rule 15: the vowel i is always semi-vocalised into y between any nasal, occlusive or fricative 
consonant and any vowel, and between any vowel and any nasal, occlusive or fricative consonant in 
syllable-coda position, or in onset of the following syllable.

- in word-fmal position:

[ y ] commonly appears in word-final position, after a vowel sequence:
[may] - proper noun [ t a y ] " grandmother "

- For verbs, the mark of narrative mood i is sufFixed onto the verb root:

In this case, the semi-vocalisation of i suffixed onto a root ending with a vowel is accepted and 
even preferred, but not compulsory.
We hâve thus:
[ ya i ] [ yay ] " cried" - narrative 
[ mba i ] [ mbay ] "ate" - narrative

Hence, it appears that the relationship [ i ,y ] follows the rules:

Rule 13: the vowel i, suffixed after a vowel, or positioned after any vowel except u in open or closed 
syllable, may be facultatively semi-vocalised into y.
This rule applies for verbs.

rule 15: the vowels i and u are always semi-vocalised into y and w between any nasal, occlusive 
or fricative consonant, and any vowel, and between any vowel and any nasal, occlusive or fricative 
consonant in syllable-coda posüon, or in onset of the following syllable.

Conclusion
[ y ] has been identified as
- the représentation of the structural i in spécifie environment
- a structural consonantic phoneme
y appears in the final phonological consonant table

The semi-vocalisation of u is described in the next section.
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2.3.21.2. Labial semi-vowel [ w ]

2.3.21.2. a. The labial semi-vowel [w] has almost always been encountered between consonant and 
vowel, as in the following examples:

[kwak[e] "chicken" [bimbiswa] "whistle" [gwaj;e] "he cuts"
[ gwA? t e ] "she cooks over the lire"
[kwe] - exclamation [ ggwefndsen]- proper noun
[j;i?kwit] ”long"(pl) [kwis] "type of coconut" [mbwi?] "fishingnet"
[dwi];e] "he swims"

[ i;wê ] "forest" [ dwê ] "coconut" [ ndwâ ] "brother (of a woman)"

In only two examples, [w] has been encountered after a vowel and in word-fmal position in one of 
these examples:
[ s AwgAgut ] "type of fish"
[ yeyow] "type of tree"
The alternative [ y ey ou ] is accepted, but not preferred.

23.21.2.b. Minimal pairs: 
[w] with:

[y] [ kwe ] - exclamation of surprise [kye] "stand (it) up!"
[gwAt] "she cooked over the fire" cf. [ gye t ] "she plaited"
[gwa t] "she eut" [ g y a t ] " she looked back'

[0] [gwA?ce] "she cooks over the fire" [gA?Ce]"he gets up"

2.3.21.2.C. Relation between [w] and [u]
Again, as in the case of [ i ,y ], the formation of verbs in the durative mood throws a light into the 
relationship between [ u ] and [ w ].

[dwi^e] "he swims" [dudwi^e] "he swims for a long time"
[nwii;e] "he swims [nunwiie] "he swims for a long time"
(both nwi r e and dwi r e are accepted for the same meaning)

[cwe^e] "she mixes" [ ^lucwete] "she mixes for a long time"

The particular syllable reduplication for the formation of verbs in the durative mood shows that w is 
the réalisation of u between nasal, occlusive and fricative consonant, and any oral vowel.

rule 14: the vowel u may be facultatively semi-vocalised into w in second position of a vowel 
sequence, in open syllable, in word-fmal position.
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rule 15: the vowels i and u are always semi-vocalised into y and w between any nasal, occlusive 
or fricative consonant, and any vowel, and between âny vowel and any nasal or occlusive in syllable- 
coda position or in onset of the following syllable.

[w] has been identified as the semi-vocalised représentation of u in spécifie environment. It is not a 
structural unit, but it has however been confirmed as a distinctive unit through minimal pairs.
For these reasons, w appears in the final consonant phonological table.

Note: a few facultative alternatives between vowel and diphtongue, depending on the speaker, hâve 
been encountered:
[ e,we ] [mesindip] [mwesindîp] "beach"

[mesimok] [mwesimok] "sea"
[mbeymam] [mbweymam] " type of Shell

[ o.wo ] [mbotite] [mbwotiie] "he spits"
[mbombe] [mbwombe] " wind"

[ A,WA ] [mbA?] [mbwA?] "fence"
[bAqgit bAijgit ] [bwAqgit bwAijgit] " a few of '

In aU cases, both pronunciations are accepted. In ail cases, this has been observed after bilabial 
consonants [m, b, mb].
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2.4. General conunents and phonological rules for consonants

2.4.1.Consonant position in the word

The summary chart below shows the positions that may be occupied by the varions consonants 
within the word.
The nasals, the voiceless oclusives, the flap and the dental fricative are encountered in ail positions. 
The voiced occlusives and the prenasalised are most commonly encountered in word-initial position 
and after consonant.

Initial Initial Final Médial
before C after C before C Intervowel

m X X X X X
n X X X X X

n X (X) X X X
k X X X X X X

g X X - X X X

Y X - - (X) - X
? - - X - X (x)

P X X X X X X
b X X - X X X
V X - - - X X

t X X X X X X
d X r - - (x) X

r X - X X X X
s X - X X X X

d3 X - - (X) - -

Z - - - (x) - -

..y X - - - - X

mb X X - X X X
nd X - - X - X
nds X _ - X - X

___ X - - X X X
X: regular occurrence, (x): lare occurrence, - = not encountered
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2.4.2. Consonant Sequences and Prenazalised Consonants

m n g P b V k g ? Y t d r s d3 Z mb nd nds gg

m nin km ?m tm

n mn pn kn ?n tn rn sn

>] mi] pg "?g rg

P np PP ?p rp

b mb nb kb

V nv rv

k mk nk gk rk

g mg ng - ?g rg sg

Y DY PY ?Y tY TY

?

t mt kt ?t

d md n d kd td

r mr nr pr b r vr kr g r ?r t r d r mb r —

s ps bs

d3 md3 nd3 Pd3

Z mz

mb nmb kmb smb

nd

nd3 mnds knds tnds rndj

gg ngg pgg îgg rgg



The chart on the next page summarizes consonant sequences encountered in word-initial position, 
and word-medial position.
The sequences encountered in both initial and médial position are in bold. 
The sequences not in bold are encountered in word-medial position only.

Only two types of consonant sequences appear in word-initial position, - and, they are also the only 
ones allowed in both word-initial and word-medial position. These sequences are therefore likely to 
appear in syllable-onset position.
These sequences are:
-occlusives pr, br, kr, dr, tr 
- prenasalised non-alveolar mbr, qgr

These observations speak in favor of considering the prenasalised bilabial, alveo-palatal and velar 
mb, nd, nds and qg as single phonèmes rather than as consonant sequences, and this, despite the 
fact that they hâve rninimal pairs with simple consonants.

2.4.2.I. Consonant sequences in word-initial and word-medial position

For the prenasalised consonants mb, nd, nds, qg, and the consonant sequences allowed in word- 
initial position, namely pr, br, kr, dr, tr, mbr, qgr:
when they appear in word-medial position, the syllable boundary will fall immediately before them.

2.4.2. Consonant sequences and prenasalised consonants

mb/mbr yejnbe "sail" yejnbre "she knows"
du.ndujnbre "she reduces to crumbs"

Dg/igr. sa.qgi "go"-narrative" ki.qgre "she coughs'

nd nak.ba.nd i "sorry" nde.nd i "now"

nds ne.ndsi "how much" ne.ndsu "what kind"

pr ki.pre "she cornes"

br gAjnbre "he coughs"

kr r i.kre "she cornes down"

gr gi-gri "dried coconut leaves"1

tr tak.ta.kre "(the leaves) rustle"

dr drwA?.re "it tums"
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Ail other sequences, that appear in word-medial position only, are composed of a consonant in 
syllable-coda + a consonant in syllable-onset of the following syllable.
In that case, the syllable boundary will appear after the first consonant, and the nasal consonant may 
be non-homorganic of the following consonant.

2A.2.2. Consonant sequences in word-medial position

Hereunder are examples of words featuring the various consonant sequences.

mbAÎ.tu.re "he swallows" mbA2.vA "he cornes" voî.qget "he buried" 
vo?.re "he buries" po?.ri "spears" po?.ni "two spears"

sAm..za? "heavy" 
s im..d3aO "type of tree"

tak.tak "rustle"(noun)

nem. nit "he is wet" s uïak i - proper noun kom.go "flower" kam.doi]-proper noun 
vAkjna?"death adder" nak.ba.ndi"unfortunate" s ik.dam - proper noun
b i t JDA "type of bird"
munjuun "fly larvae" pun.var "lip" man.gwa.gi "crow" ndin.yi.re "he slides" 
gg i n.gg i r "color" g i n.b i t "mushroom"
nen. ke "joy"
mar.vi "fly" pur.pur -proper noun tar.ku "attention" va r.g em-proper noun
ggwer.ndsen - proper noun sur.ggi -propernoun
dus.gen-proper noun gus.gujnbre "he is ashamed"
kAp.yi.re "he tums" sep.sok "type of tree"
rwê.bAb.sik "ankle"
sep.sok "type of tree"

2.5. Syllable and syllable division

2.5.1. Types of syllables

The language features simple words of up to three syllables, although the mono- and disyllabic are 
most common.
It features compound words, such as compound nouns, of up to eight syllables.
Hereunder are examples of the syllable schemes of words with one to three, then four and more 
syllables.
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2.5.1.1. Monosyllabic words

V a "this"
VS ay "we"
cv du "dugong"
CW rao "sun"
csvs pyay "climbed" - narrative
ccv prê "fight"
ccvs kr ey "came"
cvc dup "shark"
csvc twa? "worm"
ccvc mbra? "plant"
csvvc nyaom "scorpion"

2.5.1.2.Disyllabic words

v.cv o.re "yes"

cv.cv ma.du "turtle"
cv.ccv mbu.kr e "he says"
cv.cvv ma.kao "fish"
cv.cvs mA.vay "he is listening"
cv.ccvc mAmb r a ? "she is planting"

ccv.cv prê.r i "fights"
cw.cv tao.re "she tidies"
cw.cvc tao.qget "she had tidied"
cvc.cvc bon.bon "coconut leaf"
cvc.cvvc ijAT.vaok "type of fish"

csvs.cv pyay.re "he climbs"
ccvc.cv mbra?.re "she plants"
csvc.cv kwaî.re "he gets out"
CS VS.cvc pyay.gget "he had climbed"

2.5.1.3. Trisyllabic words

The trisyllavic words encountered in the language are mostly conjugated verbs and compound 
nouns.

CV.CV.CV mo.dijnS "python”
CV.CV.CCV mAjnbu.kre "he is saying"
CV.CV.CCVC ka.ra.krap "typeoffish"
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cv.cw.cv mA.tao.re "she is tidying"
cv.cvs.cv mA.vay.re "he is listening"
cv.ccvc.cv mAjnbraî.re "she is planting"
cv.cvv.cvc mA.tao.gge t "she had been tidying"
cv.cvc.cvc ka.ra.krap "type of fish"
cv.cv.ccvc ta.ro7.gget "it had been finished"

cvc.cv.cv nak.ba.nd i "poor”
cvc.cv.cvc man.pA.vur "type of fish"
cvs;cv.cvc SAW.gA.gur "type of fish"
CV.CV.CV.CVC mAjnbu.yu.gge t "he had been talking"

2.6.1.4. Words of four syllables or more

The words of four syllables or more encountered are ail conjugated verbs and compound nouns.
The compound nouns especially can count up to eight syllables, as the compound of four nouns of 
two syllables each.

CV.CV.CV.CVC mA.pi.r i.y i.gget "he had been tuming"

CVC.CV.CV.CV.CV.CVC; bi tjnA.bi.ri.ijgi.qgir "color of bird's tail" 
from:bitmA "bird" bit "tail” qgiqgir "colour"

CVC.CV.CV.CV.CVC.CVC.CVC: ma7jnu.pa.nA.dajnbar.ggi r.qgi r "child's hair's color" 
from: maîmu "child" pan "head" dAmbar "hair" ggirggir "color"

In both examples of compound nouns, the second element features the inflexion process, typical of 
monosyllabic nouns that are part of compound nouns (see 1.1.5. and 1.2.7)

2.5.2. Syllable reduplication

The following examples of syllable reduplication, complété and partial, hâve been observed:

2.5.2.I. Complété reduplication

In the case of reduplication of monosyllabic words as below, the reduplication is complété.
A complex nucléus is conserved.

If the monosyllabic has a consonant in coda, the reduplication créâtes a consonant sequence, with 
one consonant in coda and one consonant in onset, and with syllable boundary within the sequence.
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In the case of a sequence nasal + consonant, the nasal does not become homorganic, as shown in 
the first two examples:
n is conserved before m and d, and is conserved and not homorganised before b.
This observation is another indication that mb, nd, nds, qg are prenasalised consonants, rather 
than consonant sequences.

bi.bi 
di.di 
dsu.dsu 
mb i jnb i 
mi jni

"little thing"
"baby"
"cloth"
"type of tree insect" 
"cream"

yao.yao "lype of fish"
b 0 n.b O n "coconut leaf "
ben.ben "anlde bracelet"

murunun "fly larvae"
menjnen - proper noun

P U r .p U r - proper noun

V 0 ?.v 0 ? "he buries for a long time"
kwa2.kwa? "he lets loose for a long time" 
mbra?jnbra? "he plants for a long time" 
mu?jnu? "she fishes for a long time "

mbAkmbAk "black"
mbra?jnbra? "he plants for a long time"

2.S.2.2. Partial syllable reduplication

In this type of redupücation, the coda is not included in the reduplication.

In the case of a syllable composed of onset + complex nucléus (first example), the reduplication 
only affect the onset + first vowel.

In the second group of examples, the reduplication happens before the first vowel becomes semi- 
vocalised:

Base form:
durative: reduplication 
semi-vocalisation:

"dive"
|dui I 
I duduiI 
Idudwir e|

"rwe"
|rue|
Irurue |
Irurwere|

Idjie I 
Idsidsie I 
Idjidsyere|

Note: in the case of a complex nucléus, and a reduplication prefîxed to the base form, it is the first 
element only of the nucléus that is reduplicated.
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ra.rao "type of fish"

ru.rwe re "he stirs for a long time", from [ rwe r e ]
du.dwi re "he swims for a long time", from [ dwi r e ]

ne.nep "refuse"
ta.tap "short"
vo.vop "tree type"

dso.dso t "type of fish"

gi-gir "hot"
gu.gur "aopa seed"
mb j jnb i r "floor timber"
ga.gar "work"
ggi-ggir "color"

ve.ves "baby chicken"

r i.r in "cheek"

vo.vo? "type of yam"

gge.ggen "type of parrot"

mojnok "liquid"

2.6. Conclusions for consonant position and syllable division

The analysis has given the following results:

- AU phones featured in the phonetic chart are attested as phonèmes by minimal pairs, whether in 
word-initial, word-final and-or word médial position .
Therefore, they aU appear in the phonological charL, except for w.

- Except for ? and z, aU consonant phones in Awar language are aUowed on word-initial position 
and are attested as phonèmes by minimal pairs in this position.
Therefore, except for 2 and z, ail consonant phones in Awar language are allowed on syllable- 
onset position.

- The following phonèmes do not appear in word-final position, and are therefore allowed only in 
syllable-onset position, and not in syllable-coda position:
d. b, g, Y, V, d3, mb, nd, nds, gg
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Whether they are in fïrst or second position of consonant sequence, the syllable division will always 
fall immediately before them.

- ? is attested as phoneme in word-fmal position, where it is most regularly encountered.
It is allowed in syllable-coda position only.
Therefore, in consonant sequences, 2 appears only in fïrst position of sequence, followed by 
another consonant at the onset of the following syllable, and syllabe division falls between the two.

- Z is extremely rare, has been encountered in one example only, in second position of consonant 
sequence, in syllable-onset position

- [w] is the réalisation of u, between consonant and vowel, or as second part of complex nucléus, 
in open or closed syllable.
It therefore only appears in syllable-nucleus position.

- [ y ] may be the réalisation of i between consonant and vowel, or as second part of a complex 
nucléus, in word-fmal position.
In that case, [ y ] will be fïrst, second or third element of a complex syllable-nucleus, as a vowel.

y may also be an independent consonant phoneme, in syllable-onset position.
In that case, as a consonant, it will appear in syllable-onset position.

- The nasals m, n, q, the voiceless occlusives k, p, t, the retroflex flap r, and the voiceless 
fricative s, are commonly encountered in word-initial, and in word-final position, and are therefore 
allowed in both syllable-onset and -coda position.
Except when they are followed by r, if the occlusives appear in fïrst position of consonant sequence, 
the syllable division will fall immediately after them.
When the occlusives are followed by r, the syllable division will fall immediately before them.

- The retroflex flap r may appear in syllable-onset and -coda position.
It appears regularly before and after both voiced and voiceless consonants, namely after the nasals m, 

n, q, the voiceless occlusives k, p, t, the voiced occlusives g, b, d, the glottal 2, and the 
prenasalised mb, qg.

It is the only consonant in the System to feature such a large distribution in consonant sequence, 
and, most particulariy, to appear after consonant in word-intial position, or in syllable- onset 
position.

In the case of a sequence of voiceless or voiced occlusive, or prenasalised + r, that is, pr, t r, kr, 
br, gr, mbr, qgr, in word-medial position, the syllable division falls immediately before the 
sequence, and r forms a complex syllable onset with the preceding consonant.
This may bring about resyllabification, if the sequence is the resuit of contact between p, t, k in 
syllable-coda position, and r in syllable-onset position separated by morphème boundary.
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- As a general rule, in case of a consonant sequence in word-medial position, the syllable division 
will fall before the consonant cluster, if that cluster is also allowed in word-initial position.
The syllable division will fall after the first consonant in ail other cases.

2.7. Consonant alternance

We hâve seen in the section on vowel analysis how the language features vowel insertion and 
harmonisation in verb conjugation, and in plural and compound noun formation. ( see 1.1.5.)
This process is accompanied by consonant alternance when the vowel is inserted after the voiceless 
occlusives k,p,t, and then involves resyllabification.

Consonant alternance has been observed in verb conjugation, compound noun formation, and for the 
plural of five simple nouns.

The analysis shows that, after vowel insertion, the voiceless occlusives k,p,t in word-fmal position 
altemate with, respectively the voiced fricatives y,v and vibrant r in intervowel position.
That is to say: the voiceless occlusive in syllable-coda position alternantes with a voiced fricative or a 
flap in syllable onset and intervowel position.

2.7.1. Consonant alternance in verb conjugation

The System appears to fonction as described below. The description will be reviewed upon 
discussion of long and short verbal roots in V.l

k,p,t appear in word-fmal position on verb root
y,v,r appear in intervocalic position, after vowel insertion, in simple past, perfect, and long 
verb root:

mbuk "speak"
suffixation of mark of simple past [ mbuk-11 
vowel insertion | mbuk-u-11
consonant alternance | mb u y - u -11
resyllabification |mbu.yut|

/mbuyut/ "hespoke"

suffixation of mark of perfect 
vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

k i P "corne"
Ikip-qget|
Ikip-A-.gget \ 

Ikiv-A-.gget |
Iki.VA.gget |
/kivAqget/ "he had corne"
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[kit] "eut"
vowel for formation of long root | k i t - a |

consonant alternance 1 k i - r - a |

resyllabification 1 k i. r a |

/k i r a/ " eut" - long root

2.7.2. Consonant alternation in compound nouns:

In the formation of compound nouns, the first part of which is monosyllabic ending with k, p, t, 
there occurs, after vowel insertion, consonant alternance, then resyllabification:
Example;

|mok| "water" |nik| "belly, inside"
|mok-nik]|

vowel insertion |mok-o-nik|
consonant alternance | moy-o-n i k | 
resyllabification | mo.y o.n i k |

/mo Y 0 n i k I / "underwater"

Imok I "water" | po 11 "star"
|mok-po11

vowel insertion | mok-o-po 11

consonant alternance | moy-o-po 11 

resyllabification |mo.yo.pot|
/moyopot/ "starfish"

|rup|"thigh" |piri|"skin"
Irup-piri|

vowel insertion | rup-u-p i r i |
consonant alternance | ruv-u-pi r i | 
resyllabification | r u.vu.p i .r i |

/ruvupiri / "thigh’ skin"

I vi 11 "sugarcane"

vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

1 mok I "water"
Ivit-mokI 
Ivit-i-mok|
1vir-i-mok|
I vi.r i jnok |
/ V i r i mok / "sugar cane juice"
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This phenomemon is also observed with words borrowed from Tok Pisin: 
|bot| "boat" |qgam|"new" 
vowel insertion [ bot-o-i]gam|
consonant alternance | bor-o-i]gam| 
resyllabification | bo.ro.ggam]

/boroggam/ "new boat"

2.7.3. Consonant alternation in formation of plural of fîve simple nouns:

Five common nouns, monosyllabic and ending with p.t. présent a plural involving vowel insertion, 
consonant alternance and resyllabification.

/mo t / "man"

vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

/morori/ "men" 
|mot-r i I 
|mo t-o-ri| 
|mor-o-r i | 
Imo.ro.r i |

/mu t " wife"

vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

/mururi]/ "wives" 
|mut-r i I 
|mut-u-ri| 
|mur-u-ri| 
jmu.ru.ri j

Three of the nouns présent two plurals, with the same meaning:

/ y a P / " y ounger brother "

vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

/yavari/ or/yapri/ "younger brothers" 
|yap-ri| 
jyap-a-rij 
Iyar-a-rij 
I ya.va.r i j

/y ip/."cousin"

vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

/yiviri/ or/yipri/ "cousins" 
|yip-rij 
jyip-i-rij 
Iyiv-i-rij 
I yi.vi.r i j

/sat/ "father"

vowel insertion 
consonant alternance 
resyllabification

/sarari / or / satri / "fathers" 
I sat-riI 
I sa t-a-rij 
Isar-a-rij 
I sa.ra.r i j
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The fact that ail these nouns refer to kinship may point to some System belonging to an earlier stage 
of the language.

2.7.4. Alternance k, g and p, b :

The speakers pronounce [mbukre], and [kipre],[dipre], in slow speech, but pronounce 
[mbugre], [kibre],[dibre] atrapid speech speed.

rule 7: in word-medial syllable-onset position, k and p followed by r may be represented by their 
voiced équivalent g and b.

2.7.5. Spécial case of the glottal ?

The glottal ? differs from the velars k,y,g in that it undergoes change only in the case of 
suffixation of the marks of narrative i and simple past t, but remains unaltered in ail other 
instances:

mu? "to fish"
suffixation of mark of simple past |mu?-11 
? may not combine with t to form a complex coda ? t,
hence 2 disappears: 
and t replaces 2 in coda :

|mu-tI
/mu t / "she fished"

vo2 "to bury"
suffixation of mark of simple past | vo2-11 
2 may not combine with t to form a complex coda [ 21 ],
hence 2 disappears: 
and t replaces 2 in coda :

Ivo-tI
/vot/ "he buried"

In the case of formation of the narrative by suffixation of i onto the root: 
lmu.2 i I .is not acceptable as ? may not appear in syllable-onset position
hence ? disappears:
U forms a complex nucléus with i 
u is semivocalised into w

|mu-iI
I mu i 1 "he buried" - narrative 
I mwi I "he buried" - narrative

1 V0.2 i I is not acceptable as 2 may not appear in syllable-onset position
hence ? disappears: 
i forms a complex nucléus with o

|vo-iI
I vo i I "he buried" - narrative

In verb conjugation of verbs whose root ends with 2,2 will be maintained if the suffix is composed 
of onset and nucléus at least, and will disappear in other cases.
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rule 1: in a sequence ?-1, ? is deleted, and t occupies the coda position in the syllable. 
This rule applies to verbs.

rule 2: in a sequence V?- i except if V is i, ? is deleted and i becomes part of a complex nucléus. 
If the first vowel is i, ? is conserved and the last i is deleted 
This rule applies to verbs.

If the vowel is i, ? is conserved and the conjugation morphème i disappears: 
s i ? "to wash" I s i ?-i I /si?/ "washed"- narrative

The following examples show how ? remains unaltered in compound noun formation and verb
conjugation:

bwA? "fence" bwA?nik "inside the fence"
po? "spear" po?i]gAr "spear handle"

po?r i "spear s"
po?ni "two spears"

vo? "bury" vo?re "he buries" vo2i]gi

As a general observation, ? is maintained in dualisation and pluralisation, and in the formation of 
simple présent, perfect and serial.
It is the only occlusive appearing in word-final position to behave this way.

2.7.6. Choice of base form: k, p, t or y > v, r in syllable-coda position

After discussing the consonant alternance k,y and p,v, we here analyze which would be the 
consonant appearing in coda position of the base form.
The base form could end with:
- the voiced fricative y,v,r
- the voiceless occlusive k.p

If we choose:
- the voiced fricative y, v, r :
this choice speaks against the observations made in the consonant distribution in the language, as 
the language does not allow voiced fricatives in word-final, and therefore syllable-coda position.

The flap r, however, appears commonly in syllable-coda position.
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- the voiceless stop k,p, t :
this choice is supportée! by observations conceming the consonant distribution in the language, that 
allows voiceless occlusives in word-fmal position.

Therefore, we observe a lenition process: the base form features the voiceless occlusive k,p,t in 
syllable-coda position, which alternâtes, after vowel insertion and resyllabification, with the voiced 
fricative y,v,r in syllable-onset intervowel position.

rule 5: upon vowel insertion, the voiceless occlusives k,p,t, in syllable-coda position altemate with, 
respectively, the voiced fricative y,v, or the flap r, in syllable-onset intervowel position, and there 
occurs resyllabification.

2.7.7. Spécial case of t, r in intervowel position

The description of the relation between r and t shows that t in syllable-coda position alternâtes, 
after vowel insertion, with r in syllable-onset intervowel position.

However, the complementary distribution t, r is not complété, as:
- t appears, however rarely, in intervowel position in disyllabic simple words:
TAtar "sawfish"
- r appears commonly in word-final position in monosyllabic words: 
par "hand" qar "hit!"

The presence of the consonant r between two vowels may therefore refer to two different base 
forms, with either t or r in coda position.
The formation of a compound noun would cancel the différence between the consonants in final 
positin of the base form:

par "hand" kundum "shield" parAkundum "fingeraail"
set "louse" par "leg" serepar "louse leg"

2.8. Phonological proccesses around prenasalised consonants

2.8.1. Alternance of prenasalized consonants n d / i] g r

A number of examples testify of the spécial relationship of the prenesalised dental nd with 
prenasalised velar qg+r, on the one hand, and with the sequence nr, on the other hand.

- nd, qgr in verbs
When verbs whose root end with qg form their simple présent and future by adding the suffix -re 
and -r ene, the alternance whereby nd replaces qgr is commonly accepted:
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moqgre 
kesuqgene 
saqgre 
ki qgrene

or monde 
or kesundene 
or sande 
or kindene

"she does"
"she will answer" 
"he goes"
"he will cough"

Both variants are considered as fully acceptable.

The rules that présidé over this alternance are as follows:

rule 8: when preceding the flap r, the prenasalised velar gg may be reduced to the simple nasal 
velar g, then assimilated on the dental feature of r into the alveolar n 
This rule applies to verbs, nouns and adjectives.

rule 9: when preceded by the nasal n or the occlusive t, the flap r may be assimilated into d 
This rule applies to nouns, adjectives and verbs.

Ex: |mogg-re| ==> mog-re ==>mon-re ==> mo.nde ==> /monde/

- nd.nr in nouns and adjectives:
In the formation of plural of common nouns ending with dental nasal n, and in two adjectives 
ending with dental occlusive t, the vibrant r in syllable-onset position of the mark of plural -ri 
may be homorganised into the dental d.
Both variants are accepted:

IkAn-ri] 
|menmen-ri|

/kAndi/ "trees"
/me nme nd i / "fly larvae"

|kot-ri| /kotdi/ "long"
Idivinkot-ri | /diyinkotdi / "distant" 
Rule 9 applies.

Note that the rules apply differently according to whether the morphèmes are grammatical, 
conjugation or lexical.
Indeed, contact between t-r, separated by lexical morphème limit, would bring about vowel insertion 
and consonant alternance if the first part is monosyllabic (see 1.1.5. and I. 2.8.).

2.8.2. Alternance prenasalised consonants g g, n d and occlusives g, d

Upon Word contact and in word formation, a prenasalized consonant preceded by occlusive tends to 
be reduced to its occlusive feature.
The first two examples deal with word contact, and the third one with compound word formation:

gg -> g |mot re? kam ggArat| / mot re? kam grat/
mon ihing stick take Past 
"The man took the stick”
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nd-> d |mAri mare? qgArat ndin| / niAri mare? qgrat din/ 
woman food take Past Neg 
"The woman did not take the food”

mb-> b IniAri tan mbâ sai]gat|/ mari lanbâ saqgat/ 
woman outside towards go Past 
"The woman went outside”

rule 16: the prenasalized consonants mb, nd, gg preceded by m, n, t, r may be reduced to the 
corresponding voiced occlusive, respectively, b,g,d.
This rule applies upon word contact and in compound noun formation.

3. SYLLABLE FORMULAS AND MORPHOLOGICAL RULES

3.1. Observations from syllable types

The following syllable structures hâve been encountered in monosyllabic and polysyllabic words. 
The examples hereunder are taken from monosyllabic words, but apply to polysyllabic words also, 
as no other type of syllable structure has been encountered.

- in onset position:

a. simple onset: C
- where C may be any consonant allowed in onset position, i.e. any consonant, except ?,z
- where C may be void in only four examples: ore "yes" a "this" ay "we" o "or"

b. complex onset: C + r
- where C may be any voiceless or voiced occlusive, or the prenasalised velar or prenasalised 
bilabial, toform the sequence: P r, kr, tr, br, vr, gr, dr, mbr, ggr

- in nucléus position:

a. simple nucléus : V
where V may be any oral or nasal vowel

b. complex nucléus: V1+V2
S1+V3
V1+S2
S1+V1+V2
Sl+Vl+Sl
V1+V2+S1

where: VI may only be an oral vowel
V2 may only be an oral vowel not identical to VI 
V3 may be any oral or nasal vowel 
SI may be any of the two semi-vowels y,w
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- in coda position: 
always simple coda: C
- C may be any consonant allowed in coda position 
i.e. C may be - any nasal: m,n,i]

- any voiceless occlusive and glottal: p, t ,k,?
- the retroflex flap: r
- the voiceless fricative: s

- the coda positon may be void

- C may not be: - any voiced fricatives and affricate: v,z,y,d 3
- any voiced occlusive: d,g,
- cmy prenasalised mb.nd.nds.gg
- any consonant sequence

3.2. Graphie représentations of syllable types

The different syllable types may be represented graphically as follows:

V 0
1

N
1

C
1

1
0

1
V

1
0

a a "this"

VS 0
1

N C
11

0 VS
1
0

ay ay "we"

cv 0
1

N
1

C
11

c
1
V

1
0

d U du "dugong

CW 0 N C
1 fs 1
c w 0
r ao rao "sun"

csvs 0 N C
IV

c vw 0
P yay pyay "climb"



pré Tlght'

CCV O N
I I
c c
P r

CCVS O N
I K
cc w
kr ey

CVC O N
I I
C V
d U

CSVC O N
I ^
C SV
t wa

CCVC O N
K 1

CC V
mbr a

CSVVC O O
I
c vw
n yao

C

I
V
e

C
I
0

krey "corne"

C
I
0
P dup "shark"

C
I
C
? twa? "worm"

C
I

C
? mbra? "plant"

N C
I
C
m nyaom "scorpion"

3.3. Summary of phonological raies

Note: It bas been observed that rules appiy differently according to whether we are dealing with 
conjugation morphèmes, such as marks of conjugation in the indicative, with grammatical 
moiphemes, such as mark of dual and plural, and with lexical morphèmes.
The relevant word category is therefore referred to explicitely when necessary to avoid confusion.
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rule 1: in a sequence ?-t, 2 is deleted, and t occupies the coda position in the syllable. 
This rule applies to verbs.

rule 2: in a sequence V?- i except if V is i, ? is deleted and i becomes part of a complex nucléus. 
If the first vowel is i, ? is conserved and the last i is deleted 
This rule applies to verbs.

rule 3: between any two consonants, except 2, there may occur insertion of a vowel, harmonized on 
the vowel of the preceding syllable
This rule is compulsory for nouns, and facultative for verbs. 

rule 4:
rule 4a: inserted oral vowels, central high i , medium front and back e,o, and low central a , tend to 
be replaced by the medium central vowel a

rule 4 b: inserted high front vowel i tends to be replaced by the medium front vowel e

rule 5: upon vowel insertion, the voiceless occlusives k,p,t, in syllable-coda position altemate with, 
respectively, the voiced fricative y,v, or the flap r, in syllable-onset Lntervowel position, and there 
occurs resyllabification.

rule 6: when the voiceless occlusives k and p, appear before the voiced fricative y, k and p may be 
deleted.
This rule applies to verb and nouns.

rule 7: in word-medial syllable-onset position, k and p followed by r may be represented by their 
voiced équivalent g and b.

rule 8: when preceding the flap r, the prenasalised velar qg may be reduced to the simple nasal 
velar g, then assimilated on the dental feature of r into the alveolar n 
This rule applies to verbs, nouns and adjectives.

rule 9: when preceded by the nasal n or the occlusive t, the flap r may be assimilated into d 
This rule applies to nouns, adjectives and verbs.

rule 10: a sequence of two identical consonants or vowels is reduced to one.
This rule applies for nouns and verbs.
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rule 11: in word-final position, the prenasalised velar qg, bilabial mb and alveolar nd are reduced to 
the simple nasal, respect!vely velar g , bilabial m. and alveopalatal n

rule 12: in word-final position, the nasal velar g nasalizes the preceding vowel, except if it is a high 
vowel, then the nasal disappears.

rule 13: the vowel i, suffixed after a vowel, or positioned after any vowel except u in open or closed 
syllable, may be facultatively semi-vocalised into y 
This rule applies to verbs

rule 14: the vowel u may be facultatively semi-vocalised in second position of vowel sequence, in 
open syllable, in word-final position.

rule 15: the vowels i and u are always semi-vocalised into y and w between any nasal, occlusive 
or fricative consonant and any vowel, and between any vowel and any nasal, occlusive or fricative 
consonant in syllable-coda position, or in onset of the following syllable.

rule 16: the prenasalized consonants mb, nd, gg preceded by m, n, t, r may be reduced to the 
corresponding voiced occlusive, respectively, b,g,d.
This rule applies upon word contact and in compound noun formation.

rule 17: a alveopalatal occlusive t followed by the velar occlusive g is represented by the flap r 
This rule applies upon word contact

4. STRESS PATTERN

There has not been any opportunity for lab analysis that would hâve allowed for a définition of the 
stress.
The stressed syllable is marked by pitch, probably together with loudness.

In the word, the stress usually falls on the last syllable, for simple and compound words:

guni gun ' ni "village'

kyayar kya ‘ YAr "bat"

korondo koro ‘ ndo "snake"

keriyi ker i (
Yi "tum"
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mbiripar mbiri ‘par "leaf of hibiscus tree" -from: mbit "hibiscus" par "leaf"

panAdambar
"hair"

panAdA ‘mbar "head hair" -from: pan "head" da’mbar

nabApar nabA ‘par "mango leaf' -from: na’bA "mango" par "leaf"

It is interesting to observe that not ail suffixes influence the stress pattern on words in the same way. 
Indeed, grammatical suffixes of dual and plural cause the word to behave as if it were extended by 
one syllable - thereby allowing the stress to shift from last syllable in singular to suffix as last 
syllable in dual and plural:

panxdA ‘mbar "head hair" panAdAmba ‘ri "several crops of hair" 

nabA ‘par "mango leaf" nabApar ‘ n i "two mango leaves”

The suffixation of any conjugation mark, except for the mark of simple past -t, however, fails to 
bring change in the stress pattern of the verb, even though, technically, one syllable is added to the 
verb:

tare? 
taro?re 
taro?rene 
taro?i]ge t 
tarot

ta? ‘ro? 
ta ‘ro?re 
ta? ‘ro?rene 
ta? ‘ronget 
ta? ‘rot

"finish
"he finishes"- simple présent
"he will finish" - simple future
"he has finished"- perfect | ta''ro?YA | "he finished"-
"he finished"- simple past : no change in stress, because there

is no change in syllable number, but the following example, because it entails vowel addition and 
therefore change in the number of syllables, shows clearly the shift in stress:

k i P "corne"- short root
kivAt ki ‘vAt "hecame"

Hereunder a number of minimal pairs oppose a simple substantive to a substantive phrase (ex. 1,2), 
to conjugated verbs (ex. 3,4), and oppose a conjugated simple past to a simple présent (ex.5):

In examples 1 and 2, the stress falls on the last syllable of the substantive:

1. kAma nde? kA ‘ma
kema place

kAma nde?ri kA ‘ma
kema place PI

nde? "kema’s place" 

nde? ‘ri "kema’s places

kAmande? kAma ‘nde? "cockatoo”
cockatoo

2. rire? 
rer i k 
rire?

ri ‘re? "what?" 
re ‘rik "blood"
'ri re? "garden tool”
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In examples 3,4, the stress falls on the last syllable of the simple substantives, but not on the mark of 
simple présent in the two verbs:

3. kwakre kwa 'kre "chicken"
kwa?re ‘kwa 2 r e "he gets out of the way

4. vore t vo ’ret "big"
vo2re ‘vo2re "he digs"

In example 5, again, the mark of simple présent is not stressed, while the syllable created by adjunct 
of the mark of simple past is stressed; the third example, a substantive, follows the regular stress 
pattern:
5. yembre ‘yembre "he knows"

yembAt ye ‘mbAt "he knew”
yembit ye ‘mbit "aopa”
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CHAPTERII: ELEMENTS OF AWAR SYNTAX

The purpose of this chapter is to facilitate the reading of the présent description by 
providing the main éléments of Awar syntax.

The constituents of the verbal clause, then of the non-verbal clause will be presented 
hereunder

1. THE VERBAL CLAUSE

The two core constituents of the verbal clause are the noun phrase in the subject slot, and 
the verb phrase in the verb slot.

The noun phrase is described in detail in chapter IV Nouns.

The verb phrase will be described in detail in chapter V. Verbs.
It is constituted of a verb in head slot position, and may présent one or several 
compléments as direct object or attributive if it is transitive or bitransitive

Other compléments, circonstants, may be featured with the verb; these circonstants may
be such of accompaniment, time, instrument, location, origin, intention and
maimer.

The general word order is not entirely fixed, but the main principles are as follows:

- the verbal clause core constituents are: Subject -Attributive - Direct Object - Verb

- the subject is usually in clause-initial position, and the verb, in clause-final position

- non-core constituents are circonstants

- the basic word order is
Subject - Verb , if the verb is intransitive

ma2mu mbAt 
child go back Past 
"The child went back"

Subject - Object - Verb , if the verb is transitive

ma?mu kor vasat 
child canoë see Past 
"The child saw the canoë'
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mAri qye? qgArat

woman pot take Past 
"The woman took the pot"

Subject - Attributive - Object - Verb, if the verb is bitransitive

mot mAri twâ mbuyut 
man woman talk say Past 
"The man talked (the talk) to the woman"

mAri ma?mu gye? qganAqgat 
woman chîld pot giwe Past 
"The woman gave the pot to the child"

- a circonstant would normally appear between subject and object:

Subject-Attributive-Time - Object- Verb 
mAri ma?mu gur *]ye? gganAggat
Oman child yesterday pot give Past
"The woman gave the pot to the child yesterday"

Subject- Origin - Object- Verb
mam to te? ma?mu kot
mother house from child call Past
"The woman called for the child from the house"

- if the clause counts several circonstants, their most usual order of appearance would be 
as follows:

Accompaniment - Time - Instrument - Location - Goal - Origin - Manner 

Examples:

Subject- Accompaniment- Goal- Origin- Verb
mam sat va? ma?mu ne? to te? kot
mother father with child for house from call Past
“The mother with the father called for the child from the house”
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As many as four constituents may be encountered within a single clause: 

Subject - Accompaniment - Intention - Origin - Direct Object - Verb
mam sat va? ma?mu ne? to te? SArim qgrat

mother father wîth child for house from soup take sp
“The mother with the father took the soup from the house for the child”

However, rarely are more than two constituents encountered within the same clause.

When greater detail requires added substantive phrases, the number of verb phrases 
increases equally, resulting in "verb sériés", and the number of constituents per verb is 
kept low.
This feature will be described as a characteristic of Papuan languages in V.6.4.

Examples:

mam gye? ggAr, guni saqgA , kembi mAri gganAggat
mother pot take SR village go LR other woman give Past
“The woman took the pot, went to the village, gave it to the other woman” = “The
woman brought the pot to the other woman in the village”

mot po? ggAryA, rwê saggA, rAyam raggAt
man spear take ch forest go LR pig shoot Past
“The man went to spear pig in the forest”

2. THE NON-VERBAL CLAUSE

The non-verbal clause most often counts two constituents : the topic, in clause-initial 
position, and the comment, following the topic.
The non-verbal clause is used to express an equative relation between the first and the 
second component: "the first element (is equal to) the second one".

A third component, the négation, is optional, in clause-final position.

The topic slot may be filled with a substantive, a substantive phrase, or a substitute, as 
will be described in chapter III.The noun Phrase.
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The comment may be filled by a substantive , a substantive phrase (ex. 1,2), an adjective 
or adjective phrase (ex.5), a numéral (5), a démonstrative substitute (ex. 4). (For their 
description, see chapter III. The Noun Phrase

Non-verbal clauses are frequent, both in conversation and in narrative.
They may represent a statement, (ex. 1 to 3), a question or an answer (ex. 4 to 7), an 
exclamation (ex. 7,8).

Topic Comment
/-----------------/ /---------------------------- /
1. a mAri qgo nan mam

this woman / property mother 
"This woman (is) my mother"

Topic Comment
/--------------------- / /-------------------------/
2. monbà ijuni, re? vor 
over there village thing big
"The village over there (is) big"

Topic Comment
/---------------/ /-------------------------------- /
3.HA num ay nan mot vor 

he self us property man big
"He himself (is) our big man"

Topic Comment
/---------------------- / /------------/
4. ay nan quni gAmbâ 

US property village thaï of this side
"Our village (is) over here"

The négation vanen optionally occupies the clause-final slot.
The négation may appear after a comment filled by a substantive phrase, which it negates 
as a whole.
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Topic Comment Négation
/------------------/ /----------------/ /--------
9. qgo rwê a nde? vanen !

my forest this place Neg 
“My (part of the) forest is not this place”

Topic Comment
/----------------/ /--------------------- /
10. ma?mu mAri nan

child woman property 
“That child is not that woman’s”

Négation
/---------------/

vanen
Neg

As the négation appears also in final position of verbal clause, its position here might 
indicate the position of a verbal slot, empty in this instance.

Another due for this empty verbal slot might given by the comparison of a verbal and a 
non-verbal clause of ôtherwise similar composition.

The first example features the non-verbal clause composed of topic and comment:

a mAri nA quni mAri
This woman she village woman
"This woman is a village woman" = "This woman is a woman of our village"

The next sentence is a verbal clause where nuni mAr i "village woman" is predicate of 
the verb m o g g o t " became " :

a mAri nA guni mAri moggot
This woman she village woman become Past
"This woman became a woman of our village" through her marriage with one fellow 
villager)

The next two sentences are négative: the first one features a non-verbal clause, the second 
one is verbal with the verb mô "become":

a mAri nA guni mAri vanen
This woman she village woman Neg
"This woman is not a woman of our village"
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a mAri ha quni mAri mô vanen

This woman she village woman become SR Neg
"This woman will not become a woman of our village"

The scheme for the non-verbal clause would be:

Topic Comment Verbal slot Négation
= Subject = Object

In such structures that express an equative relationship, the verbal slot remains empty in 
the présent and in the past, but may be filled by moqgrene "will become", to express the 
future affirmative, or by mô vanen "will not become".

The use of the time substantive gur " yesterday" is one way to express the past character 
in such a structure:

a mot twâ (gur) yâ
This man talk yesterday good
"This man's speech (yesterday) (was) good"

The verb mogg "become" in the future is used to express the future :
a mAri guni mAri moggrene

This woman village woman become Fut
"This woman will become a village woman" (when she gets married)

3. TOPICALISATION

The topicalisation is a process whereby the topicalized constituent moves from its 
original slot to occupy the left-most position in the clause, while the place of the other 
compléments remains unchanged.

This process that has been observed in both verbal and non-verbal clauses, is used to add 
emphasis to one of the components of the phrase.
Examples are given below where it has been applied to subject, direct object or 
circonstants as time, attribution, origin, purpose/intention.

When the complément in topic position is subject, direct object, attributive or instrument, 
it may be optionally be repeated, as the substitute ua, in its original position between 
subject and verb
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Examples;

Topicalised élément Topic Comment
/------------------------------------------- / /----------/ /---------------- /
monbâ i]uni ha re? vor
over there village it thing big
"The village over there, it (is) big"

Topicalised element - time 
/----------------------- /
so mbinA, qgo rwë saqgAt

day one, / forest go Past
"One day, I went to the forest"

Topicalised element - attribution 
/—/

syapan moror a tu hansa be kot, ay a gi kare
japan men îhis place hansa bay call Past, we this nome be at Près
"The Japanese called this place Hansa Bay, with us this name stays"

Topicalised element - direct object 
/-------------- /
ggavimAri ggo kAnAnî tayA vasat 
Witch / tree-base corne ch see Past
"A witch I saw standing at the base of a tree"

Topicalised element - direct object 
/-------/
paut me miller ne? raggat
stone they miller it hit Past
"A stone they threw at Miller"

Topicalised element - origin
/------------------ /
quni te? mot mbuni da kivAt
Village from man two it corne Past
"From the village the two men came"

Topicalised element - purpose 
/---------------- /
ma?mu ne? mam nando nA kot 
child for mother again it call sPast
"For the child the mother called again"



CHAPTERIII. THE NOUN PHRASE

0. INTRODUCTION

This chapter , "the noun phrase", features the analysis of the noun phrase, first as a 
whole, then of its different components, in tum.
The description of the noun, the core component of the noun phrase, is followed by that 
of the adjective, that appears to be its closest déterminant, and the only one to agréé with 
the noun (except for d umu r "ail " and d um n i "both" ).
The next éléments to be examined are the preposed, then the postponed noun 
déterminants.

1. THE NOUN PHRASE

1.1. Introduction

The language présents limited morphology. Apart from the mark of dual and plural on the 
substantive, the agreement of the adjective, and the marks of inflection on verbs, most of 
the expression is conveyed through syntax and word order of the different components. 
The absence of morphological criteria suggests to base the analysis on the different 
positions occupied by the varions word types.

The phrase is the group of words, the center of which is the 
substantive, surrounded by its déterminants.

The présent chapter will look at the structure of the noun phrase and examine in tum the 
position of the different adjuncts of the noun, together with their mutual compatibility.

1.2. Description of the noun phrase

The noun phrase consists of a head complex slot and seven adjunct slots. The head 
cornplex slot must be obligatorily filled, while the adjunct slots may be optionally filled. 
Ail seven adjunct slots are rarely filled simultaneously within one single noun phrase. 
Many noun phrases consist only of one single word.

The possible positions open within the noun phrase are in seven slots that accept the 
following types of lexemes:
(1) the démonstrative slot
(2) the specifyer
(3) the question word slot
(4) the nominal + adjective slot
(5) the quantifying slot
(6) the selector slot
(7) the interrogative quantifier
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The table below splits the different components into the columns of their respective 
positions within the phrase.
The columns are filled following this spécifie order, or may remain vacant. Only the noun 
in column 4 is required to be présent.
Eléments of different categories may not commute with each other, unless specified 
otherwise.
The analysis will show which éléments are compatible or not.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Démonstrative

"other" "which" Substantive + 
adjective+ 
modifier 
"very",
"somewhat"...

Numerals

"some",
"a lot"...

"self",
"al one", 
"only", 
together"...

"how
many"

a "this” 

onde?

"this one here " 

qaya

"this one
there"

mi y 0

"this one
further"

monde t

"this one over 
there"

qAnde t

"this one over 
here "

monbâ

"this one front" 

q Anbâ

"this one bock" 

gunbâ

"this one right" 

qgenbà 

"this one left"

kemb i 

"other"

qendsu

"which"

kori simza? 

"canoës heavy" 

bi d i

"somewhat"

mbi nA

"one" 
mbun i 
"two"

nd3ye?

"a few"

dumur

"ail"

ni n

"some, a 
certain"

qum 

"self 

nemb i 

"together" 

nendi 

"alone "

qendsi

"how
many"
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1.3. Comments per position

Note: the noua, adjective, adjective modifier and mark of number, that occupy Column 4 
will be described in III.2 and III.3.
The éléments occupying ail other columns will be described in III.4.

1.3.1. Column 1: the démonstrative slot

In this column, in initial position before the noun, appear
- the démonstrative a, "this"
- the space démonstratives:

ande? "this one here"/qaya "this one there"/mi yo "this one further" (proximity), 
monde t "this one over there"/i]Ande t "this one over here" (distance), 
monbâ "this one front"/i]Anbâ "this one back"/gunbâ "this one right"/i]genbâ 
"this one left" (directionals)

These démonstratives are mutually exclusive: the position will be occupied 
by any one of the démonstratives, but only by one of them at any time.
The démonstrative détermines the noun that occupies the head position of the noun 
phrase.

1.3.2. Column 2: interrogative specifyer nendsu "which"

The question word nendsu "which, what type" occupies the second column
nendsu is only compatible with the démonstrative a "this", in column 1, and with the
undefined déterminant in colurrm 3.

1.3.3. Column 3: "othemess" kembi

The undefined déterminant kembi "other", that occupies column 3, is compatible with 
any of the démonstratives in column 1 and with n end su "which", in column 2: the 
sequence will however necessarily be nend3u kembi "which kind" in a question.
Both lexemes will détermine the noun head of the noun phrase.

1.3.4. Column 4: the head complex slot

This slot is really composed of two positions: position 1 called here the modifier slot, is 
optionally filled, by a noun or a noun phrase.
Position 2 called the main slot, is obligatorily filled, by a noun, a substitute or a question 
Word.
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The content of position 1 functions as modifier of position 2. This relation is analyzed in
III.5.

The Aller of the head position may be a simple or a complex substantive, in singular, dual 
and plural. It may also be a substitute or a question word.

Ail slots of the noun phrase may be filled if it is a common noun that fïlls position 2 in 
the head complex slot.
Proper nouns and substitutes hâve only occasionally been encountered with some of the 
noun determiners.

The adjective phrase may appear in this slot, as the substantive's closest déterminant, in 
agreement with the noun it immediately follows.

There may more than one adjective, but rarely more than two.

1.3.5. Coluinn 5 : the quantitative slot

This column features such quantitative déterminants as:
- the numerals
- the undefmed quantifiers dumur "ail", duni "both" , ndse? "afew", vurin "one of 
two", n i n "some, a certain"
The quantitative déterminants are the first déterminants to immediately 
follow the core of the noun phrase.
They may be either any numéral, or one of the undefmed quantifiers, but not both 
together after a same substantive.

The undefmed quantifier duni "both" is compatible with a noun in dual, and with the 
numéral mbuni "two", although speakers qualify this last structure as "not élégant", 
probably because of the redundancy of the information conveyed by the répétition of the 
dual.

The presence of the numéral mbuni "two", or the quantifier duni "both" présupposés 
a dual core in the noun phrase, or at least is incompatible with the mark of plural.

The undefmed quantifier dumur "ail" is compatible with a quantifier equal to or above 3. 
It is also compatible with the undefmed quantifyer, ndse? "a few" which it must then 
follow. (example 2).
In this view, dumur may be called a "totaliser".
dumur is not compatible with the undefined quantifier vurin, "one of two", and 
logically from a grammatical point of view, it is not compatible with a noun in dual.

Several numerals may be juxtaposed in succession, for example in an 
énumération, in the course of a narration.
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Ail undetermined quantifiers and ail numerals are compatible with the démonstratives, 
column 1, and the preposed déterminants kembi "other”, and nendsu "which", in 
column 2.

The undetermined quantifier vurin "one of two". is not compatible with any other 
quantitative déterminant in column 4; it is compatible only with the démonstrative a in 
column 1. It is not compatible with any element of column 2 and 3. (example 3)

1.3.6. Column 6: the "selector" slot

The "selectors" num "self, nendi "alone", kembi "kind", nembi "ail together" may 
appear in isolation or in succession after the substantive.
If in sequence, the spécifie order is as shown above; speakers prefer sequences of 
maximum two at one time.

Ail four selectors are compatible with any démonstrative in colunrn 1 and with any 
déterminant in column 2 and 3.
They are compatible with any numéral and any undetermined quantifier in column 5, 
except for nemb i "ail together".

Logically from a semantic point of view, nemb i, "ail together", is compatible only with 
a noun in dual or plural.
nembi is compatible with any démonstrative in colunrn 1, and with kembi "kind", in 
column 3.
nembi is compatible with any numéral except mbinA "one", and with any undetermined 
quantifier, in column 5, except vurin "one of two". (ex. 3)

1.3.7. Column 7: Interrogative quantifier nendsi "how many"

The question word nendsi, "how many", implies a plural rheaning in the noun it 
détermines, although it most often follows a noun in singular.
Quite logically from a semantic point of view, it is not compatible with 
a noun in dual, as this would présupposé the speaker's knowledge of the information, 
nends i is compatible with any démonstrative in column 1, and with 
kembi "kind", in column 3, but not the other question word, nendsu "which", in column 
2.
It is not compatible with a numéral, nor with undetermined quantifier in column 5, except 
dumur "ail".
nends i is compatible with any selector in column 6.
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1.4. Examples

mo nendsu kembi gurA? vasat? 
you which other bird see Past
"Which kind of bird did you see?"

mAri ndse? dumur a tap ha yembat 
woman afew ail this custom it know Past 
'A few woman ail know this custom"

a kembi gurA? dumur nembi mbayA saqgat
this Other bird ail together fly R go Past
"These other birds ail flew away together"

a kembi mAri simza?ni mbuni nin guni kivAt
this other woman heavy Dl two a certain village corne Past
"These certain other two women came to the village"

a koronik vori dumur num sivAt
this canoe-inside big PI ail themselves be full Past
"Ail these big insides of canoë themselves were full "

a kembi motnendi nendsi saggat ?
this Other man alone how many go Past ?
"How many of these other men went on their own?"

nendsu kor yandi gindje? ?
what type yam good truly?
"What type of yam is truly good?"

ande? kembi kor ndse? ggo nan
this here other canoë a few my property
"These few other canoës are mine"

gaya kembi gura? nembi nendsi?
those there other bird together how many?
"How many are there of those other birds together over here?"

nendsu kembi bitmA?
what type other bird
"What type of other birds?"



monbâ kembi tori dumur nembi kwa nu kare
at the back other house PI ail together river neamess be aî Près
"Ail those other houses together over , they are next to the river"

mArini mbuni duni saqgat
woman Dl two together go Past 
"The two women went together"

a mAri vurin kembi rinik kivAt
this woman one of two other garden-inside corne Past
"This one of the two women came on her own to the garden"

mAri num kembi nendsi tonik kare?
woman self other how many house-inside be at Près 
"How many women themselves are on their own inside the house?"

2. THE NOUN

2.0. General introduction

The main categories of words in the Awar language are the nouns and the verbs.

One particularity of the language is that nouns and verbs are little differentiated. The 
analysis will show the morphological similarities between verb root and nominal root, 
and give examples of their respective syntactic use.

Most of the verb roots may be inflected to function as nouns and some may be inflected 
to function as adjectives; non-derived nouns and adjectives, however, may not function as 
verbs.

Hence we will refer to those nouns and adjectives derived from verbs as, "verb-derived", 
or, respectively, "nomino-verbals" and "adjectivo-verbal".
The Routledge Dictionnary of linguistics (1996) defines them as follows: "a nomino- 
verbal is any root able to function as a substantive, by association with the different 
nominal modalities, or as a verb, by association with the different verbal modalities.
"An adjectivo-verbal is any root able to function as an adjective, by association with the 
different adjectival modalities, or as a verb, by association with the different verbal 
modalities".
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Each Word category may be described as follows:

The noun is characterized by:

- its ability to fill the head slot in a noun phrase,
- its capacity to fill the topic and comment slot of non-verbal clauses.
- its ability to function as subject, object and verb complément in a verbal clause
- its ability to take such affixes as dual -ni and plural -r i suffixes
- the fact that it may be simple or complex
- the fact that the complex noun follows the same modalities as the simple substantive
- the fact that it may be replaced by a substitute
- its ability to commute with words belonging to the same category

The adjective is characterized by:

- its capacity to déterminé the noun by expressing a State or a characteristic
- its capacity to function as predicate in a non-verbal clause
- its capacity to take the mark of dual and of plural in agreement with the noun it 
détermines
- its capacity to take adjective modifiers and négation
- The verb is characterized by:

- its ability to fill the head position in a verb phrase
- its ability to take the inflection marks for mood, tense and aspect
- its ability to take the négation mark characteristic of each mode and tense
- its ability to commute with words belonging to the same category

The following examples show how the same lexical unit may take a nominal, adjectival 
or verbal value:

Examples 1, 2, 3, feature the noun r i ru "coldness" , first in isolation, then as part of a 
compound substantive.

1. tamumok pa? tarot, riru re? vor 
above-water arrive R finish Past, coldness thing big

"The rain has arrived, it is very cold"

2. ggo moyoriru mbare moggre
I water-coldness eat Près make Près

"I want to drink cold water"

3.ggo riruguni saqgre moggre 
/ coldness-village go Près make Près 

"I want to go to the highlands"
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In the next example, r i ru functions as adjective predicate of the noun mare?, 
b i d i is its modifyer.

4. mare? riru bidi 
food cold somewhat 

"The food is somewhat cold"

Examples 5 and 6 feature the root riru as verb, respectively in simple future and as 
part of a verb sériés:
5. mare? rirurene 

food get cold Fut
"The food will get cold"

6. mare? riru tarot
food cool offR finish Past

"The food has become cold"

In the next examples, ndjAndsu "dry" takes the value of a substantive, then an adjective, 
and finally a verb.

Example lindsAudsu is partof a compound substantive:

1. qgo SA\And3And3u maket tayA vasat
I fish-dryness market corne up LR see Past 

"I saw dried fish at the market"

Example 2: nd3And3u is adjective, predicate of the noun sAk.

2. SAk ndAnd3u vanen 
fish dry R Neg 

"The fish is not dry"

In the last example, the root functions as a verb as part of a verb sériés.

3. SAk swa? tayA nd3And3U kare
fish fire corne up LR dry R be at Près 

"The fish is drying over the fire"

The following examples show the formai closeness of verb and substantive, altematively 
with a nominal or verbal value.
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The four examples show how the same root is commonly used within one same sentence, 
first as a substantive, then as a verb (respectively root as indicative (ex.l), indicative past 
(ex.2) and présent (ex. 3), and chain mood (ex.4)).
These structures are "internai objects" that are formed on the same root and hâve the 
same meaning as the verb. They are not compulsory, but function to express the intensity 
or the length of the action carried out.
The possibility of short and long root on some verbs is described in V.l.

1. ma?mu qgo re? kot qgo tarot
child sleep thing big sleep R finish Past

"The child slept for a long time"

2. ggo HA nekre, ggo nek re? vor
I it like Près my liking thing big

"I like it, my liking is very intense"

3. qgo sa re? kot saggat
I go SR thing big go Past 

"I walked for a long time"

4. gA?YA, ve vor veyA va?, ua rikre, tyAVAkam
stand up ch, pain big hurt ch after he go down Près road-side
riA mbi ra? mAkare

he sit down R be at Près Prog
"Having stood there, the pain being very intense, he sat down and waited by the roadside"

Awar substantives are an open class of words that designate animate and inanimate 
beings, objects and notions.

The proper noun does not take the mark of dual and plural, as do ail other nouns; it has 
however been included in the analysis of the nouns because it may commute with the 
noun in the same slot, and occupy the same functions in a verbal and non-verbal clause. 
Moreover, a large number of nouns are used in the Awar language as proper nouns for 
people.
The proper noun is therefore considered here as a spécial case of the simple substantive, 
as the proper nouns encountered appear as simple non-analyzable words.

2.1. The simple noun

The simple noun in Awar is the noun that présents one single morphème, that is, the noun 
that is not the resuit of the juxtaposition of two or more morphèmes, and as such, is non- 
analyzable.
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2.1.1. The common noun

The common noun présents no trace of dérivation from verb or adjective.
Most simple substantives are mono- and disyllabic. No simple noun bas been encountered 
with more than three syllables.
The syllable structures hâve been described in 1.3.

The common noun are extremely numerous, especially to designate environment 
features, such as plants and animais. Quite a number of these items would not yet hâve a 
translation in English.

Examples of conunon substantives:
mo t "man"
t 0 "house"
madu "turtle"
modimô "python
qye? "pot"

2.1.2. The proper noun

Proper nouns in Awar language include anthroponyms and toponyms, that is, names of 
people and villages, but also names of traditional célébrations, of weather phenomenons 
like winds, and of geographical areas and bodies of water.
More precisely, in this last case, the proper noun refers to the spirit of that geographical 

area or body of water as, for instance, the spirit that résides at the mouth of the river.

Some common nouns are also commonly used as anthroponyms for male and female 
individuals.
They mostly designate animais and plants, but also some physical phenomenons, such as 
sun, moon, cloud...
A proper noun may refer to a male or a female, but not to both sexes.
Rare variations hâve however been observed between the three villages, whereby a 
female proper noun in Awar may be used as a male proper noun in Sisimangum.

Proper nouns may commute with substantives in the head slot position of a noun phrase, 
where they may hâve the same compléments, preposed and postponed, as the substantive. 
They may function as déterminer of a noun phrase.
They may function as subject, object and complément of a verb phrase.
They may be apposed to simple and complex substantives, and may hâve simple and 
complex substantives apposed to them.

In short, the only différence between noun and proper noun is that the latter may not be 
part of compound noun, and may not take the mark of dual and plural.
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Examples of proper nouns:

may
nemgo r 
kabuaq 
b i s aq 
marga t 
kAT i 
ds imb i 
rao

Mai - spirit's name - also a male proper noun
Nemgor - Awar village
river Boroi
Boisa island
Laing island
"Moon", also female proper noun 
"Cloud", also female proper noun 
"Sun", also male proper noun

ggo syAndam guni kivAt... 
My syandam village corne Past 
"My Syandam came to the village"

qgo ma?, syAndam, a kAii, ggo nan mô a , guiAp kirene
my son syandam and keri my property daughter and tomorrow corne Fut 
"My son, Syandam and Keri, my daughter, arrived this moming"

a kor , nA martin siyat kor 
this canoë it Martin small canoë 
"This canoë is little Martin’s canoë"

Proper nouns may not be inflected for dual and plural forms; but they may, however, be 
followed by the personal pronoun for third person plural me and personal pronoun for 
dual qga, to indicate that the person is part of, respectively, a group of peers, or a pair of 
persons. These structures are described in IV. 2, 2.1 and 2.2.

martin me guni saggat 
martin they village go Past
"Martin and his peers (those of the same âge) went to the village"

martin gga guni saggat 
martin DL village go Past 
This last example may hâve two translations:
(1) "Both Martin and somebody else went to the village"
(2) "Both Martin and myself, we went to the village"
where "somebody else" may be identified or not identified by the speaker (1), or may be 
the speaker himself (2) - see IV.2.2.

As noun complément designating an origin, the proper noun is preferably positioned as 
the first part of the noun phrase, before the noun it détermines; Awar speakers however 
also accept the proper noun after the noun, as in example below.
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This unusual feature may be borrowed from Tok Pisin syntax.

a mot, HA vegen mot 
this mon, he vegen man 
"This man is from Sisimagun"
(Vegen is the local name for Sisimagun)

a mAri, ha nemgor mAri

this woman, she awar woman 
"This woman is from Awar"
(Nemgor is the local name for Awar)

a mAri, nA mAri nemgor , a mot, ha mot vegen
this woman she woman awar this man he man vegen
"This woman is from Awar, this man is from Sisimagun"

2.2. Expression of number

The language présents different morphological features, according to whether the number 
of considered entities the noun is referring to is one, two or several.
The different expressions of number will be analyzed in tum:
- singular
- dual
- plural

2.2.1. Singular

The noun root form is the singular forai of the noun.
The singular is marked by the absence of morphème marking the dual and 
apply to simple and complex substantives.
The noun in singular may refer to an undefmed or a defined entity:
- at the beginning of a narration, a singular noun without any mark of 
refers to a person or object that is undefmed:

mot kiVA t 
man corne Past 
"A man came"

- later in the narration, after the person or object has been introduced to the audience, the 
same singular may express a defined meaning:

meri da nan kAijgit ne? kore. mot kire...
woman her property husband for call Près . man corne Près 
"The woman calls for her husband. The man cornes..."

the plural that 

détermination
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- the singular may be used to express a distributive value: in this case, the noun in 
singular is duplicated:

meri market te? pan pan kirAp qgAryA quni saqgat
woman market from head head vegetable take Ch village go Past
"The woman brought back some of each kind of vegetables to the village"

2.2.2. Dual

The dual morphème -n i restricts the number of considered entities to two.
The dual is formed by suffixing the dual morphème -ni directly onto the noun in 
singular.
The dual may apply to simple and complex substantives.
The dualization process is constant. No variant of the dual suffix on common nouns has 
been encountered.

singular dual
"plate" t U t un i
"man" mo t mo t ni
"hip" ngap ggapni

yAVAndumini mbuni
redness-sweet potato DL two 
"Two red sweet potatoes"

sAyAndjAnduni mbuni 
fish-dryness DL two 
"Two dried fish"

qgumini mbuni kare, mArini mbuni kivAt
crocodile DL two be at Près woman DL two corne Past 
"Two crocodiles were there, two women came"

When the dual applies to a noun phrase composed of noun -i- adjective, the language will 
preferably présent the mark of dual at the end of the noun phrase, although the répétition 
of the dual after each élément is accepted.

qgo mbAkmbAkmot vomi vasat 
I blackness-man big Dl see Past 
"I saw two big black men"

ggo mbAkmbAkmo t n i vomi vasat 
I blackness-man DL big Dl see Past 
"I saw two big black men"
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The dual morphème -n i and the numéral mbun i, "two", are complementary and, indeed, 
appear to reinforce each other.
However, the omission of one of the two éléments is accepted and even preferred, once 
the context is established.
Note that mbun i itself features the morphème -ni.

motni mbuni quni saijgat. motni soyay kirA?re moqgre 
man DL two village go Past man DL smoke pull Près make Près 
"Two men went to the village. The two men wanted to smoke"

2.2.3. Plural

The plural of substantives is formed in a number of different ways.
It can be by suffixation of morphème -ri, by vowel insertion and consonant alternation 
for some kinship terms, and by featuring a double plural.
Also, some kinship terms feature a plural different to the more usual ones.

2.2.3.I. Suffixation of morphème -r i

The most commonly encountered plural is by suffixation of the morphème -r i onto the 
noun stem.
The morphème -ri implies that more than two units are considered.
Simple and complex substantives may be pluralized this way:
"trees" kAnri
"houses" tori
"hips ggapri

YAVAndumiri
redness-sweet potato PI 
"Red sweet potatoes"

ggeremamri 
mosquîto-mother pl 
"Female mosquitoes"

Another function of the plural suffix - ri is to express an itérative value:

a manderi 
this Monday Pl

nA a tu kire, a keriri,
he this place corne Près this month Pl

mu ta tu kire
wife this place corne Près
"Every Monday he cornes here, every month his wife cornes here"

nA nan 
his property
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2.2.3.2. Plural of kinship tenus

The language features three common nouns, among which two are kinship terms, which 
présent a different plural to the most common one.
The morphological changes occurring here are conséquent with the ones observed earlier 
for the inflection of monosyllabic words ending with p,k,t, where, after vowel insertion, 
the voiceless occlusive alternâtes with the corresponding voiced occlusive or vibrant 
v.y.r
(see I. 1.5. and 1.2.7.)

The other kinship terms, that is, those not presented hereunder, feature a plural by
adjunction of - r i

singulcir dual plural

"wife" mu t mu t n i mururi
"man" mo t mo t n i mor 0 ri
"young brother" yap yapn i yava r i

The plural is formed as follows: 
suffixation of mark of plural 1 mu t-ri1 |mot-ri1 1yap-r i 1
insertion of harmonized vowel |mu t-u-ri | B O 1 O 1 1 yap-a-ri
consonant alternance |mur-u-ri| |mor-o-ri 1 yav-a-ri

2.2.3.3. Double plural

Four substantives présent a double plural, i.e. two distinct forms of plural for the same 
Word, where one form appears as a "regular" plural by suffixation of -ri, and the other one 
in a different, if recognizable, form.
Three of these substantives are kinship terms:

Sing PI-H-ri Other PI

'child" ma?mu ma?muri ma?mei]g i r i
'grandfather" 15 t ôr i t oqori
father" s a t s a t r i sarari

'thing" r e? re?r i ri?

For the first three cases, the kinship terms:
The first plural présents a "general" meaning, referring to one of the four générations 
featured in Awar language 
(see III.4)

The second form présents a "restricted" meaning, reducing the focus to the members of 
the clan or of the village.
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In this sense, the second plural refers to a certain génération of these clan members, with 
regards to the speaker: "ail those of that âge, with reference to me", while the "regular" 
plural refers to a doser relationship, "the own children, or fathers, or grandfathers".

satri "fathers"
sarari "fathers of the clan", i.e. the génération of the fathers, seen from the 

speakers' point of view.

ma?muri "children"
ma ?mu i]g i r i "ail children of our family, of our clan"

15 r i " grandfathers "
10 q 0 r i "ancestors of the clan"

In the same idea, an additional nuance is found in the fourth example of double plural of 
thenoun re?.(Seere? as a spécial compound noun in III.2.4)
Note that the plural of "thing" re? into ri? features the only plural formed by vowel 
alternance encountered in the language

From a morphological point of view,
- the plural of s a t into sarari follows the consonant alternance observed for the plural 
of three other common nouns (See III .2.3.2)

- the plural of "child" ma?mu into ma?muqgiri will be set in relation with the plural of 
the adjectives (See III.3.5.4)

- the plural of "grandfather" tô into toqori has been discussed in relation with nasal
vowels, in 1.1.8.

The fourth noun to présent a double plural is r e ? "thing" :
- r e? r i "things" - regular plural, referring to "things in general"
-ri? plural by vowel alternance, referring to "ail things belonging to one entity"

Opposed to re?ri, that is more general, ri? is understood to mean "ail the things 
belonging to a certain context". This context must be understood or has been mentioned 
earlier in the sentence (examples 2 and 3).
ri? is used as plural when r e? functions as part of a compound substantive, or is used to 
express the meaning of what "partakes" in an activity (examples 4 and 5)

l.mot manda saqgat, re?ri vasat 
man madang go Past things see Past 

"The man went to Madang and saw ail kinds of things"
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2.qgo rinik saqgre moqgre, ri moqgre ri? qgAre
I garden-inside go Près make Près garden make Près things take Près 

"I want to go to the garden, I take the garden tools"

S.mAriri SAk mu?re ri? qgAryA, mesindip saqgat 
women fish catch Près things take chain beach go Past 

"The women took the fishing gear and went to the beach"

4. qgo korori? vori moqgot
I canoe-things big PI make Past 

"I worked on the big parts of canoë"

5. qgo korori? siyatri moqgot
I canoe-things small PI make Past 

"I worked on the small parts of canoë"

2.2.4. Spécial use of dual/plural

The dual and plural of "hand" is used to express the number 10.
pari I par r i | "ten"
handpl

parni | par ni | "ten" 
hand dual

pari rwembut mbinA "eleven" 
hands foot-side one

parni rweni "twenty"
hands Dl foot Dl

qgo mo raogut pari tumbA vaserene 
I you sun-heart hand PI morning see Fut 
"I will see you at 10 o'clock in the morning"

qgo mo ragoût pari mu vaserene 
I you sun-heart hand PI night see Fut 
"I will see you at 10 o'clock at night"

morori re? vat qunirAk kaqget; qgo pari vasat;
men thing numerous village-middle be at Perf I hand PI see Past 
pari t onik kiva t
hands-Pl house-inside corne Past
"A lot of men had been in the middle of the village; I saw ten (of them); ten came to 
house"



2.2.5. Non-singular of " undetermined quantity "

Such words as t e r i k "ground", r e r i k "blood", mok "water", are mass nouns referring 
to undetermined quantities.
When taking the morphèmes of dual and plural, they will refer, respectively, to such 
entities as "pièces of ground", "pools of blood", "ponds", that is, independent entities 
made dut of a fînite quantity of the substance.
For such words, taking the mark of dual and of plural is accompanied by a semantic shift, 
from "undetermined quantity" in singular to a quantifiable entity with adjunct of a 
numéral or of the suffix of dual and of plural.

Examples:

qgo mok mbare 
I water drink Près 
"I drink water"

qgo mok mbinx vasat 
/ water one see Past 
"I saw one pool of water"

qgo mokni mbuni vasat 
I water Dl two see Past 
"I saw two pools of water"

qgo mokri vasat 
I water PI see Past 
"I saw pools of water"

2.2.6. Omission of mark of non-singular

The mark of the dual/ plural may be omitted in a number of cases:

- when the presence of a numéral makes the dual/plural meaning redundant: 
the meaning may then be expressed by the noun in singular followed by the numéral:

"three men"

"four good children" 

"two women came"

morori mbribin 
men three

ma?mei]giri yandi pAUr 
children good four

mAiini mbuni kivAt
woman Dl two corne Past

mot mbribin 
man three

ma?mu yandi pAur 
child good four

mAri mbuni kivAt
woman two corne Past
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mot yandi mribin quni kivAt 
man good three village corne Past 
"Three good men came to the village"

mAri vor dumur mesindip saqgat 
woman big ail beach go Past 
"AU the old women went to the beach"

- in the case of a noun phrase composed of noun + adjective, the mark of dual and 
plural may appear only once, either with the noun or with the adjective, but preferably at 
the end of the noun phrase:
"strong men" morori vori mot vori morori vor

men big PI man big PI men big

2.3. The complex noun

A noun may be formed by several morphèmes and may be analyzed in its different 
components.
The complex noun in Awar may be a compound noun or a derived substantive; they are 
analyzed in that order hereunder.

2.3.1. The compound noun

The compound noun may be composed of a succession of two or more nouns.
The language features an indefmite number of compound nouns.
The compound noun is formed by the juxtaposition of two or more lexemes.
The order of the nouns in the compound noun is the same as the one of the substantives in 
the genitive phrase, where the modifying element is preposed to the element that is 
determined.
The characteristics of the compound noun, as opposed to the genitive phrase, are 
threefold, and appear on both morphological and semantic level:
- The inflection process as formai différence
- Indétermination /no complément for the déterminer
- Semantic characteristic of the compound
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2.3.1.1 The inflection process as formai différence

One of the most obvions characteristics of the compound noun is the inflection process of 
the modifier, that does not take place in the genitive phrase.
The inflection is characterized by vowel insertion and harmonization, and consonant 
alternation, as described in 1.1.5. and 1.2.7
To undergo the inflection process, the modifier has to be monosyllabic ending by any 
consonant accepted in word-fmal position, except ?.
In short, the morphological mies that présidé over the inflection process are as follows:

mie 3; between any two consonants, except 2, there may occur insertion of a vowel, 
harmonized on the vowel of the preceding syllable 
(ail examples below)

mie 4a: inserted oral vowels, central high i, medium front and back e and o, and low 
central a, tend to be replaced by the medium central vowel a
(examples 1,2,3)

1. yAmApar 1YAm par|
talis-leaf

"talis leaf"

2. panAdambar 1 pan dAmbar| 
head-hair

"hair"

3. parAkundum [par kundumi 
hand-shield

"fingemail"

4. V i s i qgAT i [vis i]gAri| 
pandanus-rope

"rope made out of pandanus

mie 5: upon vowel insertion, the voiceless occlusives k,p,t, in syllable-coda position 
altemate with, respectively, the voiced fricative y,v, or vibrant r, in syllable-onset 
intervowel position.
(examples 5 to 11)

5. yAVAndumi

6. morotyAp

7. V i r i mok

lyAp ndumi I "red sweet potato"
redness sweet potato

I mo t t y A PI "manmade path"
man road

|vit mok] "sugared water" 
sugar cane water
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8. moyonik |mok nik| "in the water"
water inside

9. i]wi r i ndumi | qwi t ndumi | "yellow sweet potato"
yellowness sweet potato

rule 4b: inserted front high vowel i tends to be replaced by the front medium vowel e. 
(examples 10)

10. qwer endurai |qwit ndumi | "yellow sweet potato"
yellowness sweet potato

11. qgeremam Itjget mam| "female mosquito"
mosquito mother

Examples below show that the language accepts the compound process for a maximum of 
three substantives.

qgerebi r i qgi qgi r |qget bit qgiqgir| "Color of mosquitO tail" 
mosquito tail color

kyayA r V AyAqg i qg i r I kyay AT VAk qgiqgir| "Color of bat's wing"
bat wing color

V AyAb i r i qg i qg i r | vAk bit qgiqgir| "Color of wing's feather"
wingfeather color

The following example shows that the compound substantives may not be composed of 
more than three éléments: indeed, the third élément, bit, appears uninflected:

bidmAVAyAbit qgiqgir "The color of pigeon’s wing feather"
IbidmAl |vAk| |bit| |qgiqgir|

pigeon wing feather color

Note that compound nouns are morphologically recognizable only if the first component 
is monosyllabic ending with a consonant allowing at least vowel insertion, and possibly 
consonant alternance.
In other cases, it is not morphologically recognizable, as hereunder:

ra? tamu 1ra? t amu|
thunder-above "sky"

yamo t 1ya mo t1
friend-man "male friend
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2.3.1.2. Indétermination for the first part of the compound

A second characteristic of the inflection process is that the inflected compound noun 
features a "generic" meaning, as opposed to the "spécifie" meaning of the genitive phrase. 
Examples:

morotyAp |mot tyAp| "manmade path" 
man road

opposed to:
mot tyAp "the road of the man" 
man road

yeveqAma? |yep qAma? | "a crab claw" 
crab claw

opposed to:
yep i]Ama? "the claw of the crab" 
crab claw

Any déterminer, adjective, quatifyer or démonstrative, whether preposed or postponed, 
will affect the compound noun as a whole.
This shows that the compound functions as one single entity.

a mo r O t yA P
this man-road 
"This manmade road"

a morotyAp yandi 
this man-road good 
"This good manmade road"

a morotyAp mbribin 
this man-road three 
"These three manmade road"

As counter-examples, in the genitive phrase, déterminants are allowed for ail
substantives:
mot yâ tyAp vor
man good road big
"The big road of the good man"
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2.3.1.3. Semantic characteristic of the compound

A third criteria expressing the différence between compound noun and genitive phrase is 
the particular meaning of the compound substantive, as more spécifie than just the 
addition of the meaning of its components:

parAkundum Ipar kundum| "Fingemail"
hand-shield

korondsAndsê |kor ndsAndsâl "Latéral mast support" (in boat)
canoe-strength

kArgum |kAt i]gum| "Nose décoration
cut-nose

kArgum is a nose décoration that is inserted through a eut in the nose.

Rule 16: the prenasalized consonants mb,nd,i]g, preceded by m,n,t,r, may be reduced to 
the corresponding voiced occlusive, respectively b,d,g.
==>|kAt gum|

Rule 17: a dental occlusive t followed by the velar occlusive g is represented by the flap 
r.
==>IkArgumI

moYondsAndjâ 
wattT-strength "beer"

moyondsAndâ qgo moggot, qgo roret moggre 
beer me make Past I silliness make Près
"The beer makes me drunk, I act silly"

2.3.2. Compound substantive: Noun+ adjective

One non-derived adjective has been encountered in three instances as part of a compound 
with a substantive.
The adjective is : ggam, "new". The compounds were, in two cases, compounds that 
must hâve been part of the language for some time, as they refer to young people having 
undergone initiation.

moroggamri rwë te? kivAt 
man-new PI forest from corne Past
"The young men came out of the forest"
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môqgamri meritonik tayA mAkare
young woman-new PI woman-house inside corne up LR be at Près Prog 
"The young women are inside the women's house"

An Awar "new man" or "new woman" was the one that had gone through initiation. In 
the example above, the men corne out of the forest after their period of isolation, while 
the young women sit together in the women's house.

A third example must be of more recent origin, as the same adjective has been 
compounded with a loan word:

qgo boroggam kam vayre 
I boat-new Sound hear Près 
"I hear the sound of the new boat"
borongam has been compounded from: |bot ggam|

boat new

2.3.3. The derived noun

The language présents a number of nouns that appear as derived nouns.
Three dérivation processes hâve been encountered:
1. by total or partial reduplication of the noun
2. by adjunction of dérivation suffix - Ap, ip
3. by nominalization of a verb root
AU derived substantives may take the mark of dual and plural, and may occupy the 
functions of regular nouns.

2.3.3.1. Dérivation by total or partial reduplication of the noun

Four examples hâve been encountered where reduplicated version of the noun coexists 
with the non-reduplicated versions. The first three nouns, simple and reduplicated, the 
fourth one a verb and the reduplicated noun.

In the first two examples, the reduplicated version appears to designate an 
"approximation" of the meaning of the non-reduplicated version:

-mbik "total blackness" mbAkmbAk "almost total blackness"
The morphological link between the two substantives is obvions, as is the semantic link; 
the reduplication of the noun has been complété.
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- momok - mok "water" - 
dsirimomok Idsit mok1

excreta-water "diarrhea"
We hâve here partial reduplication , whereby the onset and nucléus of an onset-nucleus- 
coda syllable hâve been preposed to the substantive.

- In the third example, reduplication is used to express a distributive meaning: 
pan "head" pan pan "one of each"
panpan is formed on a common substantive, completely reduplicated.
panpan is invariable, and appears to form the second element of a noun phrase with the
noun it détermines.
Its meaning in the next example would be "one "head" of each vegetable"

i]go market sagga, panpan kirap riyare 
I market go LR head-head vegetable look for Près 
"I went to the market, to look for some of each vegetable"

- The Word ggi qgi r means "color". It appears to be derived from the verb, the root of 
which is ggi r:

a ggura? qgiqgir y^p, kembi qgura? qgiqgiri yAp, yavat, gindi 
this bird color redness other bird colors redness whiteness blueness 
"This bird's color is red, the other bird's colors are red, white, blue..."

qgo mba ggire 
/ basket color Près 
"I dye the basket"

2.3.3.2. Simple noun + dérivation suffîx

Three examples of dérivation by adjunction of suffix hâve been encountered in the 
language: two with the suffix -Ap, and one with the suffix -i p.

2.3.3.2.1.Dérivation by addition of suffîx - a p, - i p

The suffix Ap has been encountered in:
guFAp Igur Ap| "tomorrow" is constituted from the noun gur "yesterday" with 
addition of suffix - Ap.

Both words, gur, gurAp, refer to the 24 hours, respectively, immediately before and 
immediately after a spécifie point in time.
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ruTAp |rur Ap| "the day after tomorrow or the day after the next one", is formed on 
rur "the one before", with addtion of the same suffix -Ap. 
Both words, rur, r u r a p, refer to a time lapse of 48 hours respectively before and after a 
spécifie point in time.

The suffix -Ap, which has not been encountered anywhere else, would be the trace of a 
morphème referring, in an anterior stage of the language, to a time lapse of 48 hours, or , 
more simply, to "one more".

(Forgur, r ur, see III.2.4.)

2.3.3.2.2. Dérivation by addition of - suffix -i p

In analogy with the precedent examples, i]Arip, that désignâtes "two days after 
tomorrow", may be presenting a dérivation suffix - i p .
Morphologically close to - Ap. ijat i p is used rarely in everyday language. ijat has not 
been encountered in any other use..

2.3.3.3. Dérivation by nominalization of a verb root

The language very commonly features substantives that are derived from verbs. Any verb 
root - the short root for those verbs that présent a long and a short root - may be derived 
into a substantive, provided the meaning is acceptable. By contrast, however, verbs may 
not be derived from nouns.

Examples:

1. qgo g i nekre, qgo nek re? vor
I story like Près, my liking thing big

"I like the story, my liking is big"

2. ggo bis qgAre, gutri bisyere
I String take Près fruits thread Près 

"I take string to thread fruits"

3. qgo gusgumbre, ggo gusgum re? vor
I be ashamed Près, my shame thing big

"I am ashamed, my shame is big"

4. ggo kyao rire, ggo ri re? vor
/ dog be afraid Près my fear thing big 

"1 am afraid of the dog, my fear is big"
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5. ijasATU pisâ yà, ha mo pisaqgre
banana-ripeness taste good it you taste good

"Ripe banana bas a nice taste, it tastes nice to you"

6. ma?mu qgoqget ha qgo re2 kot ggo tarot
child sleep Perf it sleep thing long sleep R finish Past

"The child has slept, he slept a long sleep"

7. qgo dwâtaktak vayre, dwâpari taktakre
/ coconut-rustle hear Près coconut-leaf PI rustle Près

"I hear the rustle of coconut (leaves), the coconut leaves are rustling"

2.4. Annex: Spécial nouns

This chapter describes spécial nouns presented in two categories; 
those who belong to spécifie semantic micro-systems 
those that présent restricted syntactic use

2.4.1. Semantic micro-systems

The language features some substantives that présent a particular semantic interest. These 
substantives, however, otherwise share ail the characteristics of regular substantives.

These substantives are presented hereunder in three parts, namely substantives referring 
to:
1. Kinship , 2. Color , 3. Time and space

2.4.1.1. Kinship
The language features a number of substantives referring to ail kinship relationships 
envisaged in the Awar culture.
These kinship substantives may be grouped in microsystems according to their meaning: 
générations, siblings, âge groups, family, marital relationships.
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2.4.I.I.I. Générations
The Awar people distinguish four générations inside the family:

male female

grand-parent
parent
child
grand-child 
great-grand parent/ 
great-grand-child

t 0 
sa t
ma?mu ma? 
mbin ma? 
pokon

t ay 
mam
ma?mu mô 
mbin mô 
pokon

- The Word pokon is reciprocal and désignâtes both great-grand-parent and great-grand- 
child, so, rather, "parent distant by 4 générations".

- The nouns ma? and mô mean respectively "boy" and "girl", and are used for gender 
marking by compounding the substantive.

- mô/ma?, on the one hand, and tô/tay, on the other hand, présent similar 
morphological traits in syllable-onset position that may refer to spécifie gender-marking 
morphèmes in an former stage of the language.

2.4.1.1.2. Siblings

The substantives referring to siblings differ for man and woman.

Siblings of a man:

vey "elder brother"
yap "younger brother"
mindA? "sister"

Note:
- the Word vey is also used to refer to Awar village, quni vey, as the "first" village of 
the three speaking the language; vey was also used to refer to the "first" wife, in the times 
of polygamy : mAr i vey.
It is generally used to convey a meaning of respect.

- the Word yap was then used to refer to the second wife, : mAr i yap.
Dual and plural forms are regular: mAri veyni/ mAri yapni,

mAri veyri/ mAri yapri

Siblings of a woman: 
veynrae? "older sister"
P O nme ? "younger sister'
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ndwâ "brother"
The language does not feature spécifie words to designate "cousin", but uses the ones 
designating the siblings.

For both genders: y a s u / y i p

The Word yasu désignâtes the mother's and father' siblings, équivalent to "uncle" and 
"aunt", while y i p désignâtes the children of one's siblings, that is, "nephew" and "niece". 
Gender marking occurs through compounding with the substantives designating 
respectively "man" and "woman", and "boy" and "girl":

yasusat/yasumot "uncle"
yasumam/yasuniAr i "aunt"
yip ma? "nephew"
y i p mo "niece"

A child will call his uncle and aunt, yasusa t and yasumam..
If the person is particularly close, he might call them sat siyat and mam siyat, 
meaning "small father" and "small mother".
A speaker will call his or her nephew yip ma? and her niece yip m5

Note: yip va?, where va? means "group", has a collective meaning and refers to ail 
these children as a group.

2.4.I.I.3. "Life stages"

The Awar speakers seem to hâve abandoned the tradition of initiation. However, the
language retains certain nouns that must hâve referred to the initiation in earlier times.
These nouns reflect the changes initiation brought about in the person, as suggested by
the presence in the compound of the adjective qgam, "newness":
mor oqgam
man-newness
"young man"

môqgam 
girl-newness 
"young woman"

mimbir / mimbirqgam
young girl-newness
"young woman"(slightly older than mô)
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Other "life stages"

P A V U r " w Oman mother for the fi rst time "

a mAri gur ma?mu mirAyA, mArini' ki ,
this woman yesîerday child give birth Ch, women DL corne SR 
pAvur vasat
first-time mother see Past "
"This woman having given birth to a child yesterday, the women came and saw the first- 
time mother"

sye?qem
cloth-clan
where sye? means "loin-cloth", désignâtes a group (of men or of women, but genders 
ought to be separated) of the same âge, having ail wom the initiation cloth at the same 
time, that is having gone through initiation at the same time.

me sye?qem, moroqgamri rwê tayA guni mbAt
they cloth-clan young man PI forest corne up LR village go Past
"Those young men belonging to the same initiation group left the forest to go back to the
village"

mwin "mark, size"
this noun refers to those of the same size, hence to the same âge group

ggo qgo mwin morori riyat 
I my mark men look for Past
"I looked for the men of my âge"

martin mwin maîmeggiri kwapar saggat 
martin mark children river go Past 
"The children of Martin’s âge went to the river"

ggo mwin morori va? guni saqgat 
I mark men group village go Past
"I went to the village with the men of my âge group"
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The same notion may be expressed by the noun phrase: 
ma r tin me
martin îhey "those of Martin (‘s age)"(= the âge group Martin belongs to)

qgo martin me vasat 
I Martin them see Past 
"I saw the group (including Martin) of Martin’s âge" 
yep va?
younger brother inclusion
désignâtes ail the men of the same clan, younger than the speaker

Note: the word yep is morphologically close to yap "younger brother". 
yep has not been encountered independently.

Family and clan

s eqgom "nuclear family", composed of father, mother and children 
vonomgem "clan", descending from a common ancestral couple, gem désignâtes the 

clan. Vonom has not been encountered independently.

Marital relationships
male female

spouse kAggit mu t

in-law, within the three villages 

in-law, within Ramu-Sepik area

ndAk/ndAyAmo t 

vendikmo t

ndAk/ndAyAme ri 
ndAyAnme? 
vendikme ri

- ndAk is used when the person is known, ndAyAmot, ndAyAmeri is used as an 
introduction for a person that is not known yet:

ndAk nay? 
in-law where?
"Where is your in-law?"

a mot, qgo nan ndayAmot
this man I property in-law-man 
"This man is my brother-in-law"
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2.4.1.2. Colors

The language features a number of nouns to generally designate colors of people, things, 
natural features etc.
The basic colors are expressed by the following substantives:

- mbAkmbAk
- mbi k
- VAVAr

- gindi 
-kAva r

"almost total blackness' 
"total blackness" 
"whiteness"
"blueness"
"yellowness"

ggo mbAkmbAk mot vasat
I blackness man see past "I saw the black man"

mbAkmbAk yandi
blackness good "Blackness is good"

The same colors and other colors are designated by natural éléments. These may be 
végétais or minerais that présent or produce that spécifie color:

- qwi t "turmeric", gives a yellow dye , "yellow"
-kAnApar gindi "blueness of tree leaf". "green"
- bes "charcoal", "black"
- Virva "lime" "white"
- YAP "tree type, gives a red dye" "red"
- seyos "tree type, gives a purple dye" "purple"

The noun designating the végétal or minerai the color is extracted from retains its original 
meaning when used independently.
To designate the color, it is used as first element of a compound substantive:

qgo YAp nekre
I tree-type like Près 
"I like the (spécifie ) tree"
where, in this context, yAp retains its original meaning "tree type".

qgo Y'^vAreîri nekre
/ redness-things like Près
"I like red things" =" I like the color red"

qgo Y^'^’^^ndumi nekre
/ redness-potato like Près 
"I like red sweet potato"
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qgo seyosnik ndumi nekre 
/ purple-inside potato like Près 
"I like purple sweet potato"

qwuit rinik tayA kare
turmeric garden-center corne up LR be at Près
"Turmeric grows in the garden"

qgo qwirindumi nekre
I yellowness-potato like Près 
"I like red sweet potato"

The examples hereunder feature the root used in simple noun (ex. 1 and 4), compound 
noun (ex.3) and in conjugated verbs (2,4).

La motri mbAkmbAkri 
This men black PI 

"These men (are) black"

2. ggo piri yApre, ijgo piri yAVA tarot
I skin red Près my skin redden LR finish Past 

"My skin is tuming red, my skin has tumed red

3. mo i]go yAVApiri vas! 
you my redness-skin see SR 
"Look at my red skin"

4. a komgo kAvar, a komgo kAvar tarot 
this flower yellow this flower yellow R finish Past

"This flower is yellow, this flower (has tumed) yellow"

2.4.I.3. Time référencés

The language features a number of substantives and noun phrases to express time 
references.

Most commonly, the nouns used to express time and time divisions function as verb 
complément, indicating the time of day or year when the action takes place.
Only occasionally do they appear as subject of the verb tayA t "came up".

s O 
mu
t umbA 
b i V i mi n

"day" (as a period of 24 hours)
"night"
"moming"
"aftemoon" (between 3 pm and sunset)
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r a 0 V e V i, meaning "sun's steam", refers to the hottest time of the day, when the air is
vibrating, from 11 am to 3 pm

The last four nouns are also used as greetings, at that particular moment of the day. They 
may then followed by the adjective yâ/yandi "good":

mu yandi / mu yâ "good night"
tumba yandi / tumbA y à "good moming"
bivimin yâ "good aftemoon"
raovevi yâ "good aftemoon"

rao "soleil" may designate the dry season as well as daytime:

qgo mo rao vaserene
I you dry season/ daytime see Fut 
"I will see you at the dry season"
"I will see you during daytime"

a mot, nA ragoût tumba pari kivAt; kembi mot, ha ragoût mu
this mon he sun-heart morning ten corne Past, other man he sun-heart night 
pari kiVAt 
ten corne Past
"This man came at 10 o’clock in the moming, the other man came at 10 o’clock at night"

VAk 

kAr i 
djyAr 
y emb i 
mimbirva? 
Pléiades; their 
New Y ear.

"week"
"moon", hence: "month"
"dry season";
"rainy season"
"year"; lit: "group of young girls", refers to the constellation of the 
apparition in the sky right after sunset marks the beginning of the Awar

mbek is the noun that désignâtes a marked time, for example a set time for an 
appointment or a task:

qgo gA? tAyAt mbek nin tayAt,
me get up R corne up Past marked time some corne up Past
mot kivAt din,
man corne Past Neg
"One day set by me went by, the man did not corne"

ggo mo mbunitiyi mbek vaserene
I you two-time marked time see Fut 
"1 will see you by appointment on Tuesday"

(See also gur, rur, tiyi, III.2.4)
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2.4.2. Spécial nouns with restricted syntactic use
The language features a number of substantives with restricted syntactic use.
Some may only function as independent substantives, while others may become part of 
compounds.

2.4.2.I. Spécial simple nouns: va?, vavus, nan, to, nu, gi

The spécial substantives analyzed hereunder may not become part of a compound, but 
may function independently or in a noun phrase.
They are: va?, vavus, nan, to, nu, gi

2.4.2.I.I. va? "group, inclusion"

va? is a simple noun that does not appear independently, but functions only as head of 
a noun phrase, to express the idea of "inclusion" of the entities referred to in the 
déterminer.
The déterminer preceding va?, as its complément within the noun phrase, may be a noun 
(ex. 1,2,3), an undefmed déterminer (ex. 4), but may not be the démonstrative a. 
va? may take the mark of dual and plural.

va? also acts as a postposition, in noun phrase final position, in one function, and in 
verbal phrase final position, in another function.
Both functions are analysed in V.5.1. and V.6.1.

1. mimbiri va? quni kivAt
young girl PI group village corne Past

"The group of young girls came to the village"

2. mimbiri va?ri guni kivAt
young girl PI group PI village corne Past

"The groups of young girls came to the vilage"

3. kyaori va? murAk mboqget
dog PI group night-middle bark Perf

"The pack of dogs had been barking in the middle of the night"

4. mo nin va? mbare moggre?
you some group eat Près make Près

"Do you want to eat some more?"
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2.4.2.I.2. vAvus "similarity"

VA vus is a noun meaning "similarity" or "(same) way", and is used in a noun phrase to 
indicate that a person, an object or an action is, in some respect, comparable to the main 
person, object or action .
VAVUS is most often used as head of a noun phrase; its complément may be a noun and 
its determiners-, or a relative clause.
VAVUS may not take the mark of dual and plural.
It may not become part of a compound noun.

VAVUS may be used in verbal (ex. 1 to 6) or non-verbal clause (ex.7).

- VAVUS may be subject:
1. a meri vavus quni kivAt din 

this woman similarity village corne Past Neg
"A woman like this one did not corne to the village"

- it may apposed to the subject:
2. mAri mbinA, a meri vavus, da i]uni kivAt

woman one this woman similarity she village corne Past
"One woman, looking like this one, came to the village"

3. a meri, oa meri vor vavus saqgre 
this woman she woman old similarity go Près

"This woman walks like an old woman"

- it may be complément:
4. HA a korotiu? mirApqgum vavus moggot 

he this canoe-prow ancesîor-mask similarity make Past
"He made this canoë prow in the shape of an ancestor’s mask"

- it may be head of a relative clause:
5. me mbwi? moggre vavus yembre din 

they fishing net make Près similarity know Près Neg
"They don’t know the way to make a fishing net"

- VAVUS appears independently in only one instance in very limited and spécifie 
circumstances, after the démonstrative a, to express "so, in the same way":
6. meri a vavus moggot;

woman that similarity make Past :
"The woman did this way:
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- it may be predicate in a non-verbal clause:
7. a kAni mbuni, ni gugay vavus

this tree Dl two Dl tree type similarity
"These two trees (are) similar to the gugay tree"

2.4.2.1.3. nan "property"

nan is a noun whose function bas become rigidified.
It means "property", and is used to mark the possession.
It does not take dual or plural anymore, and it may not be part of a compound noun.

nan functions as the head of a genitive phrase expressing the possession of the 
complément that précédés it.
nan most often appears as the medium unit of a genitive phrase in three parts, in which:
- it functions as complément to the third part
- it is the head of a noun phrase with the first part as its complément, as in the example 
below:

qgo mAri nan to vasat
/ woman property house see Past 
"1 saw the house belonging to that woman" 
lit: "I saw the house of property of the woman"

rAyam kyao nan ggun byet
pig dog property tail bite Past 
"The pig bit the dog's tail"

The presence of nan marks added emphasis on possession. Compare below the use of a 
genitive phrase including nan, with the use of a compound substantive:

ggo mAri nan to vasat
I woman property house see Past 
"I saw the house belonging to that woman"

qgo mATitO vasat
/ woman-house see Past

"I saw the women’s house" = the house where ail women live

mam ma?mu nan sye? ggArat
mother child property cloth take Past 
"The mother took the child's own cloth"

ggo kwapar nu ma?inusye? vasat
I river nearness child-cloth see Past 
"I saw a child's cloth next to the river"
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When the possessor or the possessed object hâve been mentioned and made clear, one 
component of the genitive phrase may be omitted. 
nan may fulfill nominal functions independently: 

as predicate in a non-verbal clause (ex.l) 
as subject (ex.2), 
as verb object (ex. 3)

1. korni mbuni, qgo nan ni
canoë Dl two my property Dl

"These two canoës, there are both mine"

2. mamAri dumur ma?muri kot. nA nan
mothers ail children call Past her property

"Ail the mothers called their children. Hers came first"

3. sye?ni mbuni gurA? kare, ggo ma?mu
cloth Dl two hang R be at Près I child

"Two cloths were hanging, I took the child’s"

2.4.2.I.4. to "first", nu "next" , gi ’Tast"

to, nu, gi are three substantives that may function as verb compléments, or as part of a 
noun phrase.
They function complementarily in that ail three function for both time and space 
information, and refer, respectively, to, to the first one or the one in front, nu, the next 
one or the second, and g i, the one behind or the last.

t O, nu, g i do not take the mark of plural and dual.

t O "the front /the closest" or "the first/the ...before"

a mot, nA kor to tik kare
this man he canoë front stand SR be at Près 
"This man stands in front of the canoë"

a mot nA to kivAt
this man he before / first corne Past
According to the context, this sentence may mean:
"This man came here before (coming today)"
"This man came here first (of a group)"

nu "neamess / nextness" or "the second"

qgo kor, nA to nu nan
my canoë it house nearness property 
"My canoë is the one close to the house"

t O kiVA t
before corne Past

nan ggArat
property take Past
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qgo to kivAt, qgo ndwâ nu kivAt
I first corne Past , my brother nearness corne Past 
"I was first bom, my brother was second bom"

a dembin, ha mot kot nu nan
this finger iî man long closeness property 
"This finger, it is the index"
Note: mot kot désignâtes the major; mot kot nu désignâtes "the one near the major"

g i "the ...behind" or "the ...after/the last /the third"

a ggavimAfi, nA ni nan gi tiyA vayt
this witch-woman she Dl property behind stand Ch listen Past 
"The witch listened, standing behind the two (women's) back"

a motnAgi kivAt
this man he after / last / third corne Past
According to the context, this sentence may hâve the following meanings:
"This man came later" (after some event or after somebody else)
"This man came last" (after the others had arrived)
"This man came third" (after the first one, referred to as t o, and the second one, referred 
to as nu)

ggo kAni mbuni vasat. a nu kAn, ggo to nA vasat,
I tree Dl two see Past this nearness tree I before it see Past
a diyinkot kAn qgo gi nA vasat
this distant tree I after it see Past
"I saw two trees, the closest one I saw first, the distant one I saw afterwards"

2A.2.2. Spécial compoundables

These spécial substantives hâve ail been encountered in compounds.
They are described in two categories:
- ail compound components hâve retained some autonomy and may be encountered 
independently, but the use of the compound itself is restricted to spécifie functions
- some of the compound components are not encountered independently anymore

Ail spécial substantives described hereunder belong to the first category, except for 
"Vestigial Forms", that belong to the second category.

2.4.2.2.I. Glender and âge: mam / s a t

The language does not express gender morphologically ( except perhaps for the possible 
morphèmes nme?, t-, m-, belonging to an earlier stage of the language - see III.2.4)
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For the animate beings, the language differentiates gender lexically.

For people, the language features:
- distinct male and female kinship words for human beings (see III.2.4.)

- compound substantives using the regular substantive:
- s a t "father", mo t "man", ma? "boy", to mark masculine gender
- mam "mother", mAi i "woman", mô "girl", to mark féminine gender

The substantives function as second constituents of compound substantives, for gender 
and âge or génération marking.

Examples:
y a s U désignâtes a kin among one’s parents’ siblings, that is, the brother or sister of one’s 
mother and father.
y a s U combines with mam and s a t for further précision as to the gender of the designated 
kin:
yasumam |yasu-mam|

sibling ofmy parent-mother "aunt"

yas us a t |ya s u-s a t |
sibling ofmy parent -father "uncle"

In the same way, ma?mu "child" combines with ma? and mô, respectively "male "and 
"female", for younger génération, at child level:

ma?muma? "male child, boy"
ma?mumô "female child, girl"

For the différenciation of sex in animais, the language uses the noun designating the 
animal, followed by the same substantives as for people:

kyaomot or kyaosat "male dog"
kyaomAri or kyaomam "female dog"

The inflection of the first constituent in the following examples testify that these gender- 
marking entities are compound words:

S er emam 1 s e t mam|
louse-mother "female louse"

i]ge r emam Iqget ma| "female mosquito
mosquito-mother

Note: gender marking is only for humans and animais; trees are differentiated according 
to whether or not they bear fruit:
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nana korondo k^n, oa gut rare 
this pawpaw tree it fruit bear Près property 
"This pawpaw tree is one bearing fruit" (is a female one)

2A.2.2.2. General and particnlar: re?

r e? is a regular noun meaning "thing", commonly used independently in the language.
It appears as second constituent in a number of corapound substantives, where re? 
désignâtes the part of an entity.

korore? vor
canoe-thing big "the big part of canoë"

qgo korore? vor moqgot
I canoe-thing big make Past
"I worked on the big part of canoë" (ex: outrigger)

korore? siya t 
canoe-thing small 
"the small part of canoë"

qgo korore? siyat moqgot 
I canoe-thing small make Past 
"I worked on the small part of canoë"
This use is to be sèt in relation with a particular meaning of re? as "utensil, tool": in both 
cases, independently and as a compound, re? désignâtes what "partakes" in an object or 
an activity, as in the following example:

ggo rinik saqgre moqgre, ri moqgre re? qgAre
/ garden-middle go Près make Près , garden make Près thing take Près 
"I want to go to the garden, I take the garden tool"

In addition, re? présents two plurals, with differentiated meanings: see III.2.3.

2.4.2.2.3.0rientation in time: t i yi "time" , gur "the one before" ,
rur "theone after"

Ail three t i y i "time", gur "the one before", rur "the one after" are substantives used 
to designate time and moments. Their use has become restricted.

t i y i does not appear independently anymore: it may be head of a relative clause, or part 
of a compound substantive
It may not take the mark of plural and dual, nor determiners.
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ndendi, ha rao tiyi, ha mare? mbare tiyi 
now iî sun time it food eat Près time 

"Now is daylight, it is time to eat"

tiyi is part of compounds designating weekdays.
Five of the weekdays are numbered; tiyi functions as second part of a compound, the 
ftrst part of which is a numéral

mbi riA t i y i 
one-time 
mbuni-tiyi 
two-time 
mbribin tiyi 
three-time
pAurU tiy i
four-time 
parAmbâ tiyi 
five-time
vAyAtiyi
rest-time

"Monday"

"Tuesday"

"Wednesday"

"Thursday"

"Friday"

"Sunday"

The fourth and sixth examples, pAurut i yi and vAyAt iy i, show the inflection spécifie 
of compound nouns.
The base forms are, respectively:

IPAur tiyiI 
Four-time

Addition of harmonized vowel : |pAur-u tiyi|
Consonant alternance

IVAk tiyi1 
Rest-time
IVAk-A tiyiI 
IVAy-A tiyi|

The compound nouns can therefore be translated as "the day of one", "the day of two" , 
"the day of rest" etc:

ggo mo pAurutiyi vaserene 
I you four-time see Fut 
"I will see you on Thursday"

Note: Saturday is borrowed directly from Pidgin: s a r e r e.

In two instances, tiyi expresses a spatial meaning

rao gA?re tiyi, rao rikre tiyi
sun go up Près place sun go down Près place
"East" (where the sun goes up), West (where the sun goes down)

qgo rao gA?re tiyi SAk qgAre saggat 
I sun go up place fish catch Près go Past 
"I went to catch fish towards the East"
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The spécial substantives gur and rur are still used independently to express, 
respectively, "yesterday" , and "the day before yesterday".
They may be used as first éléments of compound substantives to express a position in 
time relative to the présent moment of the speaker, 
gur refers to "last" or "the one before the présent one" 
rur refers to "the one before last"

ggo a mot guruvAk vasat 
I this man last-week see Past 
"I saw this man last week"

qgo a mot gurukAri vasat 
I this man last-moon see Past 
"I saw this man last month"

rurukAri yandi, tamumok pa? tarot
one before last-moon good above-water arrive R finish Past 
"The month before last was good, rain came down"

ggo a mot ruruvAk vasat
I this man before-last-week see Past 
"I saw this man the week before last"

ruruvAk num re? gaqar re? vor, mi kure tiyi
before-last-week self thing work thing big yam harvest Près time 
"The week before last was hard work, it was time to harvest yam"

Note: Verbs that go with time: the verb t ayA t "corne up, appear" , is used to express the 
day - or week or season- while the verb g a? r e "get up" is used with the time of the day. 
Day of the week:
mbuni tiyr tayAt
two time corne up Past 
"Tuesday arrives"

Hour of the day:
pari gA?re
ten O ’clock arrive Près 
"It is 10 O dock"

2A2.2.4. Orientation in space - body parts: rAk, nik, pu, gumbu,

A number of compound substantives for orientation in space hâve a regular autonomous 
use, together with that of first and/or second part of compound substantives.
Some of these substantives refer to body parts that présent an "extended" meaning. They 
are: rAk "spine/in the middle of", nik "belly/inside", pu"mouth/front",
g umb U "flesh/neamess".
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They may be encountered in isolation and take the mark of dual and plural.

- TAk "spine" / "in the middle of"

mot rwëfAk saqgat
man bush-middle go Past
"The man went deep inside the forest"

qgo tonik rAyAgut saqgat
I house-inside middle-heart go Past 
"I went into the middle passage inside the house"
(when the house is composed of two parts separated by a hallway)

qgo tonik rAk saqgat
I house-inside middle go Past 
"I went right into the middle of the house"

- nik "belly" / "inside"

qgo nik vere 
I belly hurt Près 
"My belly hurts"

qgo tonik saqgat
I house-inside go Past 
"I went inside the house"

qgo SAk koronik tAyAt 
I fish canoe-inside put Past 
"I put the fish inside the canoë"

qgo niyitim mbo? tarot 
I inside-door close R finish Past 
"1 closed the inside door"

- pu "mouth" / "at the front of"

qgo pu vere 
I mouth hurt Près 
"My mouth hurts"

kyao topu qgore
dog house-front sleep Près 
"The dog sleeps in front of the house"

mo karApu mbâ mbira? sâ 
you car-front towards sit R go SR 
"Go and sit in the front of the car"



- g umb U flesh" / "neamess

qgo gumbu moqgre 
/ flesh make Près 
"I am sick"

ma?mu togumbu kare
child house-nearness be at Près 
"The child is close to the house"

One compound including gumbu emphasizes the "local" character of the language.

gumbukwa monbâ kare
nearness-body ofwater over there be at Près 
"The waterpond near to (the village) is over there"

Note: The Awar area knows only one waterpond, referred to as gumbukwa, "the water 
near", which has in tum become the speakers’ general word for "pond".

2.4.2.2.S. Orientation in space - non-body parts:

mbAn "lowness, ground" , s im "top", ggin "at the end of,"ray "under", vAvë "side" 
tamu "above, beyond", tan "outside", mbâ "towards"

Except for mbAn and sim, these eight orientât!onal substantives hâve ail been 
encountered in compounds only, and not in independent use
They hâve been encountered only as second part of the compound (ggin, ray, vAvë), or 
as first and second part of the compound ( t amu, t an, mbâ).

2.4.2.2.5.I. mbAn "lowness, ground" , s im "top"

Both mbAn "lowness, ground" and sim "top" hâve been encountered mostly as 
components of compound substantives.
Within these compounds, mbAn was either first (ex. 1, 2, 3) or second component (ex. 4). 
s i m has been encountered as second component only (ex. 6, 7)
Both hâve been encountered independently (ex. 5,8)

1. ggo mbAnAto moqgot
/ lowness-house make Past

"I built a cernent house"
Cernent houses are built directly on the ground, in contrast to traditional houses built on 
stilts, designated by t amu t o, " above-house"

2. ggo mbAUAtim mbo? tarot
I lowness-door close R finish Past 

"I closed the lower door"
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3. qgo mbAn mbâ saqgat
I lowness towards go Past

"I went in a downward direction"

mbAnbâ is to be decomposed in |mbAn mbâ | - rule 16 applies

4. qgo tombAn vasAre
I house-lowness see Près

"I see the lower part of the house"

5. ggo nan to, ha mbAn kare
I property house it lowness be at Près 

"My house is the one down there"

6. qgo SAk korosim ggAr tAyAt 
I fish canoe-top take R put Past

"I put the fish on top of the canoë"

7. qgo kAHAsim pori vasat 
I tree-top shoots see Past

"I saw the top tree shoots"

8. ggo a mo t s i m gg A r e,
/ this man top take Près 

"I praise this man"

2.4.2.2.S.2. ggin "at the end of," ray "under", vAvê "side",
tamu "above, beyond", tan "outside", mbâ "towards"

ggi n "at the end of" , (ex. 1,2,3), ray "under" (ex. 4), and vAvë "side" (ex. 5) hâve ail 
three been encountered as second part of compound only.

1. kAri panAggin kare 
moon head-at end be at Près

"The moon is above the head"
(This expression refers to the half-moon waxing, right after sunset, up above in the sky)

2. kwapar toggin kare
river house-at end be at Près

"The river is at the back of the house"
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3. nik takre mAri, ha nan niyiqgin moqgre
belly corne up Près woman, her property belly-at end make Près

"The prégnant woman, her abdomen starts contracting"

4. kyao toray qgore
dog house-under sleep Près

"The dog sieeps under the house"

5. qgo tovAvê vasat
I house-side see Past 

"I saw the side of the house"

tamu "above, beyond" (ex. 1 to 4) , tan "outside" (ex. 5 to 7) , and mbâ "towards" , 
hâve been encountered in both first and second position within a compound substantive.

6. ggo tamuto moqgot
I above-house make Past 

"I built a house on stilt"

7. ggo tamutim mbo? tarot
I above-door close R finish Past 

"I closed the upper door"

8. ggo ra?tamu vasAre
I thunder-above look Près

"I look at the sky"

9. qgo totamu vasAre
/ house-above look Près

"I look at the top of the house"

10. ggo totan vasa t
I house-outside see Past

"I saw the outside of the house"

11. qgo tanAtim mbo? tarot
I outside-door close R finish Past 

"I closed the outside door"

12. ggo tan mbâ saqgat
/ outside towards go Past

"I went outside"
tanbâ is to be decomposed in | tan mbâ | - rule 16 applies

mbâ is very common and occupies a number of functions.
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Indeed, like the others, it functions as regular substantive, meaning "mark, print". As 
such, it may function independently, or as part of a compound substantive, where it 
retains its meaning of "mark"

qgo to moqgre monde, qgo to mbâ kye, mbâri
kuvA t
I house make Près make Près I house mark make stand R marks check 
Past
"I want to build a house, I make the house mark stand, then checkéd the marks"

qgo mo rwembâ vasat 
I you foot-mark see Past 
"I saw your footprints"

qgo mbâiAk vasat
I mark-middle see Past
"I looked at the middle of the mark"

- As an orientational, mbâ adds a meaning of "general direction", or "general movement", 
translated by "towards".
In this case, mbâ may appear in different instances:

- after common noun (ex. 1)
1. qgo to mbâ mbAt, ma?mu rwë mbâ riyit

I house towards go back Past child forest towards go down Past 
"I went back towards the house, the child went down towards the forest"

- after another orientational such as: tamu, pu, tan, mbAn. (ex.2,3,4)
2. vuTA? tamu mbâ mbayA saggat

bird above towards fly Ch go Past 
"The bird went flying up"

3. ggo karanik pu mbâ mbira?re
I car-inside mouth towards sit Près 

"I sit in the front of the car"

4. ggo tan mbâ djyet, ggo ri
I outside towards go Past my garden 

"1 went outside the house, my garden is down
- after a compound including an orientational:

5. qgo togumbu mbâ saggat
I house-nearness towards go Past

"I went in the general direction towards the house"

6. ggo rwêrAk mbâ saggat
I forest-middle towards go Past

"I went towards the middle of the forest"

mbAn mbâ kare
below towards be at Près 
below (the hill)"
(ex. 5,6,7)
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7. qgo tonik mbâ saggat
I house-inside towards go Past 

"I went towards the inside of the house"

The following comparative examples illustrate how the addition of mbâ express a 
reference to a larger area;

qgo togumbu saqgat
I house-nearness go Past 
"I went near the house"

qgo togumbu mbâ saggat
I house-nearness towards go Past 

"I went in the general direction towards the house"

qgo rwerak saqgat
I forest-middle go Past 
"I went inside the forest"

qgo rwérAk mbâ saqgat
I forest-middle towards go Past 
"I went towards the middle of the forest"

Finally, monbâ is the only one of the space démonstratives to be used with a time 
meaning as well as with a space meaning.
In this context it functions in opposition with the démonstrative a (rather than qAubâ );

qgo mo monbâ kAti vaserene, a kAti vanen 
/ you next moon see Fut this moon Neg 
"I will see you next month, not this month"

2 .4.2.2.6. Vestigial forms

Some substantives appear to resuit from an anterior compound process, whereby one of 
the éléments has lost its autonomy, and does not appear in independent use anymore. 
These "vestigial" compounds are: raopivi, bivimin, mesindip., rwebenben and 
substantives featuring- nme ?

- raopivi désignâtes an overcast sky (and a "cool" Sun, r a o) - but p i v i has not been 
encountered in isolation and has not appeared in another compound.

- bivimin "aftemoon" (between 3 pm and sunset). It is also used as a greeting during 
that time of the day, bivimin yandi, "good aftemoon".
The compound could corne from I b i P minj, where min is "mark" - but neither b i p 
nor b i V i are encountered independently, nor appeared in another compound.

- mesimok / mesindip
mesindip, "beach", is formed by compounding two substantives |meys ndip|
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|meys | is "sait" ; the second élément ndip has lost its autonomy and has not been 
encountered independently.

This example is to be set in analogy with mes imok "sait water, sea", where both éléments 
hâve retained their autonomy. 
mesimok |meys mok|

sait water "sea"

- rwebenben "footbracelet" - omated with dried and hollowed nutshells that make 
noise as the person who wears them walks or dances
rwe "foot"
benben - no independent use, used only as second component of this compound; we 
note , however, that the word seems to be an onomatopeia , as it remind of the sound of 
the nutshells.

- nme? appears as second constituent of three compound substantives, but has not been 
encountered independently.
It may be supposed that nme ? used to be a gender marking morphème.

veynme? "older sister", where vey expresses respect, as in g uni vey , an expression 
designating Awar village, as the linguistically and culturally dominant one among the 
three along the bay.
ndAyxnme? "sister-in-law", where ndxk, in isolation, is "in-law"
P O nme ? "younger sister" - neither element has been encountered in isolation

2.4.2.3. Neologisms

The language often uses compound nouns to create neologisms that designate objects or 
concepts new to the Awar culture.
Hereunder a few examples:
paorogu t 
stone-fruit 
"rice"

twâqgA ri 
voice-vine 
"téléphoné"

qgAFiswa?
vine-fire
"electricity"

swa?ggA ri 
fire-vine 
"electric cable"

raogut mbuni tumbA 
sun-heart two morning 
"Two o’clock in the moming "

raogut mbuni bivimin 
sun-heart two afternoon 
"Two o’clock in the afternoon
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3. THE ADJECTIVE

3.1. Introduction

The adjeclive is a nominal that is characterized by:
- its capacity to détermine the noun by expressing a State, a quality or a characteristic

- its capacity to take the mark of dual and of plural to agréé with the noun it détermines
- its capacity to function as attributive of the noun in a noun phrase, or as predicate in a 
verbal or non verbal clause .
- its capacity to take adjective modifyers

The adjective may hâve an attributive function to a sequence of two or three substantives, 
again following them and agreeing with them.

The adjectives may be sorted into two groups:
- one group features adjectives that do not appear to be derived from a verb.
The number of adjectives in this category is limited. They are hereunder referred to as 
non-derived adjectives.

- the other group features verb-derived adjectives, that is, those adjectives that are derived 
from the verb root.
The adjectives in this category are as numerous as the verbs they may be based on, 
providing the meaning is acceptable.

3.2. Non-derived adjectives

The non-derived adjectives list as follows: 
yâ / yandi "good"

simza? "heavy"
biqga "light"

ko t 
tap

"long"
"short"

diyinkot
nu

"distant"
"close"

siyat "small"
vor/voret "big", "old "(people)

ndju
VAVur
ngam

"old" (people) 
"old"(things) 
"new" "raw"
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-yâ / yandi: both may be analyzed from a common structural form yaqg.

Baseform; yaqg
Réduction to nasal velar (rule 11): yaq
Nasalisation of vowel (rule 12): yâ

yandi may bave been formed on the plural according to the following steps:

Baseform: yang
Suffixation of mark of plural: | yang-r i |
Alternance qgr/nd (rule8and9) yandi

- kot "long" / diyinkot "distant": both words are morphologically and semantically 
close, as are their plural (see III.3.5.3)

Moreover, the regular noun duyun refers to "the distance hetween two given points", for 
instance, between two leaves on a bambou stem, or between two finger knuckles. 
d i y i nko t might therefore be the rigidified version of a compound noun or noun phrase 
in an older stage of the language. However, the mutation from u into i in this formation is 
not explained.

- vor: commonly used, means "big", but also "old" when referring to people; 
traditionally, an old man was a "big man", a man of importance and worthy of respect.
The original form seems to be vor et, now commonly shortened into vor, whereby, the 
original form vor e t is sometimes used as the plural.
vor is also used as adjective modifyer (see III.3.4)
The adjective ndsu is not commonly used.

- ggam commonly means "new"
It is the only adjective to appear as second element of a compound noun, in two instances:

moroggam and mimbirqgam 
Man-new woman-new
young man and young woman

Both nouns are used to designate young people after initiation. They may take the mark 
of dual and plural.
This compound may point to a vestigial use of the adjective that has been nominalized 
within this compound.

The list above shows how most of these adjectives can be grouped in pairs of antonyms. 
Note, however, that the opposite of yand i, pa r e2 "bad", is a verb-derived adjective.

The non-derived adjectives may he part of a particular syntactic construction using the 
verb mo Qg r e in the sense of "to become".
Within this construction, the adjective détermines the noun re?, with which it forms a 
nominal phrase used as a predicate.
Only non-derived adjectives hâve been found in this particular construction.
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ma?mu re? kot moqgot 
child thing big make Past 
"The child has become big"

to re? yâ moqgot 
house thing good make Past 
"The house has become nice"

pis re? siyat moggot 
sore thing small make Past 
"The sore has become small"

3.3. Verb-derived adjectives

The language features adjectives that are derived from the verb root; these adjectives are 
numerous, may be formed on any verb, as long as the meaning and use is acceptable. 
Hereunder a few examples:

Verb Adjective

Ri ru "to cool off" riru "cold"
g»g» "to warm up" gjgir "hot"
ru "to ripen" ru "ripe"
pAru "tojoke" pAru "joking'
raragg "to dry" rarâ "dry"
pare? "to become bad" pare? "bad"

qgo mok riru tayA rwe?re
I water cold corne up LR wash Près 
"I wash in the cold water"

ggo timok mongot, timok rirure 
/ tea-water make Past tea-water cool ojfPres 
"I made tea, the tea is cooling off '

qgo tyAp pare? tayA saggre ndin
I road bad corne up SR go Près Neg 
"I don’t walk on the bad road"

tamumok re? vor pa? tarot, tyAp pare?re 
rain thing big corne R finish Past road become bad Près 
"Big rain came down, the road became damaged"

A particular structure involving the verb root has been identified; in this structure, the root 
immediately follows the noun and may agréé with it in singular, dual and plural. It 
appears to function as a verb-derived adjective.
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However, this structure requires further analysis: indeed the root appears here to be part of 
a verb sériés:

me morori dumur qari vot 
they men ail hit R PI bury Past 
“They killed ail the men”
The verb sériés qar vo? “hit bury” expresses the meaning “to kill” (a person).
Within the verb sériés, qar functions as déterminant of the noun and as part of the verb 
sériés qar vo?

quni qar tayA, ay mu?re saijgre
Village hit R corne up LR we catch fish Près go Près 
"At dawn, we go fishing"
The literal translation of quni qar tayA is “the village hit (by light) appears" = “at 
dawn”
This expression is commonly used to designate the break of the day: it is composed of a 
noun and a verb sériés I]ar tayA “hit corne up”.

In the three next examples, the first element of the verb sériés functions as déterminant of 
the substantive:

mam mare? pa? taro?yA saqgat. ma?mu mare? pa? vas
mother food préparé R finish Ch go Past child food préparé R see R 
mba t 
eat Pas
“The mother left after having prepared the food. The child saw and ate the food that had 
been prepared”

ggo tyAp ndiggi kirx? riyit 
I road be slippery R pull R go down Past 
“I slipped down and fell on the slippery road”

qgo piri SArak ndsikre moggre
I skin itch R scratch Près make Près 
“I wantto scratch the itchy skin”

ggo dsudsuni nemnini ggar gurat 
I clothe Dl wet Dl take R hang up Past 
“I hung up the two wet clothes”

This structure needs to be fully investigated and described for a next publication.

3.4. Sequence of adjectives

The sequence of two adjectives referring to the same noun is common.
As far as verb-derived and non-verb derived adjectives are concemed, there seems to be no 
preferred order as to which characteristic is mentioned first; the fact that an adjective is or 
not verb-derived does not play a part in the sequence.
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kor yâ biqga 
came good light 
"A good and light canoë"

kor biqga yâ 
came light good 
"A light and good canoë"

mot ndsAndsë yâ 
man strong good 
"A strong good man"

mot yâ ndsAndsê 
man good strong 
"A good strong man"

a SAk siyatri ndsAndsuri 
thatfish smallPl driedPl 
"These small and dried fish"

a SAk ndsAndjuri siyatri 
that fish dried PI small PI
"These dried and small fish"

The emphasis on one of the characteristics is expressed through the use of the 
"intensifiers" (See III.3.4)

3.5. Agreement of the adjective in nnmber

The adjective agréés in number with the noun it follows; the adjective wUl therefore 
appear in singular, dual and plural form, according to the noun it détermines.

3.5.1. Adjective agreement in singular

The singular form of ail adjectives will be characterized by the absence of the morphèmes 
of dual and plural.

3.5.2. Adjective agreement in non-singular

The language features adjective agreement in number with the substantive, as the basic 
feature of genuine adjective agreement.
Morphologically, the expression of number of the adjective is mostly identical to that of 
the substantive.

ggo mbAkmbAkmotni vomi vasat 
I blackness-man Dl big Dl see Past 
"I saw two big black men"
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qgo a SAkri siyatri mbare moggre
I thaï fish PI small PI eat Près make Près 
"I would like to eat these small fishes"

The chapter on the expression of number of the noun has introduced the acœptable 
omission of the mark of dual and plural in spécifie circumstances (see III.2.2.6.)

3.5.3. Adjective agreement in dual

For the expression of dual, the morphème -ni is suffixed to both verb-derived and non 
verb-derived adjective.
No irregularity has been observed in this dualization process.

ma?muni siyatni guni sangat 
child Dl small DL village go Past 
"The two small children went to the village"

mAfi mbani biggani moggot 
woman basket DL lighî DL make Past 
"The woman made two light baskets"

mot visiggetni simza?ni vasat
man pandanus-basket DL heavyDL see Past
"The man saw the two heavy basket made of pandanus flber"

3.5.4. Adjective agreement in plural

As far as the agreement in plural is concemed, ail verb-derived adjectives and most non- 
derived adjectives take the morphème - r i, as the mark of plural.

ma?meggiri siyatri guni sangat 
child PI small PI village go Past 
"The small children went to the village"

mAri mbari biggari moggot 
woman basket PI light PI make Past 
"The woman made light baskets"

mot visiggetri simzaîri vasat
man pandanus-basket PI heavy PI see Past
"The man saw the heavy baskets made of pandanus fiber"
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Two adjectives, both non-derived, présent a double plural:

singular plural meaning

ko t kotri/kwit "long"
d i yinko t di y i nko t r i/di y i nkwi t "distant"

yandi yeggi "good"
yâ yàr i "good"

- kot/ diyinkot: both adjectives feature two forms of plural, with no différence in 
meaning.
The eariier observation of morphological closeness between kot and diyinkot is 
confirmed by the existence of a double plural for each adjective, and by the morphological 
similarity of these plurals:

- one plural is formed by adjunction of the morphème - ri: kotri, diyinkotri

- the other plural may hâve been formed according to the following steps:

- vowel alternance: o u:

- metathesis of the final vowel:

- semi-vocalisation of the original vowel:

- drop of the r, now in final position:

|kutriI / Idiyinkutri | 

|(diyin)kutriI |(diyin)kuitr| 

|(diyin)kwitr|

Idiyinkwit|

(no consonant sequence is allowed in word-fmal position):

- yâ takes - ri as the regular mark of plural 
korni yâri
canoë pl good pl 
"good canoës"

- yandi présents an irregular plural: yeqgi.
This form may be set in relation with the plural of ma?mu, "child": ma?meqgiri, 
"children of our clan"
The different forms might be explained as follows:
Base form: yaqg
Suffixation of mark of plural: lyagg-ri1
Alternance gg r /nd (rules 8 and 9) 1yandi |

Base form: yagg
Suffixation of old mark of plural : lyagg-i1
Alternance of a with e: lyeggi 1 

/yeggi/
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In relation to this example, if we suppose a variant to ma?mu "child:
Base form: ma?mai]g
Suffixation of old mark of plural: [maîmagg-i |
Régressive assimilation of a in e: |ma?meggi |
Suffixation of regular mark of plural: | ma ?me gg- i - r i |

/ma?meggi r i /

In this case, both the old and the more recent marks of plural would be suffixed : the 
former would only be présent as a vestigial form, encountered in only a small number of 
examples.

Another "witness" of this meurk of plural - i (causing régressive vowel assimilation) might 
be explain the "second" plural of re? "thing":

Suffixation of mark of plural: j r e ?- i 1
Régressive assimilation of e in i : | r i 2- i |
Final vowel disappears (rule 2): I r i ? 1

/ri?/

In both cases of régressive vowel assimilation, the medium vowel alternâtes with a high 
vowel.

3.6. Adjective modifîers

The adjective modifiers should be described together with the verb modifiers in the chapter 
VI. Miscellaneous words.
However, as they participate in the structure of the noun phrase, their analysis appears in 
this part of the description.

The adjective modifiers specifically qualify the adjective: they mark the intensity with 
which the adjective applies, or does not apply to the noun it détermines: 
gindse? "truly", vemnot "very", vor "very" (pesi "indeed"), bidi"somewhat"

None of these modifyers take the mark ôf dual and plural. They immediately follow the 
adjective they détermine, even in a sequence of several adjectives.

3.6.1. g i ndse? "truIy"

g i ndse? is the intensifyer used to convey that the adjective applies thoroughly to the noun 
it détermines. It may be translated by "truly", and is used with this meaning also in 
isolation:

a niAri yandi gindse? nx guni kivAt 
this woman good truly she village corne Past 
"This truly good woman came to the village "

a mot kot vor gindse? guni kivAt 
this man tall big truly village corne Past
"This tall truly fat man came to the village"
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To mark that the description conveyed by the adjective really applies strongly to the 
substantive, the language uses venmo t, that may be translated by "very".

mam mare? yâ venmot pa? tarot
mother food good very préparé R finish Past 
"Mother has prepared this very good meal"

a tu rwêrAk dîk vor venmot
this place forest-middle clearing big very
"This place in the middle of the forest is a very big clearing"

a mAri vor venmot nA quni kivAt 
this woman big very she village corne Past 
"This very big woman came to the village"

mot kot re? kot venmot 
man tall thing tall very 
"The man is reaUy very tall"

morori ri? kwit venmot 
men things tall very 
"The men are really very tall"

3.6.2. V e n m O t " very "

3.6.3. vor "very"

As an alternative to venmot, the adjective vor "big", is sometimes used after the adjective, 
although less often. It then means "very".
When used in this function, vor may be followed by pesi "indeed", for additional 
emphasis.
pesi has only been encountered in this instance.

mot nA yâ vor
man he good very 
"The man is very good"

mot nA yâ vor pesi
man he good very indeed 
"The man is reaUy very good"

quni diyinkot vor 
village far very
"The village is very far"

quni diyinkot vor pesi 
village far very indeed 
"The village is really very far"
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Note: To emphasize the (really) big size of an entity and to avoid the répétition of vor, the 
language will use venmot "very", orpesi "indeed", after the adjective vor "big":

a mot DA vor venmot 
this man he big very 
"The man is very big"

a mot nA vor pesi 
this man he big indeed 
"This man is really very big"

3.6.4. b i d i "somewhat"

To mark that the description by the adjective applies moderately or little to the substantive, 
b i d i "somewhat", is used after the adjective.
bidi refers to the unfinished or incomplète characteristic of the noun determined by the 
adjective.

market yâ? market yâ bidi
market good ? market good somewhat
"Was the market good?" "The market was somewhat good " (but not very good)

qgo a kor simza? bidi mongot
/ this canoë heavy somewhat make Past 
"I made this somewhat heavy canoë"

4. THE DETERMINANTS OFTHE NOUN

4.0. Introduction

The core of the noun phrase is the noun, in singular, dual or plural form, immediately 
followed by the adjective, which is its closest déterminant, and agréés with it in number.

The language features a number of words that gravitate around the noun, to détermine it; 
these déterminants may be either preposed or postponed to the noun head of the noun 
phrase.

Preposed déterminants are:
the démonstrative a "this"
the space démonstratives
the interrogative spécifier nendju "which"
the spécifier of "othemess" kembi "other"
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Postponed déterminants are: 
the numerals
the undefined quantiflers ndse? "a few", vurin "one of two", dumur "ail", 
dun i "both, two together", n i n "some, a certain"
the indefinite déterminants num "self', nimbi "together", nendi "alone", kembi 
"kind"
the interrogative quantifier nendsi "how many"

4.1. Preposed déterminants

4.1.1. The démonstrative a " this "

The démonstrative a "this", is a reduced to one single morphème.
It always précédés the simple or complex noun and is always the first constituent of the 
noun phrase of which the noun occupies the head position.

a functions as deictic, but may also be anaphoric, referring to something mentioned by or 
known to the speaker.
a will not take the mark of dual and plural, but it may détermine substantives in singular, 
dual and plural.

qgo a ma?mu vasat 
/ this child see Pasî 
"I saw this child"

a ma?mei]giri siyatri mesindip saqgat
this children small PI beach go Past
"These small children went to the beach"

qgo a twâ mbuyut:"..."
I this talk speak Past "
"I said thefollowing:"..." "

meri a yAVAndumi qgArat
woman this redness sweet potato take Past
"The woman took this red sweet potato"

qgo a tyAp vasat a vegen guni nundsye
/ this road see Past this nubia village go R Prog
"I saw the road, the one that goes to Nubia village"
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4.1.2. Space démonstratives:
ande?, qaya, miyo,
qAnde t, monde t,
i]Anbâ, monbâ, qgAnbâ, gunbâ

This sériés features déterminants that express a démonstrative value complemented by a 
value of situation in space.
As detailed hereunder, these space démonstratives are vestigial compound substantives. 
They may détermine the noun in singular, dual or plural form, but do not take the mark of 
dual and plural.

The analysis will differenciate:
ande?, gaya, miyo: démonstratives of proximity
qAndet, monde t; démonstratives of localization
qAnbâ, monbâ, ggenbâ, gunbâ : orientational démonstratives

Note that the speakers use these space démonstratives preferably in "micro-systems", 
whereby the first three are used in the same context, or the next two, or the last four, with 
complementary meanings.

4.I.2.I. Démonstrative of proximity: ande? "this one here", gaya "that one 
there", miyo "that one further"

ande? appears as the vestigial form of the démonstrative a, followed by the noun nde?, 
"place"
ande? may be translated by "this of this place"

Note: some speakers say ani as a variant of ande?.

g a y a and miyo do not présent traces of former morphèmes, 
gaya is "that of over there", while mi y o is "that of further away".
As a sériés, the three démonstratives express progressive distance from the speaker:
ande?: close to the speaker, within reach, "this here"
gaya: less close to the speaker, points with the finger, "that one there"
miyo: further away from the speaker, not necessarily in sight, "that one over there"

ggo kori mbribin, ande? kor siyat, gaya kor vor ,
I canoës three this one here canoë small that one there canoë big
bidi, miyo kor vor pesi
somewhat that one further canoë big indeed
"I hâve three canoës, this canoë here small, that canoë there bigger, that canoë over there 
very big"

ande? to ggo nan; gaya to ggo ndwâ nan,
this here house my property that there house my brother property
miyo to mbrit
further over there house collapse Past
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"This house here is mine, that house there belongs to my brother, that bouse over there bas 
collapsed"

ande? mari kot, qaya mari siyat, miyo
this here woman tall that one there woman small, that over there 
mari tap bidi 
woman short somewhat
"This woman here is tall, that woman there is small, that woman further away is rather 
short"

The following examples feature nde?, "place here (attributed for ownership)", as a regular 
substantive, for comparison with démonstrative ande?;

qgenbâ, re? nin vanen nde? 
left thing some Neg place
"On the left hand side, the place of nothing' - "where there is nothing"

qgo nde? nin riyit din, ggo nde? mire? mAkare
7 place some go down Past Neg , 7 this place lie down R be at Près Prog
"I did not get down (from) here, I was lying here"

4.I.2.2. Démonstratives of localization: gandet, mondet

gandet, mondet appearas vestigial forms of former compound substantives, respectively 
IgAn ndet| and |mon ndetj
ndet has not been encountered in independent use, but could be an alternative form of 
ndy e t,"part", that still functions as an independent regular substantive.
(For analogy, the language accepts ndjye? as well as ndse?, "some, a part of").

gan and mon hâve not been encountered in independent use but appear also in ganbâ 
and monbâ analyzed later.

In both compounds, gan and mon bave complementary meanings: gan is used to 
designate whatis "on the side of the speaker", while mon désignâtes what is "on the other 
side", away from the speaker.
gande t and monde t will be respectively translated by "on this side" and "on that side".

ggo kani mbuni vasat, gandet kan na to vasat, mondet
7 tree Dl two see Past on this side tree it before see Past on that
side
kan na gi vasat 
tree it after see Past
"I saw two trees, the tree on this side I saw first, the tree on that side I saw later"
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mondet mAri yandi, qAndet nuri yâ vanen
on that side woman good, on that side woman good Neg
"The woman on that side is nice, the woman on this side isn’t"

i]go korni mbuni, mondet kor siyat , qAndet kor vor
I canoë Dl two on that side canoë small on this side canoë big 
"I hâve two canoë, the one over there is small, the one over here is big"

4.I.2.3. Orientational démonstratives: g A nb à / monbâ, gunbâ/ggenbâ

gAnbâ/monbâ, gunbâ/ggenbà are four orientational démonstratives of complementary 
function, both in pairs, and ail four together.

In pairs, gAn and mon, and ggen and gun, hâve complementary meanings:
- as seen eailier, g An is used to designate what is "on the side of the speaker", while mon 
désignâtes what is "on the other side, further away".
- ggen désignâtes what is on the left hand side, while gun désignâtes what is on the right 
hand side.

For orientation in space, ail four démonstratives function in a complementary System : 
from a unique , single, point of view, that of the speaker, or that of a person or an object he 
is referring to, gAnbâ and monbâ will refer to the front and the back , while ggenbâ and 
gunbâ will refer, respectively, to the left and the right.
These démonstratives do no take the mark of dual and plural.

Ail four are the vestigial forms of compound substantives formed on the independent 
regular noun mbâ, meaning "mark", preceded by a morphème of direction gAn, mon, 
gun, ggAn:
|gAn-mbâ| "front"
Imon-mbâI "back"
|ggen-mbâ| "left"
|gun-mbâ| "right"
In ail cases, rule 16 applies.

The morphèmes of direction are not encountered in independent use anymore 
mbâ has been described as constituent of spécial compound noun in II1.2.4.2.2.5.2.

monbâ to yandi, gAnbâ to pare?
over there house good over here house bad 
"The house over there is good, the house over here is bad" (=poorly built)

monbâ to ggo nan, gAnbâ to mo nan
over there house my property, over here house you property 
"The house over there is mine, the house over here is yours"

gunbâ to ggo nan, ggenbâ to mo nan
right house my property left house your property 
"The right house is mine, the left house is yours"
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mo ijgATAsim kare. qAnbâ quni, oa ggo nan, monbâ
you mountain-top be aî Près over here village it my property over there

kwapar , ha ay quni nan, ggenbâ ggAt re? vor , nA kembi
river it we village property left mountain thing big , it other

guni nan, gunbâ ggAt , nA ggo guni nan
village property right mountain, it my village property

"You are on top of the mountain; the village in front of you is mine, the river at the (your) 
back belongs to our village, the big mountain on the left belongs to another village, the 
moutain on the right belongs to my village"

Note: Originally, gunbâ must hâve designated the "main" hand, that is the right hand of a 
right-hand person, and the left hand of a left-hand person.
Complementary to this, ggenbâ would hâve designated the "secondary" hand.
Although it is still and spontaneously mentioned by the speakers, this use has become lost, 
and gunbâ and ggenbâ, as a convention, now designate respectively the right and left hand 
side.

4.1.3. Interrogative specifîer n e n d 3 u

nend3u is the question word used to elicit information on the identity or the type of 
person or object is referred to. It may be translated by "which" or by "what".
It is preposed to a noun in singular, dual or plural

Followed by tivi "time", nendsu is used to elicit information as to the time when the 
action is taking place, 
a kor, nA nendsu kor? 
this canoë it what type canoë 
"This canoë, what type of canoë is it?"

mo nendsu SAkri vasat?
you what type fish PI see Past 
"What type of fish did you see?"

nend3u mot kivAt? 
what type man corne Past 
"What type of man came?"

mo nend3u nabA mbare moggre? 
you what type mango eat Près make Près 
"What type of mango do you want to eat?"
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DA nendju kirApri mo ijganaqgat? 
she what type vegetables you give Past 
"What type of vegetable did she give you?"

mo nendsu tAp a kor moijgot? 
you what custom this canoë make Past 
"What custom did you use to make this canoë?"
= "How did you make this canoë?"

vegen a sirgem a nuriri a tu kivAt. nendsu mAri mbAt? 
nubia and sisimagun and women this place corne Past. what woman went back 
"Women from Nubia and Sisimagun arrived to this place. Which woman left?"

mot qgo ha mbuyu, nendju kirApri nA market tayA vasat
man m iî say LR what type vegetables he market corne up LR see Past 
"The man told me what type of vegetables he saw at the market"

4.1.4. Spécifier of "othemess" : k emb i

The spécifier of "othemess" kembi "other" appears before the noun and, in this 
position, may be reduplicated.

kemb i expresses the meaning of "kind, sort", in the sense of "other, different".
When it is reduplicated, kembi means "one of each kind", "ail kinds of ".

Another déterminant kembi, "alone", postponed to the substantive, has been identified as 
a "selector", and is described in III.4.2.2.

qgo kembi mot vasat 
I Other man see Past 
"I saw another man"

HA kembi kAn, a kor moggre kAn 
it other tree this canoë make Près tree 
"It is the other tree, this tree is to make canoës"

ggo kembi a kembi mot vasat 
I alone this other man see Past 
"I alone saw that other man"

qgo madang saggA, kembi kembi mot, kembi kembi re?ri vasat
/ madang go R other other man other other thing pl see Past
"I went to Madang, saw ail kinds of people, ail kinds of things"
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4.2. Postponed déterminants

4.2.1. QuantiHers

Among the quantifiers, two categories hâve been encountered: the numerals and the 
unspecified quantifiers.

4.2.1.1. Numerals

Counting System

As a déterminant, the numéral follows the noun to gjve the quantity of the considered 
entity.

Quite logically semantically, mbinA, "one", détermines a noun in singular; mbuni, "two", 
détermines a noun in dual, while ail other numerals détermine substantives in plural.

These numerals pertain to different word categories: simple and nouns, simple and 
complex numerals, complex expressions.
Each is reviewed in detail in the corresponding chapter; hereunder some general 
information on numerals as postponed déterminants.
The numerals may also follow the substitutes, as illustrated in III.4.

The language has a basic counting System that is a base-five finger-toe System, or body 
System.

The numerals from 1 to 10 are:
1 mbinA
2 mbuni
3 mbr i b i n,
4 pAur
5 parAmbâ

6 parAmbut mbinA
7 parAmbut mbuni
8 parAmbut mbribin,
9 parAmbut pAur 

10 par i, parni.

The numerals 1 and 4 are simple words that do not appear to be analyzable in morphèmes: 
mbinA "one"
pAur "four"

mbuni,"two", features the morphème of dual , ni, that is also used to mark the dual of 
substantives and adjectives, and is also used independently as a substitute .

The numerals 3 and 5 are compounds:

parAmbâ "five"

parAmbâ |par-mbâ| "five" 
hand mark

is a compound of two substantives, literaUy meaning "the mark of one hand", referring of 
the Visual print of the five fingers of the outstretched hand
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mbribinA "three

mbribinA |mbri - mbinA] "three", sometimes shortenend in mbr i bi n 
break one

is a compound composed of a verb + numéral, literally meaning "the broken one"; the 
speaker visually indicates the number 3 by starting to count on the little fmger, bending it, 
then the ring fmger, then the major, thereby "breaking the hand".

The number 10 is expressed by a substantive, par "hand", in dual or plural form, as 
described in III.2.3.5. 
pari Ipar ri| "ten"
parni |par ri| "ten"

Complex expressions form the numerals 6 and 9, and above 10: the compound noun 
parAmbut "hand side" is immediately followed by a numéral indicating the number of 
units added to 5:

parAmbut mbinA "6", often shortened into parAmbut 
hand-sîde one

parAmbut mbuni "7"
hand-side two

parAmbut mbribin "8"
hand-side three

parAmbut pAUr "9"
hand-side four
mbut is used to designate "side" in the counting System, but is not encountered 
independently anymore.

Once fingers and hands are counted, the speakers move on to toes and feet.
The numbers above 10 are composed of the noun par in plural, the complex noun 
rwembu t "foot side", and the adéquate numéral.
These constituents are simply juxtaposed.

par i rwembu t mbinA "11
hands foot-side one

par i rwembu t mbuni "12
hands foot-side two

To express 20 and numbers over 20, we fmd:

pari rweni "20"
hands foot Dl

The following is an alternative to express "twenty":

mot yâ mbinA "a good man" = "twenty'
man good one
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21mot ya mbinA mbut mbinA
man good one side one

mot ya mbuni "40"
man good two

mot ya mbribin "60"
man good îhree

Note that the language may technically express numbers above twenty, but prefers to use 
re? vat,"alot", to do so.

qgo a mot mbribin vasat 
I this man three see Past 
"I saw these three men"

i]go a kembi mot yandi pAur vasat 
I this oîher man good four see Past 
"I saw these four other good men"

mAfini yandi mbuni quni kivAt
woman Dl good two village corne Past 
"The two good women came to the village"

ggo mo raogut pari tumbA vaserene 
I you sun-heart ten morning see Past 
"I will see you at 10 o'clock in the morning"

Numerals and money

An interesting point is the village view on money.
The national currency is the kina, divided in 100 toea (the names are borrowed from shell 
money traditionally used in exchange and trade).
Cash is a rare commodity within the village that still functions mostly with subsistence 
gardening and barter.
As a resuit, the villagers hâve adopted 10 toea as their basic currency; 

k i qg i pxk is the small toea shell,
k i qg i pxk mb i nA, more commonly designated as pAk mb i nA, "one shell", is 10 toea
pAk mbuni i s 20toea
etc.

The équivalent of one kina is expressed by PAk pari "10 toea shells", or gAmba? mbinA 
"one kina shell", where gAmba? is the larger kina shell

gAmba? mbuni "two kina" etc.

mot yâ mbinA "two kina", as 20 times 10 toea.

qgo pAk vanen 
I shell Neg 
"I don’t hâve money"
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4.2.I.2. Undefîned quantifîers: nd 5X e ?. vurin, dumur, duni, nin

These déterminants express the undetermined number of entities considered. 
They may also be used as substitutes.

4.2.I.2.I. "some, a few": ndse?

ndse? is used to refer to "some, several, as part of a group"
It refers to part, but not the totality of the group of entities considered. 
ndse? follows the noun in singular. The alternative ndsye? is accepted.

The noun va? "group, together, inclusion", may follow to emphasize the togethemess of 
the group of entities considered.

i]go tonik saijga, ri? ndse? qgArat
I house-inside go LR thingsafew take Past 
"I went inside the house and took a fevv things"

mot ndse? guni saggat, mot ndse? ri saggat
man afew village go Past mon afew garden go Past
"Some men went to the village, some men went to the garden"^

4.2.I.2.2. "one of two" : vurin

vurin follows the noun singular it détermines.
vurin refers to "one out of two" persons , objects or actions. It may therefore be 
considered as a spécial quantifier, "extracting" the considered entity out of two.

mArini mbuni rïnik saggat. mAri vurin rAyam vasat
woman Dl two garden-inside go Past woman one oftwo pig see Past
"Two women went to the garden. One df the two woman saw a pig"

mot ndSAndsë vurin rayam vor vurin rangat
man strong one oftwo pig big one oftwo shoot Past
"One of the two strong men shot one of the two big pigs"

The sentence above is accepted, although described as "less élégant to the ear" than the 
next version that is particularly interesting from a syntactical point of view, as two different 
structures are given to express one meaning.
Indeed, to avoid the répétition of vu r i n , the speaker chooses to express the same meaning 
through a genetive phrase and use of a substitute, ni mot nin, literally, "one man of 
both":

motni mbuni rAyamni mbuni vasat. ni mot nin a rAyam vurin
men Dl two pig Dl two see Past Dl man some this pig one of

ragga t
two shoot Past
"Two men saw two pigs, one of the two men shot this one of the two pigs"
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4.2.I.2.3. "ail" dumur, "both, two together" dumni

Both undefmed déterminants dumur and dumni follow the noun or the pronoun to 
express that ail entities without exception are considered, whether they be two or more. 
Both specifiers are formed on a common root, dumu, followed by the mark of dual and of 
plural.
dumu has not been encountered in isolation.

dumur is the vestigial form of dumur i . The chapter on plural has already pointed out the 
possible drop of the final i of the mark of plural (See III.2.3) 
dun i is accepted as an alternative for dumn i.

4.2.I.2.3.I. "ail": dumur

dumur refers to the entirety of the group of entities considered, "ail of them". 
dumur follows the noun in plural or in singular : as it semantically and morphologically 
contains the expression of plural, the mark of plural on the noun may be considered 
redundant.

siuk, tare, biris, vaqgo, ha kirA?re gA?re. mbinA, mbuni, vat
(fish) trevally (fish) (fish) it pull Près corne up Près . one two lots
dumur kirA?yA...
ail pull Ch
"We pull ail sorts of fish (on top of the canoë). One, two, a lot, ail of them are pulled..."

moror dumur , qunimoror, ri qgam, ay ha gare mAsangat 
men ail village-men garden new we it eut go Past Prog 
"AU men, viUage men, the new garden, we went to eut it"

ni nan SAkri dumur tayAt din
both property fish PI ail corne up Past Neg .
"AU the fish of both (women) was not piled up"

bArip dumur nin qgo ha po2 mAkire?
limbum ail some I it gather R pull Près Prog 
"I pull aU the limbum pièces to gather them"

4.2.I.2.3.2. "both, two together": dumni /duni

dumn i follows the noun in dual, to express "two together".
It is compatible with the numéral mbuni, that commonly follows the noun in dual.
It may however do without the numéral: the mark of dual already présent after the noun 
and in dumni makes the numéral redundant, especially once the context is established.

Both dumni and duni are accepted.

a mArini mbuni dumni num guni saggat ni dumni
this woman Dl two both self village go Past Dl ail two
nA vasat 
him see Past
"These two women themselves went to the viUage together, together they saw him"
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nurini duni quni saqgat
woman Dl both village go Past
"Both women went to the village together"

me , gwayAr va?, gAqA va? duni kap moggre 
they leaves with leaves with both reunion make Près
"They plait together this type of leaves with, that type of leaves’

Note: This sentence refers to house building, the final step of covering the roof with 
different types of sago palm leaves.
gwayAr and i]ai]a are two types of sago palm leaves used to cover the roof of the house. 
The leaves hâve undergone two spécifie processes, dried, eut in half, folded, plaited, and 
more; the lexemes gwayAT and ^aija designate the final products, translated both at best, 
at this stage, by the Tok Pisin "morota"

4.2.I.2.4. n i n "some, a certain"

Following a noun in singular, dual or plural, the undefined quantifier n i n marks a non- 
defined reference to some entities of a group.
In an affirmative clause, ni n means "some, a certain".
In opposition to the numéral mbinA, "one", nin expresses undefinition, doser to the 
English "some", or to the French "du, de la" or "un certain".
"nothing" may be expressed by re? nin vanen , where the négative morphème vanen 
immediately follows the quantifier .

nA gga mbarenn saR yâ nin ggar , guni kiyA mAkare 

he both eat Près fish good some take R village corne ch be at Près Prog 
"He takes the good fish destined to be eaten by both (women), having arrived at the village, 
he stays"

martin nin kiyA, mo riyAt
martin some corne Ch, you look for Past
"A certain Martin came looking for you"

mot nin Rare? 
man some be at Près ?
"Is anybody here?"

meri mbuni nin guni kivAt 
women two some village corne Past 
"Two certain women arrived to the village"

ggo guni kiyA, moror nin vasat
I village arrive ch men some see Past
"As I arrived to the village, I saw some men"

nderi nA mbo?gut nin ggAnaggat din
rat him betelnut some give Past Neg
"The rat did not give him any betelnut"
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re? nin vanen a tu kare, mot nin kare ndin 
thing some Neg this place be eu Près mon sortie be aî Près Neg 
"There is nothing in this place, there is no man here"

a VAVus ngenbâ re? nin vanen, mandAp nendi
this similarity leji thing some Neg mangroce only
"In the same way, on the left nothing, mangrove only"

4.2.2. "Selectors": num/nAmbu, nembi, kembi, nendi

These "selectors" are used to avoid any confusion as to which subject, out of many 
possibilities, has acted or is commented upon.
They are further used to give complementary information as to the status of the noun with 
regards to the action; the information supplemented may be, for instance, whether the 
subject acted alone or in a group.
They ail follow the simple and complex substantive.
They ail détermine substantives in singular, dual and plural, except for nembi that 
détermines substantives in plural only.

The four undefined specifiers are described hereunder in the sequence that they follow if 
juxtaposed: num, nembi, kembi, nendi.
Speakers, however, prefer not to use more than two of them after one substantive.

4.2.2.I. "self" num/nAmbo

num indicates a reinforcement of the identity of the selected entity.
It can be translated by "(him)self".

It is also used as a reflexive, when the action expressed by the verb has an impact on the 
subject itself.

Note: Informants présent num and nAmbo as two variants of the same selector. num is 
more commonly used than nAmbo.

mot yandi num kivAt 
man good self corne Past 
"The good man himself came"

mam num kare tu, qgo ni mAnday
mother self be at Près place I both show Narr Prog 
"Mother's own place, I show it to them both"

ay satri num ay a twà mbuyut
we fathers self we this talk speak Past 
"Our father told us this themselves"

ma? nA sat num nan nendi ri?, mam num moggre ri? nA
boy he father self property only things mother self make Près things she
nan mô mAbinday
property girl learn Narr Prog
"The boy leams the skills of his own father only, the girl (leams) the skills of her mother"
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4.2.2.2. "ail together": nembi

nembi refers to "ail of one group (joined) together".
It follows the noun or pronoun in plural or with a plural meaning.
nembi may be opposed to dumur,"all", in that it expresses the added meaning of "ail 
belonging to one group, belonging together"

i]gura?ri dumur mbuyu tarot me kiyA VAkri nembi kye
birds ail speak LR finish Pasr, they corne ch wings together join R

taro?yA, va?, nA qgAryA mAgey
finish ch afier him take ch go up Narr Prog

"After ail the birds finished talking, they came, joined their wings together, took him and 
went up"

tumbA mu, kwakre kam mbinA, ay nembi voryA, mamar mbuni o
morning night rooster voice one we together get up Ch mothers two or

mbribin o nendsi, nembi va? qgArat 
three or how much together group take Past
"At dawn, at cock’s crow, we get up together, two or three or how many women, together 
we form a group"
where nemb i va? may be translated by "a group of ail together" 

morori nembi twâ vayyA va?, mbop mAmoggi
men together voice hear ch afier, matemity house make Narr Prog 
"After the group of men has heard the talk, they build a matemity house"

4.2.2.3. "alone" : kembi

kembi is encountered in three different positions, two of which hâve been described 
earlier, as preposed spécifier of "othemess" (See III.4.1.2.)

When postponed to the noun or pronoun, kembi expresses uniqueness, specificity.
It may then be translated by "alone, on one’s own", as opposed to a group, or as "kind, 
sort", as opposed to another kind or sort.
kembi then isolâtes the entity or entities it déterminés, while opposing them to the rest of 
the group.

ggo ma?mu kembi a kembi mol vasal, ggo vanen
I child alone this other mon see Past I Neg 
"My child alone saw that other man, I didn't"

ggo kirAp kembi mbare moggre, SAk vanen
I vegetable alone eat Près tnake Près fish Neg 
"I would like to eat vegetables only, no fish"

a re?ri marnari ggam kembi moqgre 
this things mothers new alone make Près 
"These things, only young mothers do"
(as opposed to older or more experienced mothers)
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mAr 1 HA nan rinik kembi moqgre ri? qgArat
woman she property garden-inside alone make Près îhings take Past
"The woman took the tools for her very own garden itself "
(as opposed to the communal garden)

mari ha nan rinik moggre ri? kembi ggarat
woman she property garden-inside make Près things alone take Past 
"The woman took her own garden tools"
(as opposed to garden tools belonging to other women)

nA to vayt ma?mu kembi , ay na gi saggre
he before hear Past child alone we him behind go Près
"The first child to memorize, the first one only (and not the other children), we follow
him"

meri mbina kembi yembre a ri? moggre, ndjye? vanen
woman one alone know Près this things make Près several Neg.
"One woman only knows how to make these things, not several"

kemb i may be opposed to nend i, as described hereunder.

4.2.2.4. "only": nendi

nend i restricts the action or the author of the action with a meaning of "just, only"- that 
person only and nobody else, or that action only, and no other action, 
nendi follows the singular, dual and plural noun it détermines.
nendi isolâtes or puts emphasis on an entity within a group, and opposes it to other 
entities belonging to other groups

a mariri nendi me guni kivat, mot vanen
this women only they village corne Past man Neg
"These women only came to the village, no men (came)
ma? na sat num nan nendi ri?, mam num moggre ri? 
boy he father self property only things mother self make Près things 
na nan mô mabinday
her property girl learn Narr Prog
"The boy leams the skills of his own father only, the girl (leams) the skills of her own 
mother"
where nendi expresses emphasis on the gender of the person who dehvers the 
knowledge onto the boy or the girl
Note the insistence on sat, mam, expressed through the simultaneous presence of num 
and nendi.

a VAvus ggenbâ re? nin vanen, mandap nendi
this similarity left thing some Neg, mangrove only
"On the left hand side, nothing either, just mangrove"
(and no other kind of végétation)
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quni tiyi vasat vavus, veyen a vavus nendi
village place see Pasî similarity nubia this similarity only
"The village looks the same, Nubia is just the same" (as a village)

me a twâ nendi, a qi mbinA nendi, mirApkam, ay a
theythis talk only this story one only ancestor’s voice wethis 
re? twâ mbuyut 
thing talk speak Past
"Just this one story, this one story only , the ancestors' voice, they told it to us"

a ma?mu nA riyi nA tarot, qasAbuyun nendi
this child he lie down LR he finish Past banana-stalk only 
"This child that was lying there, it wasn’t a child anymore, it was only a banana stalk"

Simultaneous use of several selectors:

The four selectors may combine to détermine the same noun.
They then appear in a spécifie order, as in the following example, that is theoretically 
acceptable - but considered not élégant:

a meri yâ mbribin nin num nimbi kembi nendi kivAt 
this woman good three certain self together alone only cotne Past 
"Only these certain three good women themselves arrived together, on their own"

To make the sequence more easily digestible, the speakers prefer to break the sentence by 
using the noun as apposition before the subject, now represented by the substitute me:

a meri yâ mbuni nin num , me nembi kembi nendi kivAt
this woman good two some self they together kind only corne Past
"These certain two good women themselves, they just arrived together, on their own"

Preferably however, only one or two of the selectors will appear after the substantive.

4.2.3. The interrogative quantifier n e n d 3 i

n end si is the interrogative quantifier used to elicit information as to the number of 
persons or objects that is referred to.
It may also be used in narration in a rhetorical sense.

nendsi follows the noun most often in singular , but also in plural; it may not follow the 
noun in dual, as the dual ending présupposés that the speaker knows the number of 
entities considered , which makes the use of the question word redundant.

Although it does not fonction in the same way as nendsu, that précédés the noun (see 
III.2.4.1.3), the morphological link between the two question words is obvions.

mot nendsi kibrene?
Man how many corne Fut 
"How many men will corne?"
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ma?mu siyat nendsi kivAt 
child small how many corne Past 
"How many small children came?"

SAk re? vat, tabe, biris, mbinA, mbuni, SAk nendsi qgArat
fish thing numerous trevally barracuda one two fish how many catch Past
"Lots of fish, trevally, barracuda, one, two, how many, were caught..."

mAri re? vat dumur kivAt. niAri nendsi dumur kivAt ?
woman thing numerous ail corne Past woman how many ail came Past 
"A lot of women ail came together." "How many women came in total?"

qas re? vat kare. mo qas nendsi nekre?
banana thing numerous be at Près you banana how many like Près 
"I hâve lots of bananas. How many bananas do you wtint ?"

5. THE GENITIVE PHRASE

5.1. Définition

The genitive phrase is the structure wherein a noun phrase détermines another noun 
phrase.
The noun phrase may consist of a single noun (example 1), or may be more complex and 
consist of a noun and its déterminants, as described earlier.
The modifying noun phrase précédés the head noun phrase.
The modifying noun phrase may in tum be qualified by yet another noun phrase.
The genitive phrase qualifies the noun by providing information as to its location or origin 
(ex. 2), to its category (ex. 3), to its possessor (5).

5.2. Examples

1. mot kor saqgA , tyemApar SAok tigAre moggre
man canoë go LR bamboo leaf/fin long-nosed fish take Près make Près

"The man went on the canoë to catch the marlin"
tyem par sAok is literally translated by "long-nosed fish with bamboo-leaf fin" 
where:
- t y eniApa r s Aok is the complété genitive phrase, composed of two subtstantives
- SAok is the head substantive 
-tyemApar is its modifyer

2. mondet quni mAri gur kivAt
over there village woman yesterday corne Past

"The woman from the village over there came yesterday" 
where:
- monde t qun i mA r i is the complété genitive phrase, subject of verb k i v a t 
-mAri is the head, composed of an isolated substantive
- monde t g uni is its modifyer, composed of head noun guni, preceded by space 
démonstrative mond e t
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3. qgo YAVAnik ndumi rinik / mbrat
I redness-inside sweetpoîato garden-inside plant Past 

"I planted red sweet potato in the garden" 
where
-YAVAnik ndumi is the genitive phrase, object of verb mbra t
- ndumi is the simple substantive, head of the genitive phrase 
-YAVAnik is the compound noun, modifyer to ndumi

4. qgo kembi mot korotiu? vasat
I other man canoe-prow see Past 

"I saw the other man’s canoë prow " 
where:
-kembi mot korotiu? is the complété genitive phrase, object of the verb vasa t 
-korotiu? is the compound substantive, head of genitive phrase
- kembi mot is its modifying noun phrase, with the noun mot as head, preceded by 
spécifier kembi

5. a mot a mA r i yandi korotiu? siYat moggot 
this man this woman good canoe-prow small make Past

"This man made this good woman’ small canoë prow " 
where:
-a mAri yandi korotiu? siyat i s the complété genitive phrase, complément to the 
verb moggo t
- korot i U? is the head of the genitive phrase; it is followed by its postponed déterminer, 
the adjective s i ya t.
- mAri occupies the headslot in the noun phrase modifying korot i u? ; mAr i’s own 
determiners a and yandi are respectively preposed and postponed

6. ande? kembi to vomi venmot qgap num mbrit
this here other house big Dl very roof itself collapse Past 

"The very roof of these other two very big houses collapsed" 
where:
- ande? kembi to vomi venmot ggap num i s the complété genitive phrase
- qgap is the substantive, head of the genitive phrase, followed by its "selector" num 
-ande? kembi to vomi venmot is the noun modifying qg a p
- 10, the head of the modifying noun phrase, is respectively preceded and followed by its 
determiners ,ande? kembi and vomi venmot

7. to kor mbAkmbAk nik sivAt 
front canoë blackness inside be full Past

"The front canoe’s black inside was full (of water) 
where:
- to kor mbAkmbAk nik is the complété genitive phrase, subject of verb s i va t
- nik is its head, preceded by its complément, the noun mbAkmbAk
- to kor, the noun phrase modifying nik, is composed of the head kor and of the 
preposed complément t o
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8. qgo syandam siyat num kor yandi monbâ vasat 
I syandam small self canoë good overthere see Past

"I saw the good canoë of the small Syandam himself over there" 
where:
-syandam siyat num kor yandi is the complété genitive phrase 
-kor is the head of the genitive phrase, followed by adjective yandi 
- syandam siyat num is the modifying noun phrase; its head is the proper noun 
syandam followed by adjective and déterminer siyat num

5.3. Genitive phrases and spécial nouns: vavus, nan, 

vAvus, nan hâve been described eailier in III.2.1.4.

Within the genitive phrase, both feature the characteristic of being the sole element of the 
noun phrase they appear in, without taking any of the determiners allowed by regular 
substantives.
The examples below illustrate in tum this particularity for vavus and nan.

5.3.1. vavus " similarity "

VAVUS appears in noun and genitive phrases, to express comparison., similarity.

a ma?mei]giri me kwakre siyat vavus saqgre 
this children they chicken small similarity walk Près 
"These children, they walk like small chickens" 
where:
-kwakre siyat vavus is the complété genitive phrase, complément of the verb sa ggre 
-VAVUS is the head of the genitive phrase
- kwakre siyat is the modifying noun phrase

a meri, ua joana vavus saggre 
this woman she joana similarity go Près 
"This woman walks like Joana" 
where:
- VAVUS is the head of the genitive phrase complément to the verb saqgre
- joana is the proper noun, modifying vavus

5.3.2. nan " property "

We hâve seen that nan appears only in genitive phrases, to express ownership (See
III.2.1.4.)
nan functions most often as second noun in a genitive phrase composed of three 
substantives.

It may also ftll the head slot in genitive phrase composed of two substantives.
The use of nan prevents confusion by showing the phrase limit formally and semantically.
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The following sentence has two possible translations:

qgo syandam quni kivAt 
I syandam village corne Past

The translation may be:

qgo syandam // quni kivAt 
"My Syandam came to the village"

or

qgo// syandam quni //kivAt 
"I corne to Syandam's village"

The presence of nan lifts any ambiguity:

qgo nan syandam quni kivAt 
I property syandam village corne Past
"My Syandam came to the village" (as opposed to your son Syandam)

qgo syandam nan quni kivAt 
/ syandam property village corne Past 
"I corne to Syandam's (own) village"

a mba, qgo ponme? num nan , nA moyonik riyit 
this basket my sister self property it water-inside fall Past 
"This basket that belongs to my sister herself, fell in the water" 
where:
-qgo ponme? num nan is the complété genitive phrase, apposed to the noun subjectmba
- nan is the headof the genitive phrase, preceded by its modifyer, the noun phrase qgo 
ponme? num
- ponme? is the head slot of the modifying phrase, followed by déterminer num, and 
preceded by its complément, the substitute qgo

5.4. Genitive phrase and preposed noun déterminants: syntactic changes

Spécial attention goes to syntactic changes brought about in the genitive phrase by the 
presence of preposed noun déterminants.
Indeed, when the démonstrative a, the space démonstratives monde t, qAndet, monbâ, 
qAnbâ, etc, or the spécifier of othemess kembi détermine the complément, syntactic 
changes occur: a new clause, a relative clause, is created and apposed to the noun to be 
determined.
The noun wül then be deteimined by this full relative clause in apposition, rather than by a 
preposed noun phrase.

In the first example, num is postponed modifier of quni, and genitive phrase word order 
is respected:

quni num meri yandi mbinA gur kivAt
Village self woman pretty one yesterday corne Past 
"One pretty woman of that very viUage came yesterday"
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In the following example, kemb i may only be modiflerer of me r i, and not of i]un i :

a kembi quni num meri gur kivA.t
this other village self woman yesterday corne Pasî
"This other woman of that very village came yesterday"

In order for kembi to détermine g uni within the noun phrase, there occurs création of a 
new clause, apposed to the noun to be determined:

a meri, ha kembi guni num nan, na gur kivAt
this woman she other village self property she yesterday corne Past
"This woman, the ohe from this other village itself, she came yesterday"

The following are further examples of these syntactic changes:

ggo a meri, na monbâ guni nan, na vasat din
I this woman she over there village property her see Past Neg 
"I did not see that woman from the village over there"

a SAk, nA ggembâ kwapar nan, nA re? vor pesi
this fish, it left river property it thing big indeed 
"This fish from the river on the left hand side is very big"

6. THE RELATIVE CLAUSE

6.1. Defînition

The relative clause is a verbal clause determining a substantive.

The relative is generally preposed to the noun it détermines, as modifiers usually are.
It is compatible with other noun compléments that are postponed, but not anteposed.

Only spécifie tenses, and the indicative mood only, hâve been encountered in the relative 
clause: indicative présent, past (for a past action affecting the présent), perfect (for a past 
action with no bearing on the présent) and future, to express purpose of aim.

The finite relative clause is characterized by two éléments:

- the presence of two co-referentials, one noun and one substitute, one in the main clause, 
and one in the relative clause.
The first co-referent is a noun, the second one is a substitute (personal pronoun or 
démonstrative)
The second referont may be left out, once the context is established.
Both referentials may be éléments of substitution: in that case, one of them has to be either 
a démonstrative, or the noun nan followed by the pronoun nda to mark the plural.
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- the Word order: the co-referential element of the relative, that is the head of the relative 
clause, is postponed to the relative verb, regardless of its function within the subordinated 
clause.

The relative may be:
subjective; inside the relative, the co-referential element is subject of the verb 
objective: inside the relative, the co-referential is complément of the relative verb

The noun or the pronoun co-referential of the main clause may hâve any of the functions 
usual to a noun or its substitute.
If it is complément of the verb, and particularly direct object, the relative may replace it and 
occupy its slot within the main clause.
The co-referential element may then be omitted.

The relative may also précédé the main clause: in that case the co-refemtial element of the 
principal may be omitted, or may remain présent.

6.2. The subjective relative clause

6.2.1. The coreferential of the main clause is subject of the verb

haussik vasre morori, me kaqget din
hospital see Près men they be at Perf Neg
"The men who are in charge of the hospital, they hâve not been there"

haussik vasre is the complété relative, with head mo r o r i coreferential to substitute me, 
subject of the main verb kaqge t 
haussik is complémentof vasre

a tiyi taya saggre ma?mu, ua qgo vasat
this straight corne up LR go Près child he me see Past 
"This child that walks weU, he saw me"

a tiyi Ia saggre is the complété relative, with head ma?mu, coreferential to substitute
n A subject of the verb vasat
tiyi tayA i s complément of the verb saggre

kur gindAt mot gi vayre ndin 
ear close Past man story hear Près Neg
"A deaf man cannot hear the story" - lit: "the man who closed the ear cannot hear the 
story"

kur gindAt isthe complété relative, with head mo t 
kur is complément of gindAt
The coreferent, subject of of the main verb vayre has been omitted.
The verb of the relative is an imperfect past, that is, a past action, the conséquences of 
which are still felt today.
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This may express the idea that the présent State of deafness is the resuit of a past event : 
"the ear got shut and then, the man became deaf'.

ay, mirApsye? tayat nda, ay mAkare
we ancestor-cloth put on Past those we be at Près prog
"We, those who put on the ancestor’s cloth (went through initiation), we are here"

mi rApsye? tayAt is the complété relative, with head the pronoun nda, coreferential to 
ay subject of makare 
mirApsye? isobjectof tayAt
a y appears twice in the sentence, the first time as focalisation, the second time as subject of 
verb makare

ndendi, ay gi kivAt nda, me rwê saggre ndin
today we after corne Past those they forest go Près Neg
"Today, those who corne after us (the next génération) do not go to the forest (do not
undergo intiation)"

ay gi kivAt is the complété relative with head the personal pronoun nda, coreferential 
to me, subject of s a gg r e 
ay is complément of gi

ma?mu, mam sat va? poroyo mbirat nan, ua kembi nA
child mother father with rneet ch sitdownPast property, he only he 
a ri? yem ggAryA, moggo
this things thought take ch makeLR
"This child that sits down with his father and mother, only he will get the knowledge to 
make (the things according to traditional way)"

mam sat va? poroyo mbirat is the complété relative clause, with head nan,
The co-referential substitute nA is subject of the verb ggAryA 
mam sat va ? is complément of mbirat
Note that the co-referrential element nan stands within the relative for the noun ma?mu 
that occupies the topic slot, in sentence-initial position.

6.2.2. The co-referential of the main clause is object of the verb

a mot , nA rao, to moggre ri? ggAryA, saggat
this man he sun house make Près things take ch go Past
"At dawn, this man, he went and took the tools that make the house"

tO moggre is the complété relative 
to is object of moggre
The pronoun co-referrential in the main clause has been omitted
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a llyi tayA saqgre ma?inu, ggo vasat
this straight corne up LR go Près child I see Pasî
"This child that walks well, I saw"

a tiyi tayA saqgre is the complété relative, with head ma?mu 
tiyi ta is complément of saijgre 
The coreferent has been omitted

ggo a teri swa?re ma?mu qgo riA vasat
/ this hurry R run Près child I him see Pasî
"This child that runs quickly, I saw him"

a teri swa?reis the complété relative, with head ma ?mu.
The co-referential to the substitute oa is object of the verb vasat 
teri is complément of swa?re

meri mbwi? moggre vavus yembAt din
woman fishingnet make Près similarity know Past Neg
"The woman didn’t know the way that makes the fishing basket"

mbwi? moqgre is the complété relative, with head vavus 
mbw i ? is complément of moqgre
The co-referrential element, object of the main verb y emba t din, has been omitted

qgo a twâ mbukre mot qunirAk vasat
I this talk speak Près man village-centre see Past
"I saw this loquacious man at the village center" = lit.: "I see at the vUlage center this man 
who speaks the talk"

a twâ mbukre is the complété relative , with head mo t 
twâ is complément of mbukre 
a détermines mo t
The co-referrential element, object of the main verb vasat, has been omitted

mAriri SAk qgAre re? qgAryA, mesindip saqgat
women fish take Près thing take ch beach go Past
"Having taken the thing that takes the fish, the women went to the beach"

sAk qgAre isthe complété relative, with head r e ?
SAk i s complément of qgAre
The coreferent object of qgAryA has been omitted.

mAri mbwi? moqgre qgAri, vis, qgArat
woman fishing net nwke Près vine, pandanus take Past 
"The woman took the vine that makes the fishing basket, the pandanus vine"

mbwi ? moqgre is the complété relative, with head qgAri
mbwi ? is complément of moqgre
The co-referrential object of qgArat has been omitted
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6.2.3. The co-referential element of the main clause is complément of the main 
verb

sai]gA mi, qgo nan mbê d3ye? , oa to kwapar nu
go LR so, I property old garden go R it before river nearness 
kagget nan, qgo nusaggA
be at Perf property I go LR Prog
"As I go, I go to my old garden, the one which had been before near the river, there I go"

to kwapar nu kaqget is the complété relative, with head nan 
to kwapar nu is complément of kagge t

6.3. The objective relative clause

ay ma?mu ,ay sarar toqor moqgoqget tap, ay nA gi saggre
we child our fathers grandfathers make Perf custom we it behind go 
Près
"We children, we follow the custom that our fathers and grand-fathers made"

ay sarar toqor moqgoqget is the complété relative, with head tap 
ay sarar toqor issubjectof moggogget

a gagar , mamA r i moggre gagar, me nA moggre
this Work women make Près work they it make Près
"This work, work that is done by women, they do it"

maniA ri moggre is the complété relative, with head n a g a r 
mamA r i is subject of mo gg r e 
gagar is object of moggre

me ay moggot tap moggot din
they we make Past custom make Past Neg 
"This custom that we made, they did not follow "

a y moggot is the complété relative, with head t a p 
ay is subject of moggo t
The coreferential, object of the main verb moggot din, is omitted.

6.4. Spécial case: the main clause is a non*verbal clause

a tyAp, nA guni rikre ty^p
This road it village go down Près road
"This road is the road that goes down to the village"

guni rikre is the complété relative, with head tyAp 
guni i s complément of rikre
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a nenep, ha mweys kivAt nenep
this rubbish, it sea corne Past rubbish
"This rubbish, it is (drift) rubbish that came by the sea"

mwe y s k i v a t is the complété relative, with head nenep 
mweys i s complément of k i v a t
nenep appears in first position of sentence as focalisation, and is repeated through the 
Personal pronoun nA

a kAn, nA kor moggrene kAn, me nA vataI

this tree, it canoë make Fut tree, they it fell Past
"This tree, the one that would make a canoë, they felled it"

kor moggrene is the complété relative, with head kAn 
kAn is subject of moggrene 
kor is complément of moggrene

ay sarar togor moggogget tap, nA ay nan
ourfathers grandfathers make Perf custom it our property 
"The custom of our fathers and grandfathers, it is ours"

ay sarar togor moggogget is the complété relative, with head tap 
ay sarar togor i s subject of moggogget

CHAPTERIV. SUBSTITUEES

1. INTRODUCTION

Substitutes such as personal pronouns, démonstratives or undefmed déterminants, may 
function as head of noun phrase; they may be followed by such noun déterminants 
quantifiers or selectors (For déterminants of the substantive, see III.4).

- Substitutes may replace any noun and adjective, as présent in column 3 and 4, and any 
noun phrase:

1. mAri yandi mbuni kivAt, ni kivAt
woman good two corne Past Dl corne Past

"Two good women came, both came"

2. a kembi mAriri yeggi ndje? kivAt, me kivAt 
this other women pretty afew corne Past, they corne Past 
"These other few pretty women themselves came, they came"

The Personal pronouns may be determined by any numéral and by any undefined 
quantifier, and by any selector.
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3. me mbribin num kivAt 
they three self corne Past

"The three of them themselves came"

4. me ndse? dumur kivAt 
they few ail corne Past

"The few of them ail came"

5. ay mbribin nembi kèvAt

we three together corne Past 
"The three of us came together"

- Within a question, the subtitutes may be followed by nendsi ; in that case, no quantifier 
will be allowed, but well any selector.

6. me nembi nendsi kivAt 
they together how many corne Past 

"How many of them came together ?"

- The interrogative substitutes mi ndi, nay, rire? may replace a noun or a noun phrase:

7. a meri yandi num kivAl. mindi kivAt ?
this woman pretty self corne Past. Who corne Past

"This pretty woman came herself' "Who came ?"

8. i]go monde! rjuni vor sangre moqgre. nay saqgre moqgre?
I overthere village big go Près make Près where go Près make Près ?

"I want to go to that big village over there" "Where do you want to go ?"

- The question word nendsi may replace a noun phrase preferably containing a numéral 
or at least a quantifier :

9. ggo ma?mu siyat mribin vasat. nendsi vasat?
I child small three see Past how many see Past ?

"I saw three small children" "How many did you see ?"

- When replacing the head of the noun phrase, the démonstrative may be determined by 
any numéral or undefined quantifiers, and by any selector:

a mbribin kembi kivAt
this three alone corne Past
"These three came on their own"

kan mbuni, qgo qAndet mbinA num to vasat
ree two I this side one self first see Past 
"Two trees, I saw this very one on this side first"
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- the numerals and undefined quantifiers may be followed by one or two selectors:

IcAnri re? vat, qgo mbinA num kembi to vasat, da re? vor
trees thing numerous I one self alone first see Past it thing big
"Lots of trees, I saw one itself on its own first, it was big"

meri nendsi, dumur nembi kivAt 
women how many ail together corne Past 
"How many women, they ail came together"

2. PERSONAL PRONOUNS :
ggo, mo, DA, ay, gga, ne, me, nda, ni, neni 

Personal pronouns are distinguished by
- first and second person as locutor and aUocutor, that is, the two participant personal 
pronouns,
- third person, delocutor, non participant
- by number, as singular, dual and plural

Sing Dual Plural
First ngo gga ay
Second mo gga ne
Third nA ni me/nda

reciprocal nen i

The Personal pronouns receiving spécial comments are the pronouns for dual, ni and ijga, 
the pronouns for third person, singular and plural, nA, and nda, and the reciprocal neni.

2.1. Dual n i

The pronoun n i is delocutive, referring to two persons, objects or actions different from 
the locutor or the allocutor.
It may also follow the démonstrative substitûtes when they substitute for a noun in dual.

kor a ndumi a, ggo ni ggArat
taro and sweet potato and I Dl take Past 
"Taro and sweet potato, I took both"

ma?muni mô a ma? a, ni kivAl, ggo ni vasat
child Dl girl and boy and Dl corne Past I both seePast
"Both children, the girl and the boy, came, I saw them both"

motni mbuni rwê saggA, ni mot nin rAyam vurin raqgat 
man Dl two forest go LR Dl mon one pig one oftwo shoot Past 
"Two men went to the forest, one of both men shot one of the two pigs"
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ma?muni saqgat qgo ni kwapar nu vasat
child Dl go Past I Dl river nearness see Pasî
"Both children left. I saw them both by the river"

ggo rAyam re? vat ande? ni siyatni, gaya ni
I pigs thing numerous this here Dl small those there Dl 
vor bidi, miyo ni vor pesi
big somewhat that over there Dl big very
"I hâve lots of pigs, the two here small, the two there bigger, the two over there very big"

qgo kAnri vasat, qAndet ni to vasat, mondet 
I tree pl see Past on this side Dl before see Past on that side 
ni gi vasat 
Dl after see Past
"I saw trees, the two on this side I saw first, the two on that side I saw later"

to re? vat, monbâ ni yandini , qanbâ ni pare?
house thing numerous, over there Dl good Dl over here Dl bad 
"Lots of houses, those two in the back, good ones, those two in the front, bad ones "

2.2. Dual g g a

gga is a dual that may refer to two distinct concepts:

- it may be used as a first person plural, the équivalent of "both of us", that is, the speaker, 
and the allocutor, or the speaker and a third person:

John, gga guni kip
John Dl village go SR
"John , let’s both go to the village"

john gga guni kivAt
John Dl village go Past
John and me, both of us went to the village"

- it may also be used as the second person dual, that is allocutor and a third person, that is 
"bothofyou".
The ambiguity as to whether the speaker is included in gga or not is not lifted.

john gga guni kivAt
John Dl village go Past
"John and you, both of you went to the village"

mindi gga kivAt ?
who Dl corne Past
"Who are the two persons that came ?"
(and I know that you are one of them, who is the other one?)
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2.3. Third person singular n a

The language distinguishes two uses for the third person singular pronoun n\:

- the most common one is as the personal pronoun, delocutive, replacing a noun in 
singular, standing for a person, an object or an event.

a mot quoi kivAt, oa mare? mbare moqgre
this man village corne Past he food eat Près make Près 
"This man came to the village, he wanted to eat food"

SAtAmAkA HA tô vor saggA, ha ha gasri garyA qa'J qgure?
satamaka he old man big go LR he him bananas eut ch get up R hang R
"Satamaka, the old man, went, eut his bananas and hung them up"

a r)y^^> 09° nan ne? da gguTA? mAkare
this pot I property for it hang R beatprog Près 
"This pot, it is hanging there for me, for my own use"

a tu, me ha hansa be kot
this place they it hansa bay call Past
"They called this place Hansa Bay"

2.4. Third person plural n d a

nda is the pronoun used as a substitute for a noun in plural with an added meaning of 
possession "those of..."; indeed, although it is encountered in isolation, it is often 
preceded - determined - by a noun or a pronoun.
nda may be used in a general sense, as in the first example, but it is also commonly used 
to refer to the members of one’s family, "those of that family, of that clan", as in the 
second example.

qgo tonik saggA, ggo nda qgArat
I house-inside go LR those things take Past 
"I went inside the house and took my things"

qgo guni saqgA , martin nda twâ mbukre 
I village go LR martin those talk talk Près 
"I went to the village to talk to Martin’s family"

Note the différence in meaning between nda "those of" and me "they" through the next 
example: me, in apposition after the proper noun, refers to "those of the same âge group as 
Martin" or "the group Martin is part of".

ggo guni saggA, martin me vasat
I village go LR martin they see Past
"I went to the village and saw Martin and his (âge) group"
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john nan ma?muri a mut a saqgat. ggo john nda kwapar 
John property children and wife and go Pasî I John those river 

nu vasat
nearness see Past
" John's wife and children left. I saw his faniily by the river"
- nda has another use: immediately after ail démonstratives substitutes described in the 
next chapter, it is used to mark their plural.

ggo rAyamri re? vat, ande? nda siyatri, qaya nda vor
I pigs thing numerous îhis here those small thaï one there those
big bidi, miyo nda vor pesi
somewhat that over there those big very
"I hâve lots of pigs, these ones here small, those ones there bigger, those ones over there 
very big"

ggo kAni vasat, ijAndet nda me to vasat, mondet
I tree Dl see Past on this side those them before see Past on that side

nda me gi vasat 
those them after see Past
"I saw trees, the ones on this side I saw first, the ones on that side I saw later"

to re? vat, monbâ nda yeggi ganba nda
house thing numerous, over there those good PI over here those 
pare? 

bad
"Lots of houses, the ones in the back good, the ones in the front bad"

2.5. Reciprocal n e n i

neni is used to express reciprocity of action, as subject or object, translated by "each 
other".
It may be used for first, second or third person plural.

meri mbuni kwapar kayA, morokam vayyA, neni vasat
woman two river beat Ch , man-voice hear Ch , each other look Past 
"The two women at the river, heard the man's voice, looked at each other"

morori rAyamsAk nin neni qganAngat
men pig-meat some each other give Past
"The men gave each other some pig méat"

ne dumur neni vasat, neni par ggArat
you ail each other see Past each other hand take Past
"You ail heard the man's voice, you looked at each other"
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2.6. Déterminants of the Substitutes

The Personal pronouns may be followed by a number of noun déterminants, namely:
- the undefïned déterminants num nembi kembi nendi dumur dumni
- the numerals
- the question Word nendsi 
(See III.3. and III.4.)

These déterminants behave after substitutes as they do after substantives for instance, 
nemb i may only follow substantives in plural, dumn i, substitutes in dual, etc.

ay dumur quoi saijgat 
we ail village go Past 
" We ail went to the village"

ne nembi saqgre o vanen ?
you together go Près or Neg 
"Are you going together or no ?"

me kembi dumur SAk ggAre saggat
they alone ail fish take Près go Past
"They aU went on their own to catch fish"

qgo martin nda num nendi vasat 
I martin those self only see Past 
"I saw Martin's relatives themselves only"

ggo rinik saqgA , kirAp riyare, me nembi ggArat
I garden-inside go LR vegetable look for Près them together take Past
"I went to the garden to look for vegetables, 1 took them ail together"

mot siyat mbribin guni kivAt, ggo me mbribin vasat
man small three village corne Past, / them three see Past
"Three small men came to the village, I saw the three of them"

mAri ndse? kivAt. me kembi gur kivAt
woman afew corne Past. they alone yesterday corne Past 
"Some women came, they came on their own yesterday"

mAri re? vat dumur kivAt. nendsi dumur kivAt
woman thing numerous ail corne Past how many ail corne Past 
"A lot of women ail came together" "How many came in total ?"
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3. DEMONSTRATIVE SUBSTITUTES

3.1. Démonstrative a

As a substitute, a is most often anaphoric, referring to something mentioned by, or known 
to, the speaker.
a may replace substantives in singular, dual and plural; however, when substituting for 
substantives in dual and plural, it is most often followed by ni and nda, the personal 
pronouns described earlier in IV.2.1 and IV.2.4..

ma?mu saqgat. qgo a kwapar nu vasat
child go Past I this river nearness see Past
"The child left. I saw this one by the river"

a ma?meqgiri mesindip saqgat . qgo a vasAyA, mu guni mbAt
this children beach go Past I these see Ch night village corne back
Past
"These children went to the beach. I saw those came back to the village at night."

qgo a tyAp vasat, a vegen guni mAndsye
/ this road see Past, this nubia village go R Prog 
"I saw the road, the one that goes to Nubia village"

mirApkam, ma?mu ua a vayt

ancestor-voice child he this listenPast 
"The ancestor’s voice, the child listened to that one"

This démonstrative is often used to introduce direct speech of a quote. In that case, it is 
often followed by the verbmbuyu "speak", or yeggA "ask":

ggo a mbuyut:"..."
/ this speak Past 
"I saidthis:".......... " "

3.2. Space démonstratives

The démonstrative substitutes express a démonstrative value complemented by a value of 
situation in space.

Ail space démonstratives, when isolated, substitute for substantives in singular.
When they substitute for substantives in dual or plural form, they are followed by, 
respectively, ni and nda.
They may followed by nan as a reinforcement in singular.

3.2.1. Démonstrative of proximity : ande?, gaya, miyo

These three démonstratives function complementarily, expressing progressive distance 
from the speaker, while remaining within close range.
ande? is "this one here", gaya is "that one there", while miyo is "that one over there".
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ijgo kori mbribin, ande? siyat, qaya vor ,
I canoës three this here small thaï one there big
bidi, miyo vor pesi
somewhat that one over there big indeed
"I hâve three canoës, this one here small, that one there bigger, that one over there very 
big"

mo to mbribin vas, ande? nan ijgo nan; gaya nan
you house three see SR, this here property my property that there property 
qgo nan ndwâ miyo nan, nA mbrit
my property brother that one over there property it collapse Past
"See the three houses; this one here is mine, that one there belongs to my brother, that one 
over there has collapsed"

3.2.2. Démonstratives oflocalization: g Ande t, monde t

gAn and mon hâve a complementary meanings: gAndet désignâtes what is "this on the 
side of the speaker", while monde t désignâtes "that on the other side", away from the 
speaker.
gAndet may be translated by "the one on this side", monde t will be "the one on that 
side".

ggo kAni mbuni vasat , gAndet nA to vasat, mondet
/ tree Dl two see Past on this side it before see Past on that side 
nA gi vasat 
it after see Past
"I saw two trees, the one on this side I saw first, the one on that side I saw later"

mAri mbuni mondet yandi, gAndet yâ vanen
woman two on that side good, on this side good Neg
"Two women, the one on that side is nice, the one on this side isn’t"

ggo kori mbribin, mondet ni siyat , gAndet nan vor
/ canoës three on that side two small on this side property big 
"I hâve three canoës, two over there are small, the one over here is big"

3.2.3.0rientational démonstratives: g A nbâ / monbâ, gunbâ/ggenbâ

gAnbâ/monbâ, gunbâ/ggenbâ are four orientational démonstratives of complementary 
function, both in pairs, and aU four together.

In pairs,
- as seen earlier, gAnbâ, monbâ designate whatis "on the side of the speaker", and "on the 
other side, further away".
- gunbâ/ggenbâ designate what is on the left hand side, and on the right hand side.
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For orientation in space, ail four démonstratives function in complementarity: 
from a unique , single, point of view, that of the speaker, or that of a person or an object he 
is referring to, ijAnbâ and monbâ will refer to the front and the back , while ijgenbâ and 
gunbâ will refer, respectively, to the left and the right.

to mbuni, monbâ yandi qgo nan, qAnbâ pare? mo nan
house two, in the back good I property, in the front bad you property, 
"Two houses, the one in the back is good, it is raine, the one in the front is bad, it is yours"

mot mbuni, gunbâ po? qgAryA, ggenbâ kor pa? tarot
man two right paddle take Ch left canoë push R finish Past 
"Two men, the right one took the paddle, the left pushed the canoë"

mo ggAFAsim kare. Dg^p pAur vas, qAnbâ ha ggo
you mountain-top be at Près mountain four see SR in front it my

guni nan, monbâ nA kembi guni nan,
village property in the back it other village property

ggenbâ re? vor , oa ponme? guni nan, gunbâ nA ggo guni nan
kft thing big it sister village property right, it my village property

"You are on top of the mountain, see the 4 mountains: the one in front of you belongs to 
my village, the one at the back belongs to another village, the one on the left is big, it 
belongs to my sister's village, the one on the right belongs to my village"

4. QUANTIFYING SUBSTITUTES

4.1. Numerals

Ail numerals may function as substitutes.
Not surprisingly, mbi ua, "one", will substitute for anoun in singular, mbuni, "two", for a 
noun in dual, and aU the other for substantives in plural.

mot nend3i kèvAt mbinA, pari ?
man how much corne Past one, ten ?
"How many men came, one, ten ?"

motni mbuni rwê saggA, mbinA rAyam raggat 
mon Dl two bush go LR one pig shoot Past 
"Two men went bush, one shot a pig"

mot mbribin kivAt, mbinA re? kot, mbuni tapni 
man three corne Past one thing long two short Dl 
"Three men came, one tall, two short ones"

ggo ndumiri pAur vasat , mbuni yâ, mbuni pare?
/ sweet potato four see Past two good two bad 
"I saw four sweet potatoes, two good ones, two bad ones"
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mot re? vat ijuni kivAt, pari, mot vor vasAre moijgre
man thing numerous village corne Past ten man big see Près make Près
"Lots of men came to the village, 10 of them, they wanted to see the chief

4.2. Undefined quantifîers: nin, ndse?, vurin

4.2.1. "some, a certain": n i n

As a substitute, n i n may replace a noun in singular only.
Substantives in dual and plural are respect!vely substituted by ni and nda.
In an affirmative clause, n i n means "one", with reference to a context made clear earlier.
In opposition to the numéral mbinA, "one", nin expresses undefinition, doser to the 
English "some", or to the French "en".

qgo mesindip kiyA, kor mbuni trwA?re vasat. ggo sa vos
I beach corne Ch canoë two driji Près see Past I go SR paddle SR 
nin nu mAndsyere 
some nearness go Près Prog
"I came to the beach and saw two canoës drifting. I paddled to get close to one of them"

meriri SAk mAmu?re . nin mbuyut: "—" 
woman fish catch Près Prog some say Past :
"Two women werefishing. One said:..."

nA SAk vasat, qga mbare nin qgAr,...
he fish see Past, both eat Près some take R
"He saw the fish, took the one meant to be eaten by both (women)"

ggo qunimoror kam vayyA nin kwapar nu vasat
I village-men voice hear Ch , some river nearness seePast 
"I heard the voice of village men, saw one by the river "

- In a négative clause, this reference is cancelled by the négation: n i n combined with the 
négation vanen in a verbless clause, or nd i n in a verb clause, is used to express "none".

mot nin kare? .nin vanen
man one be at Près ? some Neg 
"Is anybody here? Nobody"

meri mbribin rwêrAk kare guni nin vanen
women three forest-middle be at Près village some Neg 
"Three women were in the forest; none (were) in the village"

nderi nA nin ggAnaqgat din 
rat him some give Past Neg 
"The rat did not give him any "
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- As a substitute, n i n is often encountered in répétition n i n...n i n..., each time introducing a 
verbal or non-verbal phrase: "This one... that one..."
nuri mbuni tyAVAkam kare, nin ma?mu kot, nin kam ne? vayt
woman two roadside be at Près some child call Past one voice for listen 
Past
"Two women are on the road, one is calling the child , one is listening for its voice"

4.2.2. "some, a few"; nd 3e ?

ndse? is used to refer to "some, several, as part of a group".
It refers to part, but not the totality of the group of entities considered. 
ndsye? substitutes for the noun in plural.
The noun va? "group, together, inclusion", may follow to emphasize the togethemess of 
the group of entities considered.

meri mbinA kembi yembre a ri? moqgre, ndse? vanen
woman one kind know Près this things make Près , a few Neg .
"One woman only know s how to make these things, not several"

Like nin, ndse? is used in répétition, introducing a verbal or non verbal clause:

mot nan re? ijaqar moqgo, ndse? mesindip saqgat, ndse? rwê
man property thing work make LR, some beach go Past a few forest 
saggat 
go Past
"The men do their work, some go to the beach, some go to the forest"

4.2.3. " one of two " : v u r i n

vur i n substitutes for a noun in singular, as "one out of two" persons, objects or actions.

niArini mbuni rinik saggat. TAyam vurin vasat
woman Dl two garden-inside go Past pig one oftwo see Past
"Two women went to the garden. The pig saw one of them"

motni rwê saggA. vurin rAyam vor rangat
man Dl forest go LR one oftwo pig big shoot Past 
"Two men went to the forest, one of them shot a big pig"

ggo vurin kor vasat
/ one oftwo canoë see Past 
"I saw the canoë of one of them (two)"
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5. INTERROGATIVE SUBSTITUTES

The interrogative substitutes are: nAwt A "how, rawso "which day", nay "where", mindi 
"who", and rire? "what".
None of them take the mark of dual and plural.

5.1. "How" HAwtA , "Which day" hawso

nAwt A is used to elicit information as to the maimer in which something has happened or 
has been done, "how ?".
nAws O is used to elicit information as to "what day ?" an action or an event is taking place 
(sO means "day")

HAw has not been encountered in independent use; it may hâve been an interrogative 
morphème in a former stage of the language. Just like haws o may be decomposed in haw 

"which" and so "day', hawIa may be the vestigial form of daw tap, Uterally, "which 
way, which custom", as tap is a noun meaning "custom, way of doing, tradition".

mo DAWtA a ndset moqgot?
You how this basket make Past 
"How did you make this basket ?"

me HAWtA a kAn VATAt, qgo yembre ndin
they how this tree fell Past I know Près Neg 
"How they eut downthis tree, I don't know"

mo DAWso djyierene?
You what day go Fut 
"What day will you go ?"

5.2. "where"; nay

nay is the question word used to elicit information about the place where the action that is 
referred to is taking place. It may be used to express a location in the expression nay t u 
or a direction when it is followed by the proposition te? from".

mo nay saijgat? 
you where go Past 
"Where did you go ?"

mo quni nay kare? 
you village where be at Près 
"Where is your village ?"

mo mindi nay vasat? 
you who where see Past 
"You saw who where ?"

mo nay tuni saggat? 
you where place Dl go Past 
"Which two places did you go to?"
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mo nay te? kivAt? 
you where from corne Past 
"Where are you coming from ?

5.3. "howmany" : nendsi
nendsi is the question Word used to elicit information as to the number of persons or 
objects that is referred to.
It most often follows the noun designating the person, object or action considered, but 
may also appear in isolation, once the context is established.

mot nendsi kibrene? 
man how many corne Fut 
"How many men will corne ?"

mot mbribin kibrene. nendsi?
Man three corne Fut howmany 
"Three men will corne" "How many?"

- it may feature a rhetorical use in narrations;

SAk re? vat, tabe, biris, mbioA, mbuni, nendsi
fish thing numerous trevally barracuda one two how many 
qgArat

catch Past
"Lots of fish, trevally, barracuda, one, two, how many did she catch..."

5.4. "who": mi nd i

mindi is the question word used to elicit information as to the person who is the subject 
or the object of the action.
It substitutes for the noun in singular, dual and plural form.
It may followed by a personal pronoun and/or focus marker.
For greater accuracy it will be followed by , ni, or qga, according to whether the object 
of the question is several persons, two persons, or two persons including the person to 
which the question is addressed.

mo mindi vasat? 
you who see Past 
"Who did you see ?"

mindi kivAt ?
who corne Past 
"Who came ?"

nA qgo mbuyut, mindi me dumur kivAt 
she me say Past who they ail corne Past 
"She told me who ail came"
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mindi num kivAt ? 
who self corne Past 
"Who "exactly" came ?"

qaya kyao, mindi kyao? miyo kyao, mindi nan?
This here dog who dog there over there dog whom property
"This dog here, whose dog is it? That dog over there, whose is it"

mindi ni num kivAt?
who Dl corne Past
"Which two (people) exactly came ?"
mindi qga kivAt
who Dl corne Past
"Who are the two persons that came ?"
(and I know that you are one of them, who is the other one)

5.5. "what": rire?

r i r e? is the question word used to ask about an object or an evenL 
It generally substitutes a noun or noun phrase in singular, dual and plural.
However, it may also be followed by the noun singular, dual, plural re?, re?ri "thing", 
for greater précision. The expression appears as quite rigidified, as rire? itself has been 
formed from the noun re?, "thing".

mo rire? vasat? 
you what see Past 
"What did you see ?"

mo kyao rire? vasat? 
you dog what see Past 
"You saw the dog’s what ?"

rire? kare?
What be at Près 
"What is there ?"

mo rire? re? vasat? 
you what thing see Past 
"What thing did you see ?"

mo rire? re?ri vasat? 
you what things see Past 
"What things did you see ?"
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CHAPTERIV. THE VERB

1. INTRODUCTION

As said earlier in the introduction to nominals, the language commonly features nomino- 
verbals that may take the value of a verb, a substantive or an adjective, according to 
different modalities and syntax.
Nominals and verbs are little differentiated. The analysis shows the morphological 
similarities between verb root and nominal root, and it give examples of their respective 
syntactical use.
Most of the verbs may be nominalised and/or adjectivized, whereas some nouns and 
adjectives may not be verbalised.

The verb is characterized by:
- the ability to fiU the head position in a verb phrase
- the ability to take the conjugation marks for mood and tense
- the ability to take the négation mark characteristic of each mood and tense
- the ability to commute with words belonging to the same category

Examples in III.O hâve shown how the same lexical unit may take a verbal, nominal or 
adjectival value.

2. THE VERB ROOT

The verb root may présent various phonological and syllabic structures that will 
déterminé the morphological changes.

The following phonèmes may occupy the final position in the structural verb root: 
a vowel or semi-vowel 
the glottal ? 
the flap r 
the fricative s 
the prenasalised qg^nb 
the occlusives k,p, t :

The phonological changes upon realization of the verb root are as follows:

- For the roots ending with a vowel or semi-vowel, and ?: no change
dwi "swim"
vay "hear"
pa? "arrive, push"

The structural roots ending with r, s, mb, qg, k, p, t ail hâve two possible 
realizations: a "long" root, with added vowel, and then consonant alternance if 
applicable, and a "short" root, similar to the structural root, or ending with nasalized 
vowel.
The long root is glossed LR, the short root is glossed SR.
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The root that offers only one option is glossed R.

- For verb root ending with r,s : a segment may be added: this morphème is a vowel, 
harmonized on the vowel of the preceding syllable.

i]ar qarA "hit"
vas va s A "see"

- For verb root ending with prenasalised mb, qg, two alternatives are avaUable:
suffixation of harmonized vowel, and création of a "long" root;

gusgumb gusgumbu "be ashamed

moqg moqgo "make "
yeqg yeqge "ask "
king kiqgi "cough"
kesuqg kesuqgu "give back".
thus resulting in a realized long root, LR.

- drop of the occlusive trait, b and g, and nasalisation of the final vowel, 
except if this vowel is high (rules 11,12):

moqg moq mo m5 "make !"
yeqg yeq mo yê "ask !"
qgAnaqg qgxnaq mo qgAnâ "give !"

kigg kiq mo ki "cough !"
kesuqg kes uq mo kesU "give back !

- For verb root ending with occlusives k,p,t: there may occur addition of harmonized 
vowel, then consonant alternance (rule 5), resulting in a long root LR.
|kip-A| /kivA/ "corne"
|mbuk-u| /mbuyu/ "speak"
|kAt-A| /kAFA/ "eut"

The short root has always been encountered when the root is used as an optative. 
Both long and short roots hâve been encountered for root used as indicative.

3. VERB ROOT SYLLABLE SCHEME

Syllable schemes of realized verb roots encountered are as in the examples below:

Monosyllabic roots:
Most Awar verb roots are monosyllabic

CV ya "cry" ya "sing"
CSV kye "stand" qgya "look back" dsye "go" ndswa "open"
CVS va y "listen"
CSVC qgwA? "cook" dswaqg "take out"
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cvc
ccvc

qar "hit dsuk "sew" ijgAr "take 
mbra? "plant"

Disyllabic roots
Disyllabic verb roots are frequent:
CV.CV mba.ya "flap wings"

pisâ "taste good" ndAndè "spoil" 
CV.CSV bi.sye "thread"
CV.CVC gu.rA? "hang up"
CVC.CVC mbAkjnbAk "blacken"

Trisyllabic roots
Only few example of trisyllabic verb roots hâve been encountered, of which two only are 
short roots. These are the first two among the examples below.
Ail other trisyllabic roots are disyllabic structural roots whose phonological structure 
requires vowel addition upon realization.

CV.CV.CV. piriyi "reinforce (a construction)" keriyi "tum"
kesuggu "give back", ijgAnaggA "give", ndsAndsuyu "dry"

4. MORPHOLOGICAL RULES

The morphological rules describe how the suffixed marks of moods and tenses, affect 
the verb root according to its phonological and syllabic structure.

The verb root may end with :
- the oral vowel a,e, i ,o,u, the semi-vowel y,
- the occlusive 2, k, p, t,
- the fricative r, s,
- the prenasalised qg, mb.

Examples:

- V/semi-vowel y ex dwi "swim"vay "hear'
- glottal ? ex: pa? "arrive, push"
- flap r ex: qar "hit"
- dental s ex: vas "see"
- occlusives k,p,t ex: ki P "corne"

ex: mbuk "speak"
ex: kA t "eut"

- prenasalised qg, mb ex moqg "make"
ex: gusgumb "be shy, ashamed"
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The following morphological rules apply in the formation of inflected verb forms.

rule 1: in a sequence 2-1, ? is deleted, and t occupies the coda position in the syllable.

rule 2: in a sequence V?-i except if V is i, ? is deleted and i becomes part of a 
complex nucléus.
If the flrst vowel is i, 2 is conserved and the last i is deleted

rule 3: between any two consonants, except 2, there may occur insertion of a vowel, 
harmonized on the vowel of the preceding syllable

rule 4:
rule 4a: inserted oral vowels, central high i , medium front and back e,o, and low 
central a , tend to be replaced by the medium central vowel a
rule 4 b: inserted high front vowel i tends to be replaced by the medium front vowel e

rule 5: upon vowel insertion, the voiceless occlusives k,p,t, in syllable-coda position 
altemate with, respectively, the voiced fricative y,v, or the flap r, in syllable-onset 
intervowel position.

rule 6: when the voiceless occlusives k and p, appear before the voiced fricative y. k 
and P may be deleted.

rule 7: in word-medial syllable-onset position, k and p followed by r may be 
represented by their voiced équivalent g and b.

rule 8: when preceded by the flap r, the prenasalised velar gg may be reduced to the 
simple nasal velar g, then assimilated on the dental feature of r into the alveo-palatal n

rule 9: when preceded by the nasal n or the occlusive t, the flap r may be assimilated 
into d

rule 10: a sequence of two identical consonants or vowels is reduced to one.

rule 11: in word-fmal position, the prenasalised velar gg, bilabial mb and alveolar nd are 
reduced to the simple nasal, respectively velar g , bilabial m. and alveo-palatal n

rule 12: in word-fmal position, the nasal velar g nasalizes the preceding vowel, except if 
it is a high vowel, then the nasal disappears.

rule 13: the vowel i, suffixed after a vowel, or positioned after any vowel except u in 
open or closed syllable, may be facultatively semi-vocalised into y

rule 14: the vowel u may be facultatively semi-vocalized in second position of vowel 
sequence, in open syllable, in word-fmal position.

rule 15: the vowels i and u are aJways semi-vocalized into y and w between any nasal, 
occlusive or fricative consonant and any vowel, and between any vowel and any nasal, 
occlusive or fricative consonant.
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nile 16: the prenasalized consonants mb, nd, qg preceded by m, n, t, r may be 
reduced to the corresponding voiced occlusive, respectively, b,g,d.

rule 17: an alveo-palatal occlusive t followed by the velar occlusive g is represented by 
the flap r

5. DESCRIPTION OF CONJUGATED VERB FORMS

The mood is the expression of the speaker's implication in the speech act.
The progressive aspect reflects the way the speaker présents the unfolding of the action. 
The tense reflects the relative position of the speaker in time with regards to the action.

The language features:

- the indicative mood used for the transmission of information:
simple indicative présent, future, past, perfect, narrative, uncertain future, 
progressive indicative présent, future, past, perfect, narrative.

- the injunctive mood, called here optative, that translates the will or the wish of the 
speaker: affirmative, négative and apprehensive optative.

- the Chain mood: encountered mostly in subordinate clauses, in non-durative and 
durative aspect.

- the verb root has also been encountered, in durative and non-durative aspect: used as 
an alternative to the indicative mood, and as element of a verb sériés.

The progressive aspect is marked by a suffix.
Tenses are marked by suffixes.
Ail tenses feature the affirmative order. AU except uncertain future feature the négative 
order.

5.1. Indicative

5.1.1. Simple Indicative

The simple indicative is used to describe actions that are habituai or répétitive, while the 
progressive aspect reflects the unfolding of the action.

The language features the indicative mood, in présent, past and future tenses, with 
progressive aspect, and affirmative and négative order.

The tenses are marked by a spécifie suffix; the négative aspect is marked by a spécifie 
négation immediately after the verbform.

Generally speaking, the indicative is the mood dominating conversation and direct 
speech, for affirmative and négative statements, and for questions.
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In narrations and literary stories, the indicative narrative is featured at the beginning of 
the story, "to set the stage", and at peak moments.

When appearing in a verb sériés, the indicative will be the mood of the main/final verb.

5.I.I.I. Présent affirmative

Formation
The punctual présent affirmative is formed by addition of the mark -re suffixed onto 
the structural verb root:

- No morphological changes hâve been observed for verb root ending with V /semi- 
vowel y, glottal ?, voiceless occlusive k, prenasalised qg, mb, and voiceless occlusive 
k:

qgo dwire "I swim"
qgo vayre "I hear"
ggo pa?re "I arrive"
qgo mbukre "Ispeak"
qgo moqgre "I make"
qgo gusgumbre "I am ashamed"
qgo kipre "I come"

Note: for root ending with prenasalised gg: moggre features a possible alternative: 
monde, with an optional application of rules 8 and 9.

- for verb root ending with flap |gar-re| ggo gare "I hit"
Rule 10 applies.

- for root ending with fricative s : the mark of présent is suffixed optionally on the long
or short root: |vas-re| ggo vasre

|vas-A-re| ggo vasAre "Isee"

- for root ending with voiceless occlusive t:
|kAt-re| |kAt-te| ggo kAte "I eut"
Rules 9 and 10 apply.

Uses

The présent affirmative is used:
- most commonly in direct speech, in conversation, to refer to an action that is happening 
at the moment.
It is used for statements and questions.

mo ndendi tonik saggre, e?
you now house-inside go Près, e 
"You are going home now, e?"

ggo tumbA ndumi nin mbare 
I morning potato some eat Près 
"I eat a potato in the morning"
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meri mbinA kembi yembre, a ri? moijgre
woman one alone know Près this things make Près 
"Only one woman knows how to do these things"

- the présent, rather than the root form, is used as the "quotation/citing" form: 
upon asked to translate in Awar language, :
"How do you say: "to eat" ?" 
the speaker will answer "mbare".

- in the idea of added emphasis, the répétition of a simple présent may be used to 
express quantity or duration , that is, an action being repeated, or stretching over a long 
period of time;

gugayru pyayyx, mbare mbare, ru pyayyx mAmbare
gugay tree-ripeness climb Ch, eat Près eat Près ripe climb Ch eat Prog Près 
"Having climbed the ripe gugay tree, they eat and eat, having climbed the ripe tree, they 
are eating"

- the présent is used as an hortative, that is , to express an order or proposai to a third 
person, via the interlocutor, who then becomes the bearer of the message:

nA gurAp kire 
he tomorrow corne Près 
"Let him corne tomorrow"

a nuri ha yâ ha mire
this woman she good it give birth Près
"May she give birth well (in good health)"

- the présent is used in a question to ask for permission for a first and third person, but 
also as an answer to give permission to that third person:

nA SAk mbare, e? ha SAk mbare!
he fish eat Près he Jïsh eat Près
"May he eat the fish ?" "Yes, he may eat the fish"

For compaiison, the next example features, in the answer, the optative used to give 
permission to the second person:

ggo SAk mbare, e? mo SAk ma !
I fish eat Près you fish eat R
"May I eat fish ?" "Eat the fish (you may eat the fish)"

- in an exceptional instance, the présent is used instead of the second person optative to
express a wish, for the verb kare:
mo yâ HA kare
you good it be at Près
"Be well " = look after yourself
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The verb ka r e has not been encountered as a root form, but only conjugated , with 
suffix.

- the présent may be used with a value of future, if the context is made clear enough, for 
instance through the use of a time word;

qgo guTAp quni saqgre 
I tomorrow village go Près 
"I am going to the village tomorrow"

- the indicative simple présent is used to express an habituai truth:

qgo SAk mbare ndin, qgo ndwâ SAk mbare 
I fish eat Près Neg my brother fish eut Près 
"I don’t eat fish, my brother eats fish"(as a habit)

- as far as tense sequencing is concemed, the présent is used for the main verb of a 
clause, to express an intention or a goal after a verb in indicative past or root in clause 
chaining.
The subject is the same for both verbs, but is however not expressed in the second 
clause.

qgo swa?re2 riyat, swa? takre
I fire-thing look for Past fire build Près 
"1 looked for firewood to build a fire"

me UA karanik tayA, madang gA?re 
they him car-inside lift up Ch madang go up Près 
"They lifted him into the car, to take him to Madang"

- Still for tense sequencing, the présent in a clause before the simple future in the 
following clause, expresses the action undertaken for the realization of an intention or a 
goal:

qgo swa?re? riyare, swa? takrene
I fire-thing look for Près fire build Fut 
"I look for firewood to build a fire"

- coordinated clauses, each featuring a simple présent , express simultaneity of action in 
the présent

qgo soyay kirA?re, re? qaqar moqgre 
I smoke pull Près thing work make Pes 
"1 smoke (while) 1 work"
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5.1.1.2. Présent négative

Formation

The mark of the négative présent is the négation word ndin immediately after the 
affirmative présent .
This formation does not bring about any moiphological changes.

Uses

The présent négative expresses events or actions that are commonly or specifically not 
happening:

mo ndendi tonik saqgre ndin, e?
you now house-inside go Près Neg , e 
"You are not going home now, e ?"

qgo tumb/v ndumi nin mbare ndin 
I morning potato some eut Près Neg
"I don’t eat a potato in the morning"

ggo SAk mbare ndin 
I fish eat Près Neg 
"I don’t eat fish "

ndendi mirApkam moggre ndin, mirApsye? ndsAkre ndin 
today ancestor-voice rruxke Près Neg, ancestor-cloth tie Près Neg 
"Today, they do not play the ancestor’s music instruments, nor put on the ancestor’s 
(initiation) cloth anymore"

5.1.1.3. Future affirmative

Formation

The mark of the indicative future affirmative is -rene, suffixed onto the verb root. 
This formation brings about the same morphological changes as those described for the 
formation of the simple présent.

Uses

Like the other tenses of the indicative mood, the future is commonly encountered in 
conversations for questions and statements.
It is used also in stories, when more emphasis is irequired than that given by the more 
common narrative form.

The future appears in conversations, to express an action that will take place with 
certainty in a near or distant future.
We will see however how the indicative uncertain future refers to a future more distant 
than the simple future.

a tiyi, qgo mare? bit moggrene
this time I food a Unie make Fut
"At that time, I will préparé some food"
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qga guFAp kor ggAr pa?yA vosyA dsyerene
Dl tomorrow canoë take R push Ch paddle Ch go Fut
"Tomorrow , taking the canoë, pushing it into the water, we will both go paddling"

yâ, qgo a tu ri moqgrene, mo a tu... 
good, I this place garden make Fut you this place 
"Good, I will make my garden here, you (will make it) there..."

qgo mwin nda ay sarari twâ mbuyu mi: ay mirApsye? ndjAkrene
I size those we fathers talk say LR so we ancestor-cloth tie up Fut 
"Our fathers tell those of my âge group: "Tomorrow we will wear the ancestor’s cloth" 
(= go through initiation)

nA mirene, mbuyu, moggi, ha mAmbey
she bear Fut say LR make Narr she go Narr Prog
"As she is about to give birth, she tells so, having donc so, she goes back (to the house)"

mo ki, gi mA,
you corne R after corne R 
"Corne, follow me, o

O. ggo gindse? to dsyerene 
O / truly before go Fut 

. Truly, I will go first

mweys re? vor, mbombê re? vor , ndsok kor rwe?yA 
sea thing big wind thing big this way canoë float Ch
rikrene 
go down Fut
"If the sea is big, if the wind is strong, if things are that way, the canoë as it goes on 
water, will sink"

me ay qgAryA, rwë mAriyi, mirApkam mAbindA?rene
they we take Ch, forest go down LR Prog , ancestor-sound learn Fut Prog 
"They take us, we go down to the forest, to leam the sound (of music) of the ancestors"

- the simple future may be used as the équivalent of an optative, to give an order or make 
a suggestion:

mo guTAp tumbA, yum riyare paorosim saqgrene
you tomorrow morning shell look for Près stone-top go Fut 
"Tomorrow morning, you will go to the reef to fmd shells"

- one important function of the future is to express the wish, or the intention of doing 
something.
It may then be translated with "wanting to do something", or "with the intention of 
doing, for the purpose of doing something".
For this purpose, it may be used in a relative clause, or after a verb root used as serial.

a kAH , HA kor moqgrene kAn, ay ha VArAt
this tree it canoë make Fut tree we it fell Past
"This tree, the tree that makes canoës, we felled it"

qgo to moqgrene mAmonde, qgo to mongre tu mAtao
I house make Fut make Près Prog I house make Près place tidy R Prog
"I want to build a house (in the future), I am tidying the place to build it"
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morori mareîkram, ve?kram qgAryA, gindse?, kanmotri qganAndene 
men food-basket sago-basket take Ch truly friends give Fut 
"The men take the food basket, the sago basket, indeed to offer to their friends"

mo guTAp tumbA paorosim sa, yum riyarene
yo U tomorrow moming stone-top go SR shell look for Fut 
"Tomorrow moming, go to the reef, you will look for shells"

me ay qgAryA, rwê niAriyi, mirApkam bindA?rene
they us take Ch forest go down LR Prog ancestor-sound learn Fut 
" After they hâve taken us, we go down to the forest where we will leam the Sound of 
ancestors (music)"

- as far as verb sequencing is concemed, a simple future following an optative, an 
indicative présent, a narrative, or a root as indicative, will express the final purpose of 
the action undertaken:

me SAk ne? mbu mAriyay, me swa?ri? moqgrene
they fish for heap look for Narr Prog they fire-things make Fut 
"They look for (wood) heaps for (drying) fish, to make woodflres"

meri ndse? vanen mAbindA?, a ri? mondene
woman several Neg learn R Prog this things make Fut
"Only a few women are leaming how to do these things"

mo kè, nandep qgArane
you corne R axe take Fut 
"Corne to take the axe"
As an alternative, the same meaning may be expressed as in the following construction,
with a sequence of two verb roots used as optative:
mo ki, nandep ggAr
you corne R axe take R
"Corne and take the axe"

S.1.1.4. Négative Future : Short Verb Root + négative vanen

The indicative future négative does not morphologically belong in this section of the 
description, as it is not marked by a suffix like the other indicative tenses.
It has been chosen to place it here, for a complété présentation of the indicative tenses.

The root followed by the négation vanen is used to express the négative future in 
conversation and in narrations.
The punctual future négative is used to express that an action or an event will not take 
place, in a near or distant future.

maîmengiri bivimin mesimok rwe?rene ? me rwe? vanen
children aftemoon sea bathe Fut they bathe R Neg
"Will the children bathe in the sea in the aftemoon ?" "They won’t bathe"
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vanenmo guiAp quni saqgrene? qgo sâ 
you tomorrow village go Fut I go SR Neg
"Will you go to the village tomorrow ?" "I won’t go"

mo to mondene? ggo mô vanen
you house make Fut I make SR Neg 
"Will you build a house ?" "No, I won’t"

ggo a mèrini gi dsye? vanen 
I this women Dl after go R Neg 
"I will not follow these two women"

-the root + vanen is also encountered in literary narrations.
Its value is that of the négative of the root used as an indicative main verb.
It appears also to express the négative of verbs in narrative, as indicated in the last two 
examples that feature narrative verbs in the affirmative, and root + vanen in the négative.

meys nA re? mongol, kor nA dwi vanen
sea it thing make Past canoë it sink R Neg
"The sea is rough, the canoë does not sink"

ndendi ma?mu mam sat nu sâ vanen 
today child mother fathernearness go SR Neg 
"Today, children do not stay close to their mother and father"

morori saqga mi, a re?ri mAmoggi, qesi vanen
men go LR so this things make Prog Narr tired R Neg
"The men go, they do their work, (they are) not tired"

a yembe nA kor qgAryA mASway, mot nA vos vanen
this sail it canoë take Ch run Prog Narr mon he paddle R Neg 
"This sail takes the canoë at great past eed, the man does not paddle"

5.1.1.5. Uncertain future

Formation

The mark of the uncertain future is -rendene suffixed onto the verb root.
It entails the same morphological changes as those brought about by the formation of 
the simple future.

Uses

The uncertain future is used to express some réservations as to the certainty of a future 
action or evenL
It refers to a more distant future than the simple future.
The uncertainty may be caused by exteraal factors, such as rain or lack of transport that 
might hinder or prevent the event; or because of the qualities inhérent to the actor (too 
young, too old...); or by lack of knowledge of the speaker.
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The uncertain future is used rather infrequently, although it appears both in conversation 
and stories.
The uncertain future appears only in affirmative order.

a mot guTAp kirene, e? mok vanen, ha kirendene 
this man tomorrow corne Fut rain Neg he corne UncFut 
"This man will corne tomorrow, e?""If there is no rain, he maybe will corne"

mok guTAp pa?rendene, o, qgo sisAW pa?re, o ?
rain tomorrow corne UncFut or I hook throw Près 
"Maybe the rain will corne tomorrow, wUl I be able to go fishing?

5.1.1.6. Past affirmative

Formation

The past affiimative is formed on the long verb root, onto which the mark of the past -t 
is suffixed onto the verb root.
The formation of the simple past brings about no morphological changes for verb roots 
ending
- with vowel/semi vowel:
qgo dwi t "I swam" ggo vayt "I heard"

- for root ending with r, s, gg, mb:
qgo garat "I hit"
ggo vasat "I saw"
ggo moggot "I made"
ggo gusgumbut "I was ashamed"

- for root ending with occlusives k.p, t:
ggo kivAt "I came"
ggo mbuyut "Ispoke"
ggo kAtAt "I eut"

For root ending with glottal ?: ? disappears (rule 1) 
ggo pat |pa?-t| "I arrived"

Uses

The past referred to with this tense may be a near or distant past. 
It may be used for statements and questions.

mo guni saggat.e? 
you village go Past 
"You went to the village, e ?"

ore, ggo gur tumba guni saggat
yes I yesterday moming village go Past 
"Yes, I went yesterday moming to the village"
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- within a story or a narrative, the use of indicative past adds emphasis to the action, and 
marks a peak moment, more than would the use , in this context, of a more common 
narrative verb.

mbênik gur\? gA?Y^ \a7, me rwê saggat
drum-inside hit R corne up Ch after they forest go Past
"Having pushed him so that he went inside the drum, they went to the forest"

me kiyA va?, ijgAr mindA?yA , mbênik riyi tarot
they corne Ch after, take R send Ch drum-inside go down LR finish Past 
"Having arrived, having taken him and pushed him inside, he was lying there inside the 
drum"

mbê gwar kirA?yA va?, ma? nin ka?pan kiiAt, nA
drum eut in pièces R pull Ch after boy some knee eut Past him
ka?pan kxrA riyit
knee eut LR go down Past
"Having eut the dmm in pièces, they eut the man’s knee, his knee was eut deep"

HA mAriyit, dwi vasAndji, pis vegget, ndayA
he go down ProgPast swim R in vain wound hurt Perf turn back LR
ki rAt
corne back Past
"He was going down (into the water), tried in vain to swim, tumed and came back"

ndayA kirA?yA va?, mandApsim gA? mbirat
turn back LR corne back Ch after mangrove-top corne up R sit down Past 
"Having corne back , he climbed on a mangrove tree and sat down"

OA me mbuyu mi: "ne tonde? sa may, poyo qgo mbiyA 
he them say LR so you PI long way go SR Neg meet Ch me wait Ch 
mbira?". saqgat. 
sit down R go Past
"He told them: "Don’t go away, sit here together and wait for me". He went."

saggAyA va?, guni gA?yA va?, nan sat royormba
go Ch after village corne up Ch after property father decoration-basket
ggAryA gA? riyit. ndayA DS^r riyit
take Ch corne up R go down Past turn back LR take R go down Past 
"Having gone, having corne to the village, he took his father’s décoration basket and 
went down. He took it and went back down"

- the simple past is used to express a wish for a third person
(Reminder: a wish for first and second person is expressed through optative affirmative
- see that mood):

mo mènda? a ma?mu yâ nA mirAt 
you sister this Ch ild good it give birth Past 
"May your sister hâve this child in good health!"
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a mok rinik yâ ha pat
this water garden-inside good it arrive Past 
"May this rain fall well in the garden"

a ma?mu yâ nA morjgot, a ma?mu yâ ha yaoqgot
this child good il make Past this child good it grow up past 
"May this child do well, may this child grow well!"

a mAri ijuni yâ ha kivAt
this woman village good she corne Past 
"May this woman arrive safe to the village"

- in a verb sériés, the simple past would be the tense of the main/fmal verb, after root or 
Chain verb.

qandep kATAt nan ijgAryA va?, ha saqgA mbuyut:"..."
axe eut Past property take Ch after he go R say Past
"After they hâve taken the one who got eut by an axe, he went, and said;"...""

HA tonik sa gA? mbira? kot:..
he house-inside go SR go up R sit down R call Past 
"He went, went up in the house, sat down and called:..."

- as far as tense sequencing is concemed, the past in a clause before the présent in the 
next clause features the action undertaken (in the past) for the completion of a goal or 
intention to be realized subsequently:

ggo swa?re? riyat, swa? takre
I fire-thing look for Past fire build Past 
"I looked for firewood to build a fire"

5.I.I.7. Past négative

The past négative is formed by immediately following the past affirmative with the 
négation nd i n.
The addition of nd i n only brings about the application of rule 16.

(mot kor ggArat ndin|

mot kor qgArat din 
man canoë take Past Neg 
"The man did not take the canoë"

The past négative is used for events or actions that did not take place in a near or distant 
past.

morori guni saqgal din, rwë saggat 
men village go Past Neg forest go Past 
"The men did not go to the village, they went to the forest
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sat ma?mu ne? keya, ma?mu kivAt din
father child for call Ch child corne Past Neg
"The father called for the child, the child did not corne"

5.1.1.8. Perfect affirmative

Formation

The perfect is formed on the long verb root onto which the mark of the indicative perfect 
affirmative -qget is suffixed.

This suffixation does not bring about any morphological changes:
- for the root ending with vowel/ semi vowel, glottal:
qgo dwiqget "I had swum"
qgo vayqget "I had heard"
ggo pa?gget "I had arrived"

- for root ending with r, s, gg, mb:
ggo garagget "I had hit"
ggo vasAqget "I had seen"
ggo moqgogget "I had made"
ggo gusgumbugget "I had been shy"

- for root ending with occlusives k,p, t :
ggo kivAqget "I had corne"
ggo mbuyugget "I had said"
ggo karagget "I had eut"

Uses

The perfect is commonly used in both conversation and stories, to refer to an action or 
an event that has taken place in the past, near or distant, but is finished or has 
undergone changes since then : the situation is different at the moment when the 
conversation takes place or the story is told.
The use of the perfect would imply: "Something was happening then, or I was doing 
something then, and it is finished since then, or it has changed then".

As ail indicative tenses, the perfect will be the main verb in a verb sériés.

mo nay saggat? ggo kwapar sagga, d3ud3U si?gget
You where go Past ? / river go LR, clothes wash Perf
"Where did you go ?" "I went to the river, 1 had been washing clothes"

tende? moggogget vavus 
before make Perf similarity
"This is how they had been doing it before" (Title of a story)
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a kondo?, na rAyamtrur, na mok nan kaijget
this snake it pig- fiole it water property be at Perf
"This snake, it (in the) pig-hole, it had been hiding in the mud (of the pig hole)"

mot nin mbuni mAdsye, me market saijgAqget 
man some two corne R Prog they market go Perf 
"Two men were coming, they had been on their way to the market"

guni riyi va?, ha miri ha mamgeri saqgA kagget
village corne down R afier his wife his children go LR be at Perf 
"They arrived to the village, his wife and his children had gone"

me nA meri mbuyu mi, guni kagget ndayA swat
they his wife say LR so , village be at Perf go bock LR run Past 
"They told his wife, who came back running from the village where she had been"

nA mam, ha ha kap kagget, da mare? ggAf tayA
her mother, she her reunion be at Perf she food take R bring up LR
"Her mother, who had been with her, brought her up some food"
mande tiyi me madaq dsyayA kagget
monday time they madang go Ch be at Perf
"On Monday, they had corne to Madang and were (still) there"

nA mAriyit, dwi vasAndsi, pis vegget, ndayA kirAt
he go down Prog Past swim R in vain wound hurt Perf go back R corne back
Past
"He went down (into the water), tried in vain to swim, the wound had been hurting, he 
tumed back"

a ma?muma?, da mut guni saggA kagget
this child -male he wife village go LR be at Perf
"His son, he had gone to his wife’s village and was (still) there"

- as far as tense sequencing is concemed, a perfect preceding présent in the next clause 
indicates the completion of an action, leading to the following action as a conséquence:

merini mbuni garyA riyigget, rAyam gugayru mbare
woman Dl two throw Ch go down Perf, pig gugay tree-ripe eat Près 
"The two women had thrown (the fruit ) down, the pig ate the ripe gugay fruits"

5.1.1.9. Perfect négative

The perfect négative is formed by immediately following the affirmative perfect with the 
négation nd i n
This addition only brings about the application of rule 16.
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|mot kor pa2qget ndin|

mot kor pa2i]get din
man canoë push Perf Neg
"The man had not pushed the canoë"

The perfect négative is used for punctual actions that did not take place, in a near or 
distant past, on a particular occasion, rather than as a répétitions occurrence:

haussik vasre morori, me kagget din
hospital look Près men, they be at Perf Neg
"The staff responsible for the hospital, they were not there (when we arrived)"

nuri gur tumbA kwapar dsudsu si2qget din
woman yesterday moming river clothe wash Perf Neg 
"The woman did not wash the clothe at the river yesterday"

5.1.1.10. Narrative

Formation
The mark of the simple narrative is i , suffixed onto the structural verb root.

- For root ending with r.s, mb, gg, : suffix addition occurs onto the structural root, and 
no morphological change occurs:
qari "he hit"
vasi "he saw"

moggi "he made"
ggusgumbi "he was ashamed"

- For roots ending with glottal 2: there occurs application of rule 2, then of rule 13 
facultatively:

|pa2-i| |pa-i| | pa-y | /pay/ "he arrived"
|su2-i| /sui/ "he scraped"
Note that u and i are both conserved in the pronunciation; neither | swi | nor | suy | 
are accepted.
A structure of this type does not follow rule 15. Only one example has been 
encountered.

- For root ending with occlusives k,p: suffixation of i onto the structural root, then 
consonant alternance:

|kip-i| |kiv-i| /kivi/ "he came"
|mbuk-iI |mbuy-iI /mbuyi/ "hespoke"

- For root ending with t : suffixation of i , but no consonant alternance:
|kAt-i| /kAti/ "he eut"
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The last instance represents an exception in the application of rule 5. Only one example 
has been encountered.

- For root ending with vowel:
For root ending with vowel i and diphtongue a i : there occurs disappearance of one 
vowel, as per rule 10, then rule 13 applies facultatively:

|dwi-i| /dwi/ ”heswam"
|vai-i| |vai|/vay/ "he heard"

- For root ending with vowel a,a: Rule 13 applies facultatively.
|mba-i | [mbai ] "he ate"
|mbA-i I [mbey] "he went"
|gurA-i| [gurey] "he hung "

The alternance of a in root with e in narrative had been discussed as a spécial case in
1.1.5.
Uses

The narrative, simple and progressive, is the most common tense for main verbs in 
literary narrations and stories, such as traditional legends, that are perceived and 
presented as literary pièces (cf. English "Once upon a time", French "Il était une fois")
It features a past value.

It however also appears in conversation language, in rhetorical questions and statements 
presenting also a certain "vestigial" character, although with a présent value.

In a verb sériés, the verb in narrative is always the main/fmal verb.

The progressive narrative, described later, is more frequent than the simple narrative.

mot vor sangA, ha ha nasri ijaryA gA? gurey.
mon big go LR he his banana eut Ch take up R hang up Noir
"The big man having gone, having eut his bananas, he went up (to the village) and hung
them up"

ri qar tarot, ay reri? mongi? 
garden eut R finish Past, we what make Narr 
"After the garden is eut, what do we do?"

5.1.2. Progressive indicative

5.I.2.I. Introduction

The language features the progressive aspect that reflects the way the speaker présents 
the unfolding of the action.
Featured both in conversation and in narration, the progressive is used to express that 
the action is being carried out, is "in progress", at the moment where the speaker is
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The language features the progressive aspect that reflects the way the speaker présents 
the unfolding of the action.
Featured both in conversation and in narration, the progressive is used to express that 
the action is being carried ont, is "in progress", at the moment where the speaker is 
talking, or in simultaneity with other events mentioned in the speech; in short, "is viewed 
as temporarily not limited" (Routledge Dictionnary of Language and Linguistics)
It may confer or reinforce the immédiate and unique aspect of the events narrated, and, 
in this, it is comparable to the -ing form in English.
Within a narration, the progressive is most often encountered at the beginning, to "set 
the stage", then later at the "peak moments", to underline the development of the action.

The mark of the progressive form is mA- prefixed to the non-progressive form.
This prefixation does not bring about any morphological changes.
The mark of progressive has been encountered prefixed on the tenses of the indicative 
on the narrative and on the root used as indicative.

5.1.2.2. Progressive présent

In a narrative, that is, in a traditional story , as opposed to a conversation, the indicative 
progressive présent is used for particular emphasis on a action or a happening , as an 
alternative to the more commonly encountered narrative or root as indicative.

In narration, the progressive présent really has the value of a past tense of extended 
duration, expressed through a présent tense.

merini mbuni mbit mu?yA nusaggre
woman Dl two shrimp catch Ch go Près Prog
"Two women set out to catch shrimp" ( first line of a traditional legend)

nA mbAYA, mam ha kap kAkayA, ha mAyeggre: "mi rit, e?"
she corne back Ch , mother she reunion be at Dur, she ask F^es F*rog " give birth 
Past ? "
"As she has gone back (into the house), as she is staying there with her mother, (we) are 
asking her: " Did she give birth?"

me saqgA mi, kit nugare
they go LR so pandanus eut Près Prog 
"They are on their way to eut pandanus leaves"

rao tiyi, morori me ri mAqare. ri gar taro?yA va?,
Sun time men they garden eut Près Prog garden eut SR finish Ch afier
DiAmbAr e
corne back Près Prog
"At dry season, the men are cutting the garden, When the cutting of the garden is 
finished, they are coming back"

gugay ru pyayyA, mbare mbare, ru pyayyA mAmbare 
gugay tree ripe climb Ch , eat Près eat Près ripe climb Ch eat Près Prog
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i]go to moqgre numonde, qgo to moqgre tu niAtaore
I house make Près make Près Prog I house make Près place tidy Près Prog 
tao va? ggo tomak mAkyere 
tidy R after I house-mark stand Près Prog
"I want to build a house now, I am tidying the place the house will be built on. After 
having tidied, I erected the marks of the house"

taro?yA mi, me kar ne? mAmbi. kar ne? mbire.
finished Ch so , they car for wait R Prog . car for wait Près 
kAkayA, kar makire 
be at Dur, car corne Près Prog
"That being done, they are waiting for a car. They wait for a car. They hâve been there a 
while, a car was coming"

- The progressive présent may be used with the value of an optative, to give an 
injunction:
nA DA yum ne? mbuyu: "mo paoroturi vasyA mAkire"
she her Shell for say LR: you reef-places see Ch corne Près Prog
"She told her about the shells: "Corne to hâve a look at the reef ' "

5.1.2.3. Progressive future

As for ail progressives, the progressive future is used to emphasize the development of 
an action or an event that, in this case, will take place in the future.

ggo guTAp tumbA guni saggrene, tô a tay a
/ tomorrow morning village go Fut old man and old woman and 
swa?nu mbira? mAkarene

fire-nearness sit down R be at ProgFut
"I will go to the village tomorrow morning, Grandfather and Grandmother will be there 
sitting next to the fire"

5.1.2.4. Progressive past

The use of progressive past emphasizes the development of the action, as it took place 
in a near or distant past.

morori guni mAsaggat 
men village go Past Prog 
"The men were going to the village "

mArini kwapar kAkayA, djudsu mAsit
woman DL river be at Dur clothes wash Past Prog
"The two women being at the river for a long time, were washing clothes"

5.I.2.5. Progressive perfect

The progressive perfect has been encountered on only one occasion in a text.
It is used to express a situation that was in progress at the time of the story, has however 
changed since then.
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The progressive perfect has been encountered on only one occasion in a text.
It is used to express a situation that was in progress at the time of the story, has however 
changed since then.

qgo guni kivAt, morori me mbira? mAkagget, me ggo mbi
I village corne Past men they sit R beatPerfProg they me wait R
mxkaqge t 
be at Perf Prog
"I arrived at the village, the men had been there sitting, they had been waiting for me"

5.1.2.6. Progressive narrative

The progressive narrative is more frequent than the simple narrative in literary 
narrations, where it emphasizes the "immédiate" character of the narration:

ni gugayru vasyA, swa?YA gA?, ni gugayru mApyay
Dl gugay-tree-ripeness see Ch, run Ch get up R Dl gugay tree-ripeness climb 
Narr Prog
"Both having seen the ripe gugay tree, having run to it, both were climbing the tree with 
the ripe fruit"

gugayru pyayyA, rAyam vor pesi mAkivi
gugay tree-rîpe climb Ch pig big very corne Narr Prog
"After they had climbed the gugay tree, a very big pig was arriving"

kyayar nin mbAyayA mAkivi
bat some flap wings Ch corne Narr Prog 
"A certain bat was arriving flapping her wings"

guTA? taro?yA va?, nA guni mAkAvi
hang up R finish Ch after he village corne Narr Prog

saqgAyA va?, ma?muri siyatri a qasruri mAmbay
go Ch after boys small this banana-ripe eat Narr Prog

mba tarot, me mAkAvi
eat R finish Past they corne Narr Prog

"Having hung them up, he was coming back to the village.
After he had gone, small boys were eating the ripe bananas.
Having finished eating, they were coming back to the village"

ay ki, ri moggre tu mAriyay, gA?yA , mAvasi
we comeR garden make Près place look for Narr Prog , go up Ch see Narr Prog 
"We came, looking for a place to make a garden, Going up, we were looking around"

- in conversation, the progressive narrative is used in rhetorical questions: 
ay mAsangi, e?“
we go Narr Prog , e?
"We are going now, eh ?"
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5.2. Chain Mood

The Chain mood has been encountered in non-durative and durative aspect.

5.2.1. Non-durative chain mood

Formation

The mark of the non-durative chain mood is - ya, suffîxed onto on the verb root.

This suffixation does not bring about morphological changes for root ending with 
vowel, with semi-vowel y, with glottal ?:
[ dw i Y A ] "having swum"
[ vayYA ] "having heard"
[ pa?YA ] "having arrived"

- for root ending with occlusives p, t: the suffixation occurs on the short root;
[kAtYA] "having eut"
[ k i P Y A ] "having corne "

Note: the last verb présents an alternative chain form: k i y a
These two forms for chain are in the line of the two forms accepted for root: k i p, k i. 
These alternatives may point to a basic form of kip, and its acceptable shortened 
alternative ki.

- For root ending with r,s; the suffixation may occur on both short and long roots:
qarAYA ijaryA "having hit"
vasAYA vasYA "having see"

- For root ending with prenasalised qg, mb and occlusive k: suffixation occurs on long 
root:
moqgoYA "having made"
gusgumbuYA "habing felt shame"
mbuYUYA "having spoken"

Uses

The chain is an important mood, featured in both narrative and conversation styles, but 
for different uses and purposes.

It has been called "chain" because of the part it plays as "chain" link in the tail-head 
linkage: the tail-head linkage is a narrative device common in Papuan languages; it 
consists in repeating the end of a sentence at the beginning of the following sentence, 
while altering it so that it may be recognized as the expression of a finished action - in a 
subordinated clause - heralding the next action in the main clause.
The chain mood is used for the action that is repeated - and finished.
Even though the dénomination of "chain" may not be the most appropriate one, it has 
been chosen here to underline the "linking" character of this verb form, that most often, 
as a dépendent verb, links successive or concomitant actions.
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kwakre raqgA mbas gAt; raggAyA, mbas gAÎyA,
chicken jumpR dry sand corne up Past jump Ch dry sand corne up Ch

yerim riyit , kivAt; kiyA va?, me neni mbuyi
rat go down Past corne Past corne Ch after they rec say Narr

"The chicken jumped and landed on dry sand; having jumped and landed on dry sand, 
the rat went down (into the water), and came swimming (ashore); having corne, they 
said to each other;

kyayar nin mAkivi; kiyA, ni da mbuyut:"..."
bat some corne Prog Narr corne Ch Dl it say Past 
"A certain bat came; after she had arrived, both (women) told her"...""

saqgAyA va?, guni gA?yA va?, nan sat royormba
go Ch after village corne up Ch after property father decoration-basket
ggAryA riyit. ndayA ggAr riyit
take Ch go down Past corne bock LR take R go down Past
"Having gone, having gone up to the village, having taken his father’s décoration basket
he went down. Going back, he took it and went down"

mot vor saggA, oa oa gasri garyA gA? gurey.
man big go LR he his banana eut Ch take up R hang up Narr

gurA? taro?YA va?, nA guni mAkAvi
hang up R finish Ch after he village corne Prog Narr

saggAyA va?, ma?muri siyatri a gasruri mAmbay
go Ch after boys small this banana-ripe eat ProgNarr

"The big man went, eut his banana and hung them up.
After having hung them up, he was going back to the village.
After he went, small boys were earing the ripe bananas."

According to its relation to other verbs, the chain form is also found in the following 
uses:

- immediately preceding a main verb in root or indicative , the chain is used to express 
simultaneity of action; such instance is conmion in narrative as well as conversational 
style.

kyayar nin mbAyayA mAkivi, mbayAyA mAsaggA
bat some flap wings Ch corne Prog Narr flap wing Ch go Prog LR 
"A certain bat came, flapping her wings, and went, flapping her wings"

ma?mu nA swa?yA kivAt 
child he run Ch corne Past 
"The child came running"

morori me yayA saggat 
men they sing Ch go Past 
"The men went away singing"
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qgavimeri tiyA vayt
witch-woman stand up Ch listen Pasî 
"The witch was listening standing up"

ay mbiyA mAkare
we wait Ch be at ProgPres 
"There we are, waiting"

qgo nan string qgAryA va?, kirA?yA tru?yA dsyerene
My property string take Ch after pull Ch drift Ch go bock Fut

"Having taken my line, I go back to the village, pulling my line, drifting"

- Used in a clause preposed to another one with verb in "main mood", the chain mood 
may be used to express a causative meaning

qgo mok qgAryA, oye? sivAt 
I water take Ch pot fill up Past
"As I had taken water, the pot became full" = the pot was full because I poured the water

mok pa?yA, kAn pare? tarot 
raîn arrive Ch tree bad finish Past
"As the rain had etrrived, the tree became bad" = the rain made the tree rot

tamumok pa?yA, tyAp pare? tarot 
rain arrive Ch road bad finish past
"As the rain had arrived, the road became bad" = the rain damaged the road

- the chain form followed by the postponed verb modifier mi has been encountered as 
main verb, mostly in traditional stories told by old people.
In these instances, the chain mood was always within the narration, thereby announcing 
that there is more narration to corne.
For the complété description of m i, see VI. 1.1.9.
This structure may be an older form of the language.

mbira kAkayA va?, mbisbimri ki nu djyAyA mi
sit down R be at Dur after birds corne SR nearness corne Ch so
"After he had been there for a long time sitting down, the birds drew near and so came"

mbimbis kiyA, nu djyAyA mi; nA me koyo mi: "..."
birds corne Ch nearness corne Ch so he them call Ch so:..
"The birds having corne, they so drew near; he told them so:

SAsaggA, qgavimeri gA?yA, nA par nin kro? kirA?yA mi
go Dur witch-woman get up Ch his hand some tear R pull Ch so
"As she had gone, the witch having got up, she pulled and tore off the (child’s) finger"

a ri? taro?yA mi, ve? taro?yA mi.
this things finish Ch so sago finish Ch so 
"These things were fmished, the sago was ready"
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- the verb t ar o? features a spécial function when it appears in chain form before a verb 
in root, indicative or narrative
In those instances, taro? indicates that whatever action was in progress is finished, and 
the subject "is about to, is "ready" to do something eise.
The action that was in progress and is now finished may be omitted.

yembi kire. rAyam taro?yA, mbrat mare? ri? pa? ve?
wet season corne Près pig finish Ch plant Past food things push R spread 
R
mAsaqgi 
go Prog Narr
"The rainy season cornes. The pig is ready to go and spread ail these things planted for 
food"

ma?mu taro?yA skul mAd3yere 
child finish Ch school go Près Prog 
"The child is ready to go to school"

mot taro?yA re? qanar moqgre 
man finish Ch thing work make Près 
"The man is ready to work"

qgo taro?yA niyiri? nuyembi, gi ha, qgo taro?yA mAqgoy
7 finish Ch inside-things think Prog Narr after it I finish Ch sleep Narr 
Prog
"I am ready to think about the things for inside the house, after that I am ready to sleep"

dusyAH nde? taroîyA rik rin
shrimp place finish Ch go down SR Appr 
"(For fear that) the shrimp is about to go down its hole"

5.2.2. Durative chain

Formation

The durative chain is formed by total or partial reduplication onto the simple chain mood 
of the first syllable of the root.

- when the first syllable has a CV structure, the reduplicated syllable will be CV, where 
C is the same consonant, and V the same vowel or its centralized équivalent;

kayA kAkayA "stay for a long time" 
veyA veveyA "huit for a long time"

- when the first syllable has a Cl V C2 stmcture, the prefixed reduplicated syllable will 
be Cl V, where the onset and nucléus of the syllable are conserved, and the coda 
dropped

pa?yA pApa?yA "having pushed for a long time"
kipyA kikipyA "having corne for a long time"
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- when the nucléus of the first syllable is complex, only the flrst part of the nucléus is 
reduplicated:

dwi YA dudwi yA "having swum for a long time"

Uses
In instances similar to the ones associated with the non-chain mood, the durative aspect 
underlines the duration of the action, the fact that it lasts for a long time.
According to the context, the durative chain may hâve the value of a présent or of a past 
tense.

kondo? HA bye, ve re? v,or. veveyA, nA mbira? niAkare
snake him bite R pain thing big. hurt Dur, he sit R beat Près Prog
"The snake bit him, the pain is great. Having suffered for a long time, he is there sitting 
down"
nde? a ri re? vor ay ha momoqgo mi
place îhis garden thing big wc it make Dur so
"At this place we are going to work for a long time on this big garden"

sAsaqgAyA, qgavimeri gA?yA, ha par nin kro? kirA?yA mi
go Dur witch-womân get up Ch his hand some tear R pull Ch so 
"(The mother) having for for a long time, the witch having got up, she pulled and tore 
pff the (child’s) finger"

5.3. Optative mood

The optative mood is one of the conjugated verb forms allowed for the main verb. 
Hereunder are described the optative affirmative, the optative négative, and the optative 
apprehensive.

5.3.1. Optative affirmative.

Formation

The optative is formed on the short root preceded by
- the Personal pronoun of the first person singular ggo, dual gga and plural ay.
- the Personal pronoun of the second person singular mo, dual n i, and plural ne.

Examples:
mogg mo mô "make !"
yegg ne yê "(you ail) ask !"
ijgAnaijg gga ggAnâ "(You two) ask !"
kigg mo ki "cough !"
kesuqg ggp kesu "(let) me give back
gusgumb ay gusgum "shame on us !"
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Note:
Two verbs présent an irregular optative form:

mba "eat" mo ma "eat!"
mbA "corne back" mo ma "corne back!"

Uses

The optative affirmative is used to give an order or to express a wish for an action to be 
done, by one or several people.

It may however not be used for the hortative, that is the third person optative "let him 
hâve a safe joumey", that is expressed through the indicative présent.

The optative is commonly used in conversation, and in the parts of traditional stories that 
feature direct style.

- the optative is used to express a wish to the second person, singular, dual and plural, 
or to oneself:

qgo yâ nA sa 
7 good it go SR 
"Let me hâve a safe joumey"

mo yâ HA sâ
you good it go SR
"May you hâve a safe joumey"

ne yâ ha qgo 
you PI good it sleep R 
"(You ail) sleep well"

- the optative is used to express an order:

mo sâ, swa?re? riya
you go SR fire-thing look for R 
"Go and look for firewood"

ne a tu ki 
you PI this place corne SR 
"Corne to this place"

mo ki, gi nu
you corne R after corne back R 
"Corne and go back afterwards"

mo korotiu? dsye 
you canoe-prow go R 
"Go to the front of the canoë"
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- the optative is used to give permission to the second person singular, dual and plural:

qgo sangre, e? mo sâ 
I go Près, he? y ou go SR
"Shall I go ?" "Yes, go"

gga a saR mbare, e? qga ha ma
we Dl this fish eat Près youDl it eat R 
"Shall we two eat this fish ?" "You two eat it"

ay mAsangi, e ? ne sâ 
M/e go Narr Prog e you PI go SR 
"(May) we go ?" "You (ail) may go"

mo a ma?mu yâ ha mi r
you this child good it give birth R
"May you give birth to this child in good health!"

ijga guni yâ ha kip
you Dl village good it corne SR 
"May you two arrive safe to the village!"

qgo a ma?mu yâ ha mir
/ this child good it give birth R
"Let me give birth to this child in good health!"

5.3.2. Optative négative

The optative négative is formed with the optative affirmative followed by the négation 
may. It is used to express forbiddance.
It has been encountered in direct and indirect speech.

mo mare? ma may 
you food eat R Neg 
"Don’t eat the food"

nA me mbuyu mi: "ne tonde? sâ may, poyo qgo mbiyA 
he them say LR so you PI long way go SR Neg meet Ch me wait Ch 
mbira?". saggat. 
sit down R go Past
"He told them:" Don’t go away, (sit here) together and wait for me." He went."

ggo mo mbuyu , mo rinik sâ may
/ you say LR you garden-inside go SR Neg 
"I told you not to go to the garden"

ggo mo mbuyu , mo a mare? ma may 
I you say LR you this food eat R Neg 
"I told you not to eat this food"
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mo sâ may , mo mbira? mAkare 
you go R Neg, you sU R beat Prog Près 
"Don’t go, you remain seated here"

- The root +negative may is used to express a forbiddance to a third person in indirect 
style:
qgo OA mbuyu , oa rinik sâ may
I him say LR he garden-inside go SR Neg 
"I told him not to go to the garden"

Reminder: an order to a third person singular in indirect style is expressed through the 
indicative présent
qgo nA mbuyu , oa rinik saggre
I him say LR he garden-inside go Près 
"I told him to go to the garden"

5.3.3. Optative apprehensive

The optative apprehensive is formed on the optative affirmative immediately followed by 
the mark of apprehensive r i n.
This form is used to wam about possible adverse effect or outcome of an action in the 
future, near or distant.
The resuit may be adverse to the speaker, to the addressed person, or to another person. 
This verb form would be équivalent to the English "for fear something should happen ", 
and to the Tok Pisin "nogut yu..."...

This form is not very common in the language, but is however attested in conversation 
and in literary texts.

mo sâ rik rin
you go SR fait SR Appr 
"Go, (be careful) lest you should fall"

mo vas rin
you see SR Appr
"(Don’t look there) lest you should see"

mo moyondsAndjê raggA sâ rin! 
you water-strength throw LR go SR Appr 
"Lest you should spill the beer!"

mo gi kiP rin 
you before corne SR Appr 
"Lest you should corne after/late"

mot ndendi kor guni saggre mongre, mbombê tik rin
mon now canoë village go Près make Près wind geî up SR Appr
"The man wants to go to the village in canoë now, for fear that the wind should get up"
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r 1 ndusyen mu?yA, dusyen nde? a tu ndyet rik
shrimp catch Ch shrimp place this place side fall SR Appr
"Catching shrimps, the place for shrimps is here, lest this side of the (reef) spot should 
collapse"

5.4. Verb root used as alternative for indicative

The language often features the root as an alternative for the indicative.
In these instances, the root encountered was in punctual and progressive aspect.

5.4.1. Root as alternative for simple indicative

The root is very commonly used as a simple indicative; in a narrative, the root appears as 
the verb form most commonly encountered for the main action, together with the 
narrative mood.
In this use, the root takes on a "narrative" value, similar to the narrative présent in 
French, - a formally présent tense with a past value.
Either long or short root may be found in this function.

qgo ndumi rjye? pa?
7 sweet potato take R pot put R 
"I put the potato in the pot"

kor gA?yA, qgo ha kAt, ggAr, riyi, ggo ha mba
tara corne up Ch / it cut,R take R, go down LR, I it eat R
"The taro having corne up, I eut it, took it, brought it down to the village, and ate it"

me tiyi tayA vas
they straight corne up LR look SR 
"They look with attention"

sat gA?, vu mAmoggi, ggo sâ, gA?, vu mô
father get up R basket make Prog Non I go SR get up R basket make SR 
"Father gets up, to (go and) make the basket, I go, get up, to (go and) make the basket"

mbombê dsyAyA, ha sâ, nan quni saqgi, qgo ki, nan
wind corne Ch she go SR property village go Narr I corne R property 
quni mbA 
Village corne back R
"The wind having risen, she goes, she goes to her village, I corne, arrive back to my 
village"

- The long roots mbuyu,"tell" ,and yeqgA "ask" may be used to express a factitive with 
the value of "making somebody do":

HA qgo mbuyu , qgo quni kirene 
he me say LR I village corne Fut 
"He told me to corne to the village"
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HA mo mbuyu mi, mo a mare? ma 
he you say LR so you this food eat R 
"He told you to eat this food"

HA riA yeqgA mi, oa guni kare
he her ask LR so she village be at Près 
"He told ner to stay at the village"

qgo may mbuyu , ha nan rum si?re
I mai say LR he property room clean Past 
"I told Mai to clean his room"

5.4.2. The progressive stem as alternative for progressive indicative

The root with progressive prefix mA-, here called progressive stem, has been 
encountered most often as a main verb in a narrative that has been told and repeated 
several times already, and that is, as a conséquence, on its way to becoming literary.

In a narration or traditional story, the progressive stem has the same status as the 
narrative as the form most frequently encountered for main verbs.
Indeed, some speakers, especially the older ones, tell the whole legend using almost 
exclusively the progressive stem.

Here also, both long and short roots hâve been found.

qgo to moggre mAmonde, ggo to mongre tu niAtao.
I house make Près make Près Prog I house make Près place tidy R Prog 
tao va?, qgo tomak mAkye
tidy R after I house-mark stand R Prog
"I am wanting to build a house, I am tidying up the place the house will be built on. 
Having tidied it up, I am erecting the marking posts"

nA mba taro?yA va?, ua tan mAdsye 
she eat R finish Ch after, she outside go R Prog 
"After having fmished eating, she is going outside"

ni kyayargayAT ggAryA, gugayru mAbisye. bisye, bisye,
Dl bat - bone take Ch gugay tree-ripeness thread R Prog thread R thread R
bi sye , tarot 
Thread R finish Past
"Both (women) having taken the bat bone, they are threading the ripe gugay fruit. They 
thread and thread and thread, (until) it is fmished"

mbAtu?yA, kwa? riyi kegge riyit. a rAyamvot
swallow Ch block R go down LR stop R go down Past this pig-throat
twa?yA, nA ndjok mAriyi. mAmoggo, nundu? ndayAt
block Ch it so go down R Prog make R Prog die R go down Past 
"(The pig) having swallowed (the fruit), it blocks (the throat), goes down, stops down. 
Having blocked this pig’s throat, so it is going down that way. Doing this, the pig falls 
down, dead"
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qgavimerini po?. riyi mi, da mAgware;
Witch-woman Dl meeî R go down LR so it eut in pièces ProgPres
ggar gwaryA va?, gwar kirA?yA va?, ma? nin ka?pan kirAt
take R eut Ch after eut R pull Ch after mon some knee eut Past
"The two witches meet. (The drum) lying down this way, they are cutting it in pièces; 
having taken it and having eut it to pièces, they eut deeply the man’s knee"

swa? gar taro?yA va?, gA? va?, mAgondi.
fire hit SR finish Ch after corne up R after turn ground Prog Narr
gon taro?yA va?, gA?, rao makirA?,
turn ground R finish Ch after corne up R sun pull Prog R
a VAVus pakri mAsare?
this similarity patches draw Prog R
"The fire having bumed the ground, having got up , we are tuming the ground. Having
finished tuming the ground, we get up, we are leaving it in the sun, in the same way (s
explained previously) we draw (dividing lines) for the patches"

taro?ya mi, me kar ne? mambi. kar ne? mbire. kakaya, kar
finished Ch so, they car for wait R Prog . car for wait Près be at Dur, car
nïAk i VA
corne LR Prog
"That being done, they are waiting for a car. They wait for a car, They hâve been there a 
while, a car is Corning..."

taro?ya va?, me swa? pa? ga? numindA?
finish Ch after, they fire préparé R corne up R send Prog R
"When that is finished, a fire is prepared, that flares up and is sent (to bum the dried
grass)"

- the progressive stem may also be used to announce direct quotations; 
qgo morori vasya, twâ mambuyu :
I men see Ch, talk say Prog R: "
"Having seen the men, I am telling them: "... "

5.4.3. Durative Verb Stem

The verb stem has been encountered in a durative aspect in two examples. Further 
investigation would be required for a full analysis of this structure.
In both instances encountered, the stem in durative served to indicate the passing of time 
between two actions of the narrative.
Both long and short roots hâve been encountered in this function.

ay ri kuva?re. kuva? kuva? kuva?
we garden check Près check R check R check R 
SAsaggA, keri parAmbâ, ndumi, mi, kor, dumur kare
go LR Dur moon five potato yam taro ail be at Près 
"We checked, we checked, we checked, 6 months pass, potato, yam, taro, ail are there"
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mam ma?mu vas. SAsâ, ma?mu re? kot moijgot
mother child see SR go SR Dur child thing big make Past
"The mother looks after the child. (Time) passes, the child has grown big"

5.5. Other uses of the verb root

5.5.1.Verb root used in verb sériés

Another important function of the root is its place in the verb sériés, very commonly 
featured by the language.
The verb root in verb sériés may function as the main verb, but also as a secondary verb, 
taking a "preceding" meaning, as the steps - in chronological order - leading to the main 
action.
Both long and short roots hâve been encountered in this function.

For full description of verb sériés, see IV.6.4.

mbArip pa? ggaryA va?, mot tim mbot 
limbum push R take Ch after man opening close Past
"After having pushed and taken the limbum (tree bark), the man closed the opening (of 
the drum)"

taro?yA va?, swa? pa? gA? mAmindA?
finish Ch after, fire préparé R corne up R send Prog R
"Once that is finished, a fire is prepared that flares up and is sent (to bum the dried
grass)"
me rwê sâ vas. saggA vasyA, quni mbAt
theyforest goSR look SR go LR look Ch village corne back Past
"They went to the forest to look; having gone and looked, they came back to the village"

5.5.2. Répétition of the verb root

The root may be repeated to underline the duration or the répétition of an action or an 
event, or the effort it requires:

kirAp ggAT, bA?nik tayA, ay nda kuva?re. kuva? kuva?
vegetable take R fence-inside put up LR we those check Près check R check R
kuva? SAsaggA, keri parAmbâ
check R go LR Dur moon five
"Having taken the vegetables, having planted them within the fence, we (came and) 
checked them. We checked, we checked, we checked, check and check again, 6 months 
(pas s)"

me HA ijgAryA, kirA? kirA? kirA?, ggAr gA? mok kirAt
they it take Ch pull R pull R pull R take R take up R water pull Past
"After having taken (the fishing line), they pulled and pulled, they took it, took it up, 
pulled it (out of the water)"
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raogon gon gon, taroîyA va?, gA?,

turn ground R turn ground R îurn ground R finish Ch afier corne up R sun
gA? tayA
put R put up R
"We turaed and tumed and tumed the groung; when that was finished, we got up, we 
left it in the sun"

ggo sâ vos vos vos, nin nu dsyere
/ go SR paddle SR paddle SR paddle SR, some neamess go Près 
"I go, paddle, paddle, paddle, corne near one (canoë)"

5.5.3. Verb root +vasAnd3i "in vain "

The root is used in a structure where it is immediately followed by vasAnds i, "in vain",
to express the lack of results of an action
The full description of vasAndsi is found in VI.2.2.

OA ggun reru reru vasAndji
he tail shake R shake R in vain

"He shakes and shakes its tail in vain"

nan qgun gA?yA yil moggo vasAndsi
properîy tail get up Ch movement make LR in vain 
"He lifts its tail and moves it in vain"

me mbi mbi vasAnd3!
theywaitR wait R in vain 
"They wait and wait in vain"

6. SIMPLE AND EXPANDED VERB BASE

6.1. Introduction

Ail verbs may fonction in a simple base, as autonomous units. 
The language, however, features a relatively small number of verb roots.
As a conséquence, the expression of spécifie actions and States wUl revolve around ways 
to optimize the use of this limited number of verbs available to the speaker.

The analysis of the texts has shown that this is done through three main devices;
- polysémie character of the verb: one same verb may express a variety of different 
meanings
- verb and adjunct: usually substantive + verb
- verb sériés: verbs are combined in a serial construction to express a variety of 
meanings
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6.2. Polysémie character of the verb

6.2.1. General examples

In this use, the verb base is constituted of only one verb, on its own, and its meaning 
varies with the context.

Andrew Pawley (1993) bas labeled "generic verbs" these verbs that are distinguished in 
the language by frequent use and multiplicity of meanings.
Such verbs are : moqgre "make, become, build..." vayre "perceive, hear, smell...", 
pa ? r e "push, arrive, préparé..." k i r a 2 r e "eut, cross, pull..."
Hereunder a few examples illustrate this characteristic.
Other verbs of similar function will be presented in the following sections.

Note that ail verbs encountered feature different meanings according to whether they are 
use transitively or intransitively.

moqg "make, become"

- The first example features the verb and direct object, in its most common use, meaning 
"to make, to do":

mot to niAmoqgre 
man house make Près Prog 
"The man is building the house"

- moqg is the only verb with an adjective allowed as direct complément. In this case, it 
expresses the meaning of "to become":

mot simza? moggot, mut bigga moggot 
man heavy make Pasî wife light make Past 
"The man became heavy, the wife became light"

Similarly, in the next construction, the verb introduces a complément with the value of an 
attribute, to indicate an equative relation between subject and object.

SAk dumur pan re? vor moggot 
fish ail head thing big make Past
"The fish formed a big school"

ma?mu re? kot moqgot 
child thing big make Past 
"The child became big"

vay "perceive, feel"

vay has been encountered with direct object to express a number of meanings:

ma?mu gAmbar vayre 
child urine feel Près 
"The child passes urine"
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qgo qi vayre 
I story hear Près 
"I listen to the story"

qgo swa?qi vayre 
/ fire-smell feel Près 
"I smell the fire"

pa? "préparé, arrive, push"

pa? appears in intransitive use, in the first example as "arrive", and transitive uses in 
the next two sentences, as "préparé" or "push".
In these last instances, it expresses a causative meaning of "make airive".

tamumok pa?re
above-water arrive Près 
"The rain falls down"

qgo mare? pa?re 
I eat-thing arrive Près 
"I préparé food"

morori dumur kor vor mesimok pa? tarot 
men ail canoë big sea arrive R finish Past
"The men pushed the big canoë into the sea"

kir A? "pull, eut"

kir A? is used in a general sense of "pulling or cutting through, across". It has been 
encountered in transitive uses.

qgo qi kirA?re 
I Story pull Près 
"I tell the story"

qgo kor mbasmbA kirAt
I canoë dry beach pull Past
"I pulled the canoë to the dry part of the beach"

qgo qgAri kAt kirAt
I vine eut R pull Past
"I eut the vine through and through"

qgo soyay nukirAÎre 
I smoke pull Près Prog 
"I am smoking"

qgo kwapar kirA? gAt
I river pull R corne up Past 
"I eut across the water towards the village"
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Other examples of sentences featuring the transitive and intransitive use of the same 
verb:

The examples hereunder feature the same verb used twice within the same sentence, 
once in a transitive, once in an intransitive use.
The transitive use expresses a causative meaning of "making something go down or go 
up"

qgo qasru ndayA riyit, i]go quni ndayx mbAt
I banana take down R go down Past I village go down R go bock Past 
"I brought down the bananas and walked back to the village"

kAqgit mut tayA gAt, ni quni tayAt
husband wife bring up R corne up Past, Dl village came up Past 
"The husband brought the wife up here, both came up to the village"

qgo mo ne? twâ riyi, qgo rwê rikrene
I you for talk send down R I forest go down Fut 
"I sent a message for you, that I would corne down to the forest"

qgo mot re? kot gAt, qgo quni gAt
I mon thing big corne up Past I village corne up Past
"I grew up, I went up to the village"

qgo tonik tayA tikre, mo sya qgAr tik
/ house-inside corne up R stand up Près you chair take R stand up SR 
"I stand inside the house, take the chair and stand it up"

qye? sivAt, mok nye?nik sivA ndayAt
Pot fill up Past water pot-inside fill up R go down Past 
"The pot was filled up, water filled up the pot"

6.3. Verb and nominal expansion

In another way to compensate for the paucity of verbs, the verb may be accompanied, 
actually immediately preceded, by a substantive with which it fonctions as one lexical 
unit.
This association noun + verb fonctions as an expression, the meaning of which is more 
than "the sum of the two components".

The characteristics of this verbal entity are that:
- the substantive may not be replaced by a pronoun or by the question word r e? r i
- the substantive may not take the mark of dual nor plural, lest the meaning should be 
altered.
- it may not take any of the substantive compléments, lest the meaning should be altered.

However, the intensity of the action may be amplified by adding the complément re? 
vo r, "thing big", to the substantive .

The whole unit adjunct + verb appears in bold in the examples hereunder.
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Hereunder some examples of common verb and nominal expansion: 

moqg "make, become"

qgo kanmot poyo, ay neni par moqgre
I friend meet Ch we each other hand make Près 
"I meet my friend, we wave to each other”

motni mbuni prê moi]gre 
man Dl two stick make Près 
"The two men fight (with a stick)"

morori kap re? vor moqgot
men meeting thing big make Past 
"The men had a big meeting"

ma?mu gumbu moqgre, gumbu re? vor moqgre
child flesh make Près flesh thing big make Près 
"The child is sick, very sick"

ggar "take"

ggo mba ggare 
I basket take Près 
"I take the basket"

ay SAk ggare morori, me ay sim qgare, me ay sim re?
we fish catch Près men they us ontop take Près they u s ontop thing
vor qgare 
big take Près
"We fishermen, they praise us, they praise us highly"

ma?mu yare, ay SAnim qgAre
child sing Près we base take Près
"The child (takes the lead in) sings, we repeat (as a chorus)"

ay yare moqgre, mot vor pan qgare 
we sing make Près man big head take Près 
"We want to sing, the big man takes the lead"

qgo yem qgarya quni saqgrene
I thought take Ch village go Fut
"I hâve decided ( made up my mind), to go to the village"

saqg "go"

ay kor mbombë gi saqgat
our canoë wind after go Past 
"Our canoë went following the wind"
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ay i]uni kap sai]gre 
we village meeting go Près 
"We go to the village for a meeting” 
i]uni kar ay to sarjgat 
Village car us front go Past 
"The village car went before us"

t ak "corne up, put on"

HA mare? bidi mbi tayA kirA? qgAr tayAt
she food some part corne up R pull R take R bring up Past
"Having shared some of the food, she pulled it out (of the pot), took it, and brought it
up"

me HA ijgAryA, tiyi tayA saggat kor, yembe mwin tayAt,
they it take Ch straight corne up LR go Past canoë sail size corne up
Past

yamAggAqgir, a re?ri mwin tayA moqgo tarot
rudder-stick this things size corne upLR make LR finish Past 
"Having taken it, the canoë that sailed well, they took the measure of the sail, of the 
rudder-stick, of these things they fmished taking the measures"

ni neni tayA mi, nA oa mut moqgo mi, da nA kAqgit mi
Dl each other corne up LR so , she his wife make LR so, he her husband so 
"They marry each other, she becomes his wife, he becomes her husband"

menam saggAyA nu tayA vasAyA mi, bisaq nu tayA
manam take Ch nearness corne up LR see Ch so boisa nearness corne up LR 
vasAyA mi 
see Ch so
"Going to Manam, so approaching (it), they looked, so they saw Boisa appearing near"

qgo a vegen mAri mut tayAt 
I this nubia woman wife corne up Past 
"I took this Nubia woman as my wife"

ggo nik takre 
/ belly corne up Près 
"I am prégnant"

ma?mu ndendi tiyi tayA saggre
child now straight corne up LR go Près 
"The child now walks well"
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6.4. The Verb Sériés

One other way used by the language to compensate for the small number of verbs is by 
combining at least two verbs, to express an original meaning.
Verb sériés, that is, the verb in serial construction, is a very common construction of 
Papuan languages, and of Sepik languages in particular.

Whether in conversation or narrative style, the language systematically features verb 
sériés, whereby a single action is broken down in different "sequential actions".

Where, for instance, English would hâve one verb: "bring the axe"
Awar has:

mo qandep qgAr ki 
you axe take R corne R 
"Take the axe, corne"

English: "The man sat down inside the house"
Awan
mot tonik gA? mbirat
mon house-inside get up R sit down Past 
"The man went up inside the house, sat down"

6.4.1. Characteristics of the verb sériés

The verb sériés follow a number of strict syntactic and morphological rules:

- the verb sériés is composed of at least two verbs; the "main " verb occupies the final 
position, after the "intermediate " verb in initial position.

- the successive verbs represent the sequential actions, the final verb expresses the final 
action, or the final position, or the degree of completion of the final action.

- ail verbs of the sériés hâve the same subject, and the subject appears only once, in its 
usual position.

- each verb of the sériés may hâve its own complément, most often a nominal . No 
example has been encountered where a verb part of a verb sériés had more than one 
complément

- the verb sériés negates as a unit, through the presence of a négation immediately after 
the main verb.

- the intermediate verbs are always in root form, long or short. The main verb may 
take different moods and tenses, as described next.
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6.4.2. Composition of verb sériés and choice of main verb

The intermediate verbs of the verb sériés are always in the root form.

The main verb may be:

• a root used as an indicative or an optative, positive, apprehensive or négative:

1. mo quni saqgA vas
you village go LR see SR

According to the contexfc 
"You go to the village to see"
"Go to the village to see"

2. mo gA? mbira rin
you get up R sit R Appr

"(For fear that) you should sit up"

3. mo quni sa vas may
you village go LR see R Neg

"Don’t go and see to the village"

• a marked indicative, - of any tense:

4. ggo tonik gA? mbirat
I house-inside get up R sit down Past 

"I went up and sat down inside the house"

• a narrative:

5. ay tonik gA? mbiray, e ! 
we house inside get up R sit Narr e

" Let's go inside the house and sit down, he"

• less frequently, a chain form followed by m i :

6. mot kor pa? vos margat gA?yA mi 
?nan canoë push R paddle R margat go Ch so 

"The man pushed the canoë and so paddled to Laing Island"

6.4.2.I. Eléments influencing the choice of main verb mood and tense within a 
verb sériés

The choice of the mood and tense for the main verb appears to dépend on the following 
factors:
- conversation vs. literary style
- the speaker’s âge
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6.4.2.1.a. Conversation vs. literary style, and type of narrative

The chapter on verb conjugation has already specified which moods and tenses apply 
preferably for conversation or for narration.
In short:

- the conversation style is used to address a spécifie interlocutor; the exchange is 
spécifie to one situation at one time, taking place only once.
This style preferably features the marked indicative and the root used as indicative or 
optative.

- the narration style is featured in texts telling of events to an audience less restricted in 
number, more "a la cantonnade".
The narrative style is the feature of "the repeatable narration", a narration that may and 
will be repeated to a large, unspecified audience.

The narrations feature a more "literaiy style", and preferably features such verb forms 
as;
- root as an indicative, or narrative for the main verb,
- marked indicative for the beginning of the narration, "to set the stage", and at peak 
moments of the narration.

Among the texts recorded so far, we can distinguish three categories:

- traditional legends, spoken almost as a recitation, making almost systemaüc use of 
narrative mood, together with root and chain forms as main verbs; the language of this 
type of narration appears as rather rigidified.
The use of marked indicative and optative is restricted to the parts of text that reproduce 
direct, conversational style

- stories conceming the passing of information: how to build a boat, a house, make a 
garden.
Although less rigidified than the preceding type, these stories still feature a high 
proportion of verbs in narrative mood, together, however, with a higher number of 
indicative verbs.

- narration of recent anecdotes, events, in the style of everyday conversation among 
speakers in the village. These stories feature the most common occurrence of verbs in 
the indicative mood, y et tend to become rigidified, for instance if the anecdote is worth 
repeating a number of times, with then a larger number of verbs in narrative.

6.4.2.1.b. The speaker’s âge

The speaker's âge definitely plays an important part in the way the language is used, as 
the culture and therefore the language, is evolving rapidly.
Older people hâve been found to use more narrative and root forms, even in 
conversation, while younger people use more indicative forms.
Older people also use a different - richer- vocabulary, especially featuring traditional 
events or objects.
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Younger people borrow more words, from Tok Pisin, and from English; for instance 
"car" rather than the neologism duriîre re?. "the thing of tuming", or rAyam "pig", 
used by older people to describe this "big thing with four legs".
Also, younger people introduce Tok Pisin verbs - and concepts - like "mas" for "must", 
previously unknown to the language.

6.4.3. Verb Compléments within verb sériés

Within the verb sériés there appears to be a preference for one complément only per 
verb. Verb modifiera are allowed.
The examples hereunder features verb sériés with a direct object (ex. 1) , complément of 
place (ex. 2), direct object and verb modifier (ex. 3)

1. qgo kor pa? riyi dsyet
I canoë push R go down R go Past

"I pushed the canoë down (in the water) and went"

2. ay sâ rwê rik, ma?ri dumur mAsâ
we go SR forest go down SR boys ail go SR Prog 

"We went, went down to the forest, ail boys were going"

S.niAri mare? bidi kirA? ggAr tayAt
woman food somewhaî pull R take R bring up Past 

'The woman pulled out some food (out of the pot) and presented it (to the other 
woman)"

6.4.4.Uses of verb sériés

The language uses the verb sériés for the following purposes:

- the most common use is to describe the sequential actions partaking in the 
accomplishment of a main action:

mot sya ggAr tik kare
mon chair take R stand up LR be at Près 
"The man took the chair and make it stand up"

guTAp ay rik, swa? ggAr tuva?rene
tomorrow we go down SR fire take R set fire Fut 
"Tomorrow we'll go down to set fire (to the grass)"

nA a twâ mbuyu sâ djyet
he this talk say LR go SR go back Past 
"He said this, then went back"

- verb sériés are characteristic for expressing a value as a unit, that is "more than the 
value of the separate parts", thereby clearly compensating for the lack of verbs to 
express spécifie concepts. Such expressions are extremely numerous in the language.
A few examples hereunder show how a particular sériés equates a particular concept.
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mot qgavimAri qar vot 
mon witch hit R bury Past 
"The man killed the witch"
Used independently qar means "hit", and vo? means " bury" 
qar vo2reis used specifically to describe the killing of a human being.

ma?mu tonik gA? pa? mindat
child house-inside corne up R arrive R send Past 
"The child came up to the house and squatted down"
Used independently pa? means "push, arrive", and mi nda? means "send"
pa? mi nda? is the expression that describes the action of squatting down on one’s
heels.

qgo ma?mu qar yâ moqgrene
I child hit R good make Fut 
"I will look after the child well"
Used independently so means "hit", and moqgre means "make"
ga r yâ moqgr e expresses, in a euphemism, the action of lopking well after a person or
an object, literally "making it well by hitting it".
Euphemisms are frequent in the language. 
quni qar tayA, ay mu?re saqgat
village hit SR corne up LR we fish Près goPast 
" At dawn, we go fishing"
Used independently so means "hit", and tayAt means "corne up"
qar tayAt is the expression that refers to daybreak, the moment where the first light
"hits"the village.

ay divit swa? qgAi vot
We grass fire take R bury Past
"We set Tire to the grass"
Used independently qgAr means "take", and vo? means "bury"
qgAT vo? is the expression that specifically applies to setting fire to the tall grass in dry
season.

- verb sériés are particularly frequent, almost systematic, when it cornes to expressing 
movemenL In those cases, indeed, the language will feature a sériés of at least one verb 
expressing movement, and the final verb expressing the final position.

The following examples show how the combination of verb expresses the different 
meanings:
the four sentences feature the verb mbira? "to sit"; in each example , mbira? is 
combined with another verb to express:

- the situation
qgo tonik mbira? kare
/ house-inside sit R be at Près 

" 1 sit inside the house"
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- the movement up from lying down
qgo taro?yA, ma?mu gA? mbirat
sleep R finish Ch child get up R sit Past 
"Having finished to sleep, the child sat up"

- the original position
mot mbira? gA? saggat 
mon sit R get up R go Past 
"The man got up from sitting and went"

- the final position
mot ki gA? mbirat
an corne R get up R sit Past
"The man came, went up to the house and sat down"

The verbs that may be combined in this type of sériés, either in intermediate or in final 
position, are such as:
- for movement g A? "to get up", r ik "go down"; sagg "to go"; mbA "to go back"; 
dsye "go and corne back", s i VA "be or become full"...
-for position: mbira? "to sit"; gur a?, "hang", tik "stand"; tak " be up" , ndak "be 
down, be deflated", ka r e "be at"...

Hereunder some examples of possible combinations:

me kor riyi marengen mAgey
they canoë bring down LR island go Narr Prog
"They brought down the canoë (into the water) and were going to the island"

ggo vu kirA? ggAr korosim tayA kAva?re
I fishtrap pull R take R canoe-top corne up LR check Près 
"I pull the fish trap aboard the canoë to check (its content)"

ggo qasru ggAr gurAt; gasru tonik gurA? nukare gi ha

I banana take R hang Past banana house-inside hangR be at Près Prog after it

HA ggAr riyit
it take R go down Past
"I hung up the bananas; the bananas are hanging inside the house. Later, I took them 
down"

ggo mok ruyA, mok qye?nik sivA ndayAt, nye? sivAt
I water pour Ch water pot-inside fill LR go down Past pot fill Past 
"Having poured the water, the water filled up the pot, the pot was full"

mam ma?mu tonik rig^r tayat, ha num gA? tayAt
mother child house-inside take R put up Past she self go up R corne up Past 
"The mother lifted the child up to the house, she herself walked up"
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- instrumental construction: a verb sériés is used to express an instrumental verb 
complément, where the verb qgAr, "take", is used to describe the intermediate action:

mot po? ijgAT TAyam raraggat 
man spear take R pig shoot Past 
"The man shot the pig with the spear"

qgo vos ggAr mAmbey 
I paddle take R go back Narr Prog 
"I went back paddling"

meri prë ggAr ri mongol
woman stick take R garden make Past 
"The woman dug the garden with the stick"

kamdoq ndiyar ijgAr, a sAkni râ 
kamdong spear take Ch this fish Dl hit SR 
"Kamdong took the spear, shot these two fishes"

- comitative construction: a verb sériés is used to express a comitative construction, 
where the verb ggxr "take" is used here also, to express accompaniment:

ni nan SAkri dumur qgxr sâ mbAt
Dl property fishes ail take R go SR go back Past
"Both went back with their fish"

meri ma?mu qgAr quni kivAt
woman child take R village corne Past 
"The woman took the child to the village"

6.4.5. Spécial fînal verbs in verb sériés:

Such verbs as: ka "to be at"; tak "to corne up, get up""; ndak "to deflate, go down", 
taro? "to finish", may occupy intermédiate position in these sériés, but appear most 
often in final position.

6.4.5.1.ka "tobeat"

ka, "to be at", expresses a general meaning of situation together with duration.. At the 
end of a verb sériés, it emphasizes the fact that the action or the State described in the 
preceding verb is still actual at the moment of speech. It may be considered as 
équivalent to the English - ing form.

qgo tonik mbira? mAkare
I house-inside sit down R be at Près Prog 
"I am sitting inside the house"

qgo quni saqgA kare 
I village go R be at Près 
"I went to the village and am still there"
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karok tonik gurA? kare
hook house-inside hang R be at Près 
"The hook is hanging inside the house"

ma?mu tonik mbira? mare? mbare kaqget
child house-inside sit R food eaî Près be at Perf
"The child had been sitting inside the house eating food"

6.4.5.2. t a k " to get up " and n d a k " to get down "

Both tak and ndak are complementary as antonyms, in their general meaning of, 
respectively,

- as intransitive, "swell up, appear, lise up " and "go down, lie down (after a fall),
- as transitive, with a causative meaning, "erect, bring up, put on" and "bring down, 
make fall, hammer down, bury".

Both verbs are extremely frequent, both independently and within verb sériés. However, 
t ak has been encountered most often independently than in verb sériés.

In final position of a verb sériés, they may be described as "positionals", giving 
précision as to the final position or appearance - horizontal or vertical, erect or fiat - of 
the considered person or object.

ay saggA, vargem quoi, quni siyat gA? tayAt
we go LR awar village , village small get up R corne up Past 
"We walked, Awar village, the small village, appeared"

6.4.S.3. ndak " to go down "

ndak has been encountered in root and indicative simple past form: ndayA, ndayA t 
In isolation, it is used with the meaning of "go down"or "send down":

me twâqgAri niAndayAt
they vine-talk bring down Past Prog 
"They were sending down a téléphoné message"

ndak is used frequently after such verbs as : r i k "to fall down", nundu? "to die", vo2 
"plant, bury", ggo " sleep", s i va "to be full"

kor tDAnwey. mok gA?yA koronik sîva? ndayAt
canoë sink Narr Prog water get up Ch canoe-inside fill up R bring down Past 
"The canoë was sinking, the water went up, filled the inside of the canoë, brought it 
down"
ma?mu qgo ndayAt
child sleep R lie down Past
"The child lies down asleep"

kam mwin tayAt din, nA riyi nundu? ndayAt
voice mark corne up Past Neg he fall down LR die R go down Past 
"No Sound came out (of his throat), he fell down and dropped dead"
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qgo mare? mbra? ndaya mi 
1 food plant R go down LR so 
"So I planted some food down in the ground"

- The next example shows that people - or chairs -, which hâve a contact to the ground, 
fall down differently than pots or other objects: r i y i is used when people and chairs 
fall down, r i y i ndaya t, when objects fall from a certain height.

ijgo riyit, riyi ndayat
/ fall down Past pot fall down LR go down Past 

"I fell down, the pot fell down "

- In chain form before a verb expressing a direction, ndak expresses the meaning of 
"tuming back, going back’

me kar ggaryA, djyaya , nando tiyi ndayA mbAt.
they car take Ch go Ch again time go down Ch go back Past 
"Having taken the carjiaving gone, later, it was time, they went back"

6A.S.4. t a r O ? "to fînish "

In its independent use, tare? expresses a perfective aspect, emphasizing that the action 
has finished or has corne to an end.

gi tarot 
story finish Past
"The story is finished" (this is the usual way of ending a traditional story)

- at the end of a verb sériés, t a r o ? indicates that the preceding action, event or State has 
corne to an end:
taro? then appears in any of the moods and tenses allowed for the main verb, while the 
"main" action appears as root.

HA qguraîri dumur mbuyu tarot, me kiyA mi
he birds ail say LR finish Past they go Ch ..so
"After he had told ail the birds, so they went...."

Japan re? vat a tu nundu? tarot
japan thing numerous this place die R finish Past
"Lots of Japanese died in this place"
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kare. qi tarot
be at Près story finish Past

”We had gone to the forest, we go to the garden; after having gone , after the aftemoon 
sun is setting, (we) préparé the sago, we finish eating it, we (just) stay there. The story 
is finished"

- Another spécial use of t a r o? in chain form has been described in V.5.2.1.

6.5. Other verb sequences

We hâve seen how the paucity of verbs in the language is compensated by polysemy, 
verb and nominal adjunct, and verb sériés.
The language features other verb sequences for different purposes.
These sequences are analyzed hereunder: 

chain form before other verb 
indicative + final verb

6.5.1. Chain form + main verb

A chain form may combine with another verb immediately following iL
That other verb may be a final verb, in any of the mood and tense allowed for final verb.
The chain form may also appear before an intermediate verb within a verb sériés.

In such a construction, the sequence expresses the simultaneity of the action expressed 
in chain form, and the one expressed by the verb immediately following.

qgo HA ne? riyayA kiyA mi 
I himfor find Ch corne Ch so 
"I came to find him"

ma?mu swayA mbAt
child run Ch go bock Past
"The child ran back" = "The child came back running"

mot soyay kirA?yA re?qaqar moqgot 
rrum smoke pull Ch thing-work make Past 
"The man worked while smoking"

6.5.2. Indicative + final verb

This type of sequences involves one subject and at least two verbs: either the verb moqg, 
"to make", or a verb expressing movement, after another indicative.

6.5.2.1 moqg "tomake"

moqg is used in verb sequence final position in a desiderative construction, to express 
the subject’s intention or wish.
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For this spécifie purpose, it immediately follows the verb that expresses the wished or 
intended action. This first verb has been encountered most often in the indicative 
présent, and in one instance in the Indicative future.

moi]g may appear in any mood or tense allowedfor main verb.

When the sequence features twice the use of moggre, once with the meaning "to make", 
the second with the meaning "to wish", the second one will appear with the alternative 
ending monde (See I.2.8.I.)

qgo re? qaijar taro?re moqgre 
I thing work finish Près make Près 
"I want to finish the work"

ggo a twâ, ay nan ijuni kare vavus, twâ mbukre moqgot
I this talk we property village be at Près similarity talk say Près make Près 

"This story, the ways of our village, I wanted to teU it"

meri dumur rinik re? gagar moggre ha saggre moggre
woman ail garden-inside thing work make Près it go Près make Près 
"Ail the women want to go to the garden to work"

a mot nA to moggrene mAmonde
his mon he house make Fut make Près 
"This man wishes to build a house"

6.5.2.2. Expression of situation or movement

A sequence of a verb in the indicative, followed by a verb of situation or of movement, is 
used in a purposive clause to express the subject’s intention to go and perform an 
action, or to go and witness the action performed.
The first verb has always been encountered in the indicative présent.
It is immediately followed by a verb expressing a movement, or a position such as: 
sang, "go", mbA "corne back", rik "go down", tikre "go up", kare "be at" etc. in 
sequence final position.
That second verb may be in any form allowed for main verb.

ggo ma?mu vasere saggre 
I child see Près go Près 

"I go to watch over the child"

ggo HA kuva?re mAmbAt 
I him check Près go back Près Prog 
"I am on my way to check on him"

ay rwê mAkare, mirApkam binda?rc kare
we forest be at Près Prog ancestor’s voice learn Près be at Près
"We are staying in the forest, we stay to leam the ancestors’ voice"
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The last example features a combination of the two types of sequences described in this 
chapter; the desiderative construction using moqgre, and the construction expressing 
movement, combined in a sequence of three verbs:

qgo morori vayre saggre moggre 
I men hear Près go Près make Près 
"I want to go listen to the men singing"

6.S.2.3. Simultaneity in the présent

A sequence of verbs in the indicative présent express the simultaneity of the actions 
expressed by the verbs:

mot soyay kirA?re re?gagar moggre 
man smoke pull Près thing work make Près 
"The man smokes while working"

ma?mu gi kirA?re roggre 
child story pull Près laugh Près 
"The child laughs while telling the story"

7. ANNEX: ORIENTATION IN SP ACE ACCORDING TO AWAR

It is worth describing here the précisé use of verbs of movement by the language to 
feature movements around the three villages.

Indeed, the speakers get oriented facing the sea. Hansa Bay, along which the villages are 
set, faces north-east. To walk along the beach, you go north-west or south-east. To go 
to the gardens, one leaves the coast and walks inland, towards the west.

The main verbs referring to movements around the villages are: gA? "go up" (towards 
the north-east), r ik "go down" (towards the forest). The speakers use dsye "go" (with 
the intention of coming back), and mbA "corne back" (to your point of origin), when 
going north or south.

As a conséquence, one can g a? "go up" from the village towards the islands of Margat, 
Manam and Boisa, in the bay, and towards the open sea. Afterwards, to corne back to 
the village, one will r i k "go down ".

One will rik "go down" to the gardens that are situated in the direction of the forest, 
away from the sea. One will also rik "go down" towards the village of Boroi — in a 
northeasterly direction, but along the same road, and further still , along the villages of 
Botbot, Marengis, Watam, towards the rivers Ramu and Sepik; technically ail these 
locations are almost of the village, but they are accessible through the same road 
starting towards the gardens.
To corne back to the village from ail these places, one will gA? "go up ".
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One goes down, r i k, to the beach, then g a? back up again to the village.

From the village, one follows the beach to go to the north or south point of the bay. In 
both cases, one will dsye "go" (with the intention of coming back to the point of 
origin), then mbA "corne back" (to the point of origin). One will go further to Bogia, 
then Madang, and back, still dsye? "go" and mbA "corne back" . Ail this, provided 
your point of origin, of residency, is in the village of Awar. Inhabitants of Madang wiU 
do the reverse, and dsye "go" from Madang to the village, then mbA "go back" to 
town afterwards.

Movements between the three villages reflect the fact that Awar is considered the "main" 
village: Awar is the place one always "goes back to", mbAt, even if one lives in Nubia 
and goes to Awar for a visit only. As a conséquence of this cultural dominence, leaving 
your Nubia or Sisimagum home, you would mbAt to Awar for your visit, then dsye 
back to your house. An Awar inhabitant will dsye in the direction of Nubia or 
Sisimagum, and mbAt back home.

It is interesting to note also that the angle changes from Laing Island - in the middle of 
the bay: one would still gA? "go up" to Boisa and Manam, and rik "go down" to 
corne back, but one would gA? and rik "go up" and "go down" to Bogia (South) 
(radier than dsye and mbA "go" and "go back" as one would by land, from the village). 
Within the island in the middle of the bay, the same orientation is respected: from the 
middle of the island, one goes up towards the south point and down towards the north 
point.

The point of view changes also, depending if one is a person on a boat, or a piece of 
driftwood carried by the tide: in the second case, the movement is "reversed", and one 
gA? "go up " from the sea to the beach, and rik "go down" from the beach to the sea.

Along the Ramu and Sepik rivers, one will go up and down with the current, as 
expected.

Fmally, as far as winds are concemed:
- va r, mbunum are both winds coming from the Sepik, that is from northeast: like 

people, they wUl gA? "go up" towards the village.
- gAmi is the wind that cornes from the east: it will mbA "corne back" towards the 

village.
- g Aw cornes from the hills towards the south, and will r i k "go down"- from the 

hills
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CHAPTER VI. MISCELLANEOUS WORDS

This chapter features the description of varions types of words that qualify the verb or the 
phrase: verb modtfiers of manner and of time, sentence modifiers, answer particles, 
coordinators, postpositions and conjunctions.

l.VERB MODIFIERS

The language features verb modifiers, that reflect the intensity of the action or of the State 
expressed by the verb.
Hereunder first described are the verb modifiers of manner preposed to the verb: 
gindje?, bidi, njok, nando, vanen, yâ, tiyv, teyte?; then one postponed to the 
verb: mi.
Ail verb modifiers hâve been encountered with the main verb, and mi after both main 
and subordinated verb.
The following section deals with verb modifiers of time: ndend i "now", dumdu 
"today", and tende? "before".

1.1. Manner: gindse? "truly", bidi "somewhat", ndsok "so", 
nando :repetition, vanen rineffectiveness, yâ "well", 
tiyi "straight", teyte? :rapidity

Ail verb modifiers except bidi are compatible with verbs in affirmative and négative, 
bidi appears only before verbs in the affirmative.
If the verb has a complément, the complément may appear between g i ndse?, ndsok, 
nando, teyte?, and the verb.
bidi, vanen, yâ, tiyi, however, will always appear immediately before the verb.

gindse?, bidi, ndsok are mutually exclusive.
AU other modifiers are mutually compatible.

1.1. 1. Thoroughness: gi ndse? "truly"

g i ndse? is used to express the thoroughness, the "complété" aspect of the action or State 
expressed by the main verb.
g i ndse? also functions as adjective modifier, with a similar meaning. (see III.3.6)
It most often appears after the subject of the verb, and before possible verb compléments.

ay gindse? gA?yA mi 
we truly corne up Ch so 
"Truly, so we grew up"
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mAti gindse? tonik da mbira? mAkaqget
woman truly house-iside iî sit R be at Perf 
"The woman was truly sitting inside the house"

ve?kram ggAryA, gA?yA, tayA mi, gindse? qganandene
sago-basket take Ch , lift up Ch , put up LR so , truly give Fut 
"Having taken the sago basket, having lifted it, they put it (in the canoë), truly to give it 
(as a présent)

ggo gindse? to dsyerene, mo gi ki
I truly before go Fut you after corne SR
"I really will go first, you corne after"

nando, nin gindse? mAkAvi 
again some truly corne Narr Prog 
"Again, in truth, (another) one arrives"

1.1.2. Approximation: b i d i " somewhat "

b i d i is used to express the fact that the State or action considered is not entirely 
thorough, or has not been achieved completely, with the meaning of "somewhat" or 
"almost"
It appears just before the verb it modifies, 
b i d i has not been encountered frequently.

As for g i ndse?, b i d i has been described earlier as adjective modifier, with a similar 
meaning.

ggo market bidi saggat 
I market almost go Past 
"I almost went (ail the way) to the market"

mo bidi sâ 
you almost go SR 
"Go a bit (further)

1.1.3. Similarity: ndsok "so, this way"

ndsok is encountered frequently in narratives, and may be used for two purposes.
In both cases, it may be translated by "so, this way" and appears just before the verb it 
reinforces or complétés.
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- it may reinforce what has just been said - or done - and apply it to the verb 
immediately following, as in examples 1 to 3
In that case, it often précédés such verbs as moqgo t "made".

1. qgo nan mam mAbinda?, qgo nan mba ndsok moggot
I property mother teach R Prog I property basket so make Past

"(The way) my mother taught me, so I make the basket"

2. mbwi? moqgre ri?, qgo nan sat twâ ndsok vayyA mi
Jîshing basket make Près things I property father taîk so listen Ch so

"The things about making fishing basket, so I listen to my father's talk"

3. miller tiqgin nA garat, nA ndsok nA nundu? ndayA riyit
miller back ofhead he hit Past he so he die R go down LR lie down

Past
"He hit Miller at the back of the head, so dropping dead, he fell down, lying down"

- it may aimounce what is going to be said or done, most often after the verb , as in 
example 4 to 6. In this case, it often immediately précédés such verbs as mbuy u t 
"speak", or yengA "ask".

4. mba ggar tayA va?, ndsok mbuyu mi
basket take R corne up LR after so speak LR so

"Having taken the basket, so he spoke: "

5. nA ndjok mbuyu va?, ndjok mongol
he so speak LR after so make Past

"Having spoken that way, so he did the following: ..."

6. ma?mu tay ndsok yengAt:
Ch ild old woman so ask Past

"The child asked the old woman this way:".........."

1.1.4. Répétition: nando "again"

Immediately before the verb, nando expresses the répétition of the action or the fact that 
an action is resumed after an interruption.

Note that in that case, the verb is repeated but the object may be left out.
It may be translated by the English word "again".

mu tayAt. layAyA, gurAp, nando guni gar tayA, nando
night corne up Past corne up Ch tomorrow again village hit SR corne up LR again
dsyet
go Past
"The night came. Having corne, the next day (came), again dawn came, again (we) went"
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nando nin qgAr. vurin nando mbinA ijgArat 
again some take R one oftwo again one take Past 
" "Hâve another one" . "One of the two women took one again"

sangA, saggA, nando kot;....
go LR go LR again call Past 
"He went and went, again he called:"..... "

qgo SAk vor tayat din, ggo nando nan string pirA tarot
I fish big corne up Past Neg I again property string let go LR finish Past 
"I haven't caught a big fish, again I cast my string to its full length"

- before the verb ndayat "go down" , mbat, "go back" , or the verb sériés ndaya 
mba t, "turn back", nando reinforces the idea of retum already expresses by the verbs.

qgo moyoporvok vasaya mi, nando ndaya mbat 
I water-storm see Ch so again go downLR go back Past 
"Having seen a big sea storm, I tumed back to the village"

qgo nando mas ndaya ma
/ again must go down LR go back R 
"I hâve to go back (to the village)"

A Word, nando functioning as a "sentence modifier", is described in VI.2.1.

1.1.5. IneHectiveness : vanen " in vain"

In a few instances, vanen has appeared after the subject, as verb complément indicating 
the lack of success of the endeavor expressed by the verb; the action has been realized, 
but has brought no benefit, it has been "for nothing".

ggo vanen na quni saqgat, mot kare ndin 
I Neg it village go Past man be at Près Neg 
"I go to the village for nothing, the man wasn't there"

ma?mu na vanen marasin mbat, na murak nundut
child it Neg medicine eat Past it night-middle die Past 
"The child drank the medicine for nothing, he died during the night"
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1.1.6. "WeU"; yâ

The modifier yâ appears immediately before the verb to express that the action described 
has been carried ont well.
In this use, yâ is invariable. It may be amplified by adjunction of the adjective vor, 
described earlier as an adjective modifier (see III.3.6)

mo yâ moqgot ! 
you good make Past 
"You did well!"

mo kAfi yâ vasat 
you keri good see Past 
"You looked well after Keri"

mot vor a twâ yâ mbuyut 
man big this talk good speak Past 
"The old man told the story well"

1.1.7. "Straight" : tiyi

t i Y i has been described earlier as a spécial substantive (see III.2.4.)
Immediately preceding tayA,"come up" in long root, it forms a verb phrase meaning 
"well, correctly" .
Immediately before the verb, this verb phrase fonctions as a verb modifier , expressing 
the manner in which an action is carried out.

ma?mu tiyi tayx saggre
child straight corne up LR go spr 
"The child walks well"

mAri qunikam tiyi tayA twâ mbukre
woman village-sound straight stand LR talk speak Près 
"The woman speaks well the local language"

There is a négation to this structure that features the main verb in the négative:

mAri qunikam tiyi tayA twâ mbukre ndin
woman village-sound straight stand LR talk speak Près Neg
"The woman does not speak the local language well"

1.1.8. Rapidity teyte?

The verb modifyer teyte? has been encountered only once in the text, and seems to be 
used more in conversation than in narratives.
It expresses the fact that the action occurs quickly, over a short period of time.
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ay mAri dumur teyte? gA?, SAk mu?re ri? ggAryA, saqgat
We woman ail quickly get up R fish catch Près îhings take Ch go Past 
"Ail of us women quickly got up, took our fishing gear, and went"

1.1.9. Postponed modifîer mi "so"

The postponed modifier mi is extremely frequent in narratives and in conversation. It 
appears in two main instances, after a verb and after a pronoun.
A general meaning may be "so , this way", or more specifically "there it is"
mi may function as a narrative device, confirming the speaker's last enunciation, and
slowing down the rhythm of the narrative, for an easier compréhension of the audience.

After a verb:
- mi introduces direct speech. In this case, it most often immediately follows such 
verbs as mbuyu, "speak", or yeggA "ask", and may be reinforced by the verb modifier 
ndsok "so, this way, thus" .

ma?mu ki, sat ndsok mbuyu mi: ...
child corne SR father this way say LR so: "... "
"The child came to his father, and said thus: "..." "

guni kiyA, mot vor yeggA mi; ...
village arrive Ch , man big ask LR so 
"Arriving to the village, they ask the chief thus: " ..." "

- mi has often been encountered as part of the "tail-head" linkage, in the place of 
va?:(See IV.5.2):

ni mare? mApay. pa?yA mi, me ha mba
Dl food préparé Narr Prog préparé Ch so they it eat R
"Both were preparing the food. Thus having prepared it, they ate it"
morori nembi twâ vayyA mi, mbop mAmoggi. moggo
men together talk hear Ch so maternity house make Narr Prog make LR

taro?yA mi, kiu?ri pa? tayA mAkare
finish Ch so beds préparé R corne up LR be at Prog Près 
"After the men hâve heard the talk, they préparé the maternity house. Thus, when it was 
finished, the beds were prepared and put up"

kamdong vasAyA mi, oa nu gA?yA mi, ha mbuyu mi: ...
kamdong see Ch so him nearness corne up Ch so him say LR so 
"She saw Kamdong, came near him, said to him: "..." "
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kAka, HA ma?mu vasyA mi, tarot, ma?mu re? vor moijgot 
be at Dur she child watch Ch so finish Past child thing big make Past 
"Time passes, she looks after the child, finished, the child has grown big"

- mi appears frequently in sentence-final position, after the final verb, thereby 
emphasizing the main action.
In this instance, it has often appeared after the verb tayA, "corne up", and ndayA, "go 
down", as the final position.

gi taro?yA mi 
Story finish Ch so 
"So the story is finished"

ggo mo ne? riyayA kiyA mi 
I you for look Ch corne Ch so 
"I came to look for you"

mot FAyam rangA, ha num nundu? ndayA mi
man pig shoot LR it self die R fall down Ch so
"The man shot the pig, (the pig) itself died and fell down"

SAk ggAryA, koronik tayA mi
fish take Ch canoe-inside put up LR so
"She took the fish, put it in the canoë"

UA ggAryA, RA noyo mi. noyA
she take Ch it eut small Ch so eut small Ch after soup préparé Ch so 
"She took (the fish), eut it small. After having eut it, she prepared soup"

- m i appears at the end of an exclamation, underlining the tone of the speaker:

mo ande? kare mot mi !
you here be at Près man so 
"So! You are the man who lives here !"

yerim, mo num nA mi !
rat, you self it so
"So! Rat, you are the one (who did it)!"

twâ vayre ma?mu yâ mi !
talk listen Près child good so
"So! What a good child that listens to (his parents') talk !"

SAk re? vor pesi mi ! 
fish thing big very so 
"So! What a big fish!"
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1.2. Yerb modifîers - temporal:

ndendi "today", dumbu "now", tende? "before"

ndendi "today", dumbu "now", tende? "before" are invariable words functioning 
for the orientation in time with regards to the moment of speech.
They are most often used independently; they may occupy a sentence-initial position, or 
appear after the subject. In both cases, they affect the sentence as a whole.
They may also appear as modifier within a noun phrase.

ma?mei]giri dumbu mesindip te? quni mAmbA 
children now beach from village corne bock R Prog 
"The children are now coming back to the village from the beach"

tende? moqgoqget vavus 
before make Perf similarity
"The way they were doing things before" (Title of a story)

a tap, nA ndendi tap vanen, nA tende? tap 
this custom ît today custom Neg it before custom 
"This custom, it is not a custom of today, it is a custom of before"

2. SENTENCE MODIFIERS

The language features a number of words that function as sentence modifier; they appear 
either in sentence-initial or in sentence-final position, to affect its overall meaning.
These modifîers are nando "later" , vas And3 i "in vain" , and the interrogative 10.

2.1. Time lapse: nando

In sentence-initial position, nando indicates that some time has elapsed between the 
event described in the preceding sentence, and the one in the sentence it introduces.
In the last two examples, "later" has corne to refer to the présent moment, "today"

ggo ma?mu siyat kaijget. nando ggo ma?mu re? kot moqgot
I child sma be at Perf later I child thing big make Past
"I was a small child. Later, I had grown into a big child.."

nando ay tiyi ma?mei]giri a ri? tarot 
later our time children this things finish Past
"Later, the children of our time do not hâve these things"

nando me mirApkam moqgre ndin 
later they ancestor-voice make Près Neg 
"Later they don’t play the ancestor’s voice anymore"
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2.2. Unsuccessful attempt : va s a ndsi

V a s A nd 3 i appears in clause-final position, as a modifier after the main verb. 
vasAndsi is used to express that an attempt at an action has been made, that bas been eut 
short, or that an action has taken place, but has not brought the expected resuit

yerim nan qgun gA?yA, yit moqgo, vasAndsi 
rat property tail lift up Ch shake make Près in vain 
"The rat lift up its tail, shook it, in vain"

yerim qgun reru reru, vasAndsi 
rat tail shake R shake R in vain 
"The rat shook and shook its tail, in vain"

ka?pan kAt kirA?yA, mot moyonik riyit, dwi , vasAudsi
knee eut R pull Ch man water-inside go down Past, swim R in vain 
"His knee having been eut, the man went in the water (tried to) swim, in vain"

mbAubin vor pesi, ggAryA, ggo ggAsem vo? vo?, vasAudsi
trevally big very take Ch I basket push R push in vain
"A huge trevally, I catch it, try to fit it in the basket, in vain"

2.3. Possibility with uncertainty: t o

The interrogative t o immediately after the verb in the affirmative indicates the possibility 
of the action being completed, with , however, some uncertainty.
The verb may be in root form, and in indicative simple présent and simple past.
The construction appears most often in a question.

mogesire to?
You be tired Près interr 
"Are you tired (or not)?"

mok pa?re to?
Rain arrive Près interr 
"Will the rain corne?" (or not)

3. ANSWER PARTICLES 

3.1.ore "yes" and vanen "no"

Awar features words that are meant to replace a whole sentence, either by confirming it, 
or by infirming it.
The first two are answers to questions: positive with ore, "yes" , négative with vanen, 
"no".
Both may be used alone, but may also hâve a rhetorical value in narrative.
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mo qgo va? mbAre moggre ? ore, ay niAsaggi
you me with go back Près make Près ? yes we go Narr Prog 
"Do you want to go back with me ?" "Yes, let’s go"

mo qgo nan ma?mu vasat ? vanen, ggo oa vasat din
you I property child see Past no I him see Past Neg 
"Did you see my child ?" " No, I didn't see him""

HA kAn pyayyA, lAyam vasAie, vanen, kare ndin 
he tree climb Ch pig see Près no, be at Neg
"He climbs the tree to look for pig. No, there aren't any"

3.2. Interrogative va?

va? has also been encountered alone in a limited number of examples, where it indicates 
that an action expected has been completed.

In the following example, the speaker has been expecting the birth of a baby, after the 
woman went into labor;

mirAyA, tanbâ nda nA mAyengi: va?? kare.o? mirit.e?
give birth Ch outside those it ask Narr Prog after be at Près give birth Past 
"After she has given birth, those outside ask: "" Is it it? Is the baby there? Has she given 
birth?"

4. COORDINATORS

4.1. Additive a

The additional a functions as part of the substantive phrase only in an énumération, that 
is, if there are more than one substantive involved.
a has been encountered after each substantive of the énumération, and "binds" them 
together by expressing an "additional" meaning, équivalent to the English "and", 
a always appears after ail other compléments of the substantive, at the end of the noun 
phrase.
No example has been encountered where more than two substantives were linked by a. 
Note that this additional is also used to express numeric additions - the only 
mathematical operation expressed by the language.

vegen a sirgem a mAriri a tu kivAt. nendsu mAri saqgat?

nubia and sisimagun and women this place corne Past. what woman go Past 
"Women from Nubia and Sisimagun arrived to this place. Which woman left?"
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mot rwë sangA, mut a ma2mu a riyare
man forest go R wife and child and look for Près 
"The man went to the forest to look for his wife and child"

kor a ndumi a, ggo ni qgArat

taro and sweet potato and I both take Pasî
"Taro and sweet potato, I took both"

gas mbinA a qas mbinA a, gasni mbuni
Banana one and banana one and, bananaDl two
“One banana plus one banana makes two bananas"

4.2. Exclusive o

The exclusive o may join two nouns, or two déterminants.
It expresses a meaning of exclusion between the different substantives, équivalent to the 
English "or".
This exclusive o may be a loan from Tok Pisin o "or".

tumba mu, kwakre kam mbinA, ay nimbi voryA, mamar mbuni o

morning night rooster voice one we together get up Ch mothers two or

mbribin o nendsi, nembi va? ggArat
three or howmuçh together group take Past
"At dawn, at cock’s crow, we get up together, two or three or how many women, together 
we form a group"

nA niyiggin mAmoggi, mam siyat nin o, mam vor nin
her lower abdomen make Narr Prog mother small a certain or mother big a certain 
0 nA ggAryA mAmbey 
or her take Ch go Narr Prog
"As she gets the contractions, her small mother or big mother takes her away"

o may also appear between two verbs, or between a verb and the négation vanen, to 
indicate that one or the other action will take place.

kondo? nundu ndayat o, saqgat o, ay yembre ndin.
snake die R fall down Past or go Past or we know Près Neg 
""The snake died, or escaped, we don't know"

mAfi quni kare, nA gurAp krene, o vanen, o ?
woman village be at Près she tomorrow corne Fut or Neg o ?
"The woman is at the village, will she corne tomorrow or won't she ?"
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5. POSTPOSITIONS

The verb complément is most often not marked by a particular morphème. Its function 
may be identified through its position in the phrase, and through its meaning combined 
with the particular meaning of the verb.
Some verb compléments however use a postposition after the complément.
These compléments and their morphème are: accompaniment va? "with" 
deprivative va? vanen "without" , benefactive/purpose ne? "for" , and origin te? 
"from".

5.1. Accompaniment: va?

The postposition of accompaniment is va? " with" .

The complément of accompaniment is structured around a particular use of the spécial 
substantive va?, (see also III.2.4, V.3.3 and V.6.1)

In the complément of accompaniment, the postposition va? immediately follows the 
substantive that is part of the "inclusion" : it may then be repeated several times, if the 
accompaniment is composed of several substantives.

va? may be preceded by a substantive, a substantive phrase, with any déterminer or 
complément, or by a substitute.

ma?mu mam va? quni tayA kare
child mother with village corne up LR be at Près
"The child stays in the village with his mother"

mam ma?mu mô va? ma? va? mesindip saqgat
mother child girl with boy with beach go Past
"The mother went to the beach with the girl and the boy"

mo nin va? mbare moqgre ? 
you some with eat Près make Près 
"Do you want to eat some more ?"

mam SArim kirAp va? SAk va? pa?rene 
mother soup greens with fish with préparé Fut 
"My mother will préparé soup with greens and fish"

mam yare ma?mu va? guni mbAt 
mother cry Près child with village go back Past 
"The mother went back to the village with the crying child"
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5.2. Deprivative va? vanen

The use ofva? vanen may be considered a variant of the preceding complément.
The construction va? vanen, literally "with no", is positioned immediately after the 
substantive that represents the deprivation undergone by the subject. It is used to express 
the meaning of "without" (something)

a sArim mesimok va? vanen, pisâ yâ vanen 
this soup sait with Neg, taste good Neg 
"This soup is without sait, the taste is not good" 
qgo ma?mu va? vanen quni sangre, ggo kembi 
/ child with Neg village go Près I only
"I go to the village without the child, only me"

ggo guni saggre, yare ma?mu va? vanen, ggo kembi 
I village go Près cry Près child with Neg I only 
"I go to the village without the child, only me"

5.3. Benefactive/purpose: ne?

The complément of goal or intention expresses the subject's will through the benefactive 
ne? immediately following the substantive.
It may be translated by "for, with the intention" or "with the purpose of, or "for the 
benefitof" .

- The complément may be a noun, a noun phrase with any déterminer or complément, 
including a relative clause.

1. ay mare? ne? ri saggrene 
we food for garden go Fut

"We will go to the garden for food"

2. ay ki, ri moggre tu ne? mAriyay
we corne SR garden make Près place for look for Narr Prog 

"We corne to look for a place to make a garden"

3. ay ggAriri kramri ne? mAggwey
we vines baskets for take Narr Prog 

"We take the vines to make baskets"

4. gasru ggo nan ne? me gurA? mAkare
banana-ripe I property for they hang R be at Près Prog

"The bananas, they are hanging there for me"
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- The complément may be a substitute, although first and second person substitutes hâve 
been mostly encountered, and third person substitutes hâve appeared only infrequently, in 
context where confusion is not possible.

5. mAri HA nan kAijgit riya, ha ne? kore
woman she property husband look for LR him for call out Près

"The woman is looking for her husband, she calls out for him"

6, me kar ne? mbire kare; nA ne? mbire kAkayA, kar kivAt
they car for wait Près be at Près it for wait Près be at Dur car corne

Past
"They are there waiting for the car; having been there waiting for it for a long time, the 
car arrived"

T.miri nA mbuyu, gurAp nA paorosim sangA, yum ne? riyarene
woman her say LR tomorrow she reef go LR shell for find Fut

"The woman told her to go the next day to the reef to look for shells"

8. qgo rose mbuyu, nA maykam ne? vayrene
I rose say LR she may-voice for hear Fut

"I told Rose to put an ear for Mai's voice"

- Examples 9 and 10 illustrate the différence introduced by the facultative presence of the 
intentional.

In example 9, the woman calls out with the intention of reaching the récipient that might 
be out of sight.

9. mAri mo ne? kogget
woman y ou for call out Perf

"The woman had called out for you"

In example 10 she directly addresses her, calling rather than speaking. The complément is 
a direct complément.

10. mAFi mo kogge t 
woman you call Perf

"The woman called you"

Example 11 features the only instance where the roots r i k "go down", and g a? "go 
up", hâve been encountered as nouns:

ll.mbombë kor rik ne? gA? ne? quni tayAt
wind canoë go down for get up for village take up Past 

"The wind took the canoë up and down the waves to the village"
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5.4. Origin: t e ?

The complément of origin is marked by the word te? immediately following the 
complément and preceding the verb.
It expresses the origin or original position of the subject, and may be translated by 
"from".
The complément of origin may précédé any of the verbs of movement or location.
The mark of complément of origin présents a formai resemblance to the complément of 
intention ne? described above.

qgo quni te? djyet 
I village from go Past 
"I went from the village"

mo gur guni te? rwë riyit? ore, ggo gi nx rwë te?
you yesterday village from forest go down Past yes, I after it forest from
quni gAt

go up Past
"Did you go down from the village to the forest yesterday?" " Yes, later I went back up 
from the forest to the village"

a kar ha nay tu te? kivAt ? ha mbAri te? dsyet
this car it where place from corne Past it boroi from corne Past
"Where did this car corne from ?" "It came from Boroi"

5.5. Attributive: ra?

The attributive ra? appears after a substantive or a substitute to mark it as the récipient of 
an attribution.
ra? is most often encountered in narration, as an introduction to direct speech, to link the 
speaker and his enunciation.
It may aiso appear in conversation, to mark belonging. In this, it is close to the use of the 
spécial substantive nan.

yerim mbuyu mi: kwakre, mo gi mbira?. kwakre ra?: yâ
rat say R so chicken you after sit down R chicken attr good
“The rat said thus: “Chicken, go and sit at the back" . As for the chicken (he said): "AU
right"

mam qasru ma?mu mô gganaggat. ma?mu ma?: ggo ra?
Mother banana child girl give Past child boy me attr
“The mother gave a banana to the girl. As for the boy (he said): "And mine?" "
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6. CONJUNCTIONS

The language features two coajunctions, postponed to the verb phrase, that introduce 
notions of anteriority of action, on the one hand, and of hypothetical realization, on the 
other hand.

6.1. Conjunction of anteriority: va?

va? fonctions as postposition, at the end of the subordinated verb phrase that constitutes 
the "head" part of the "tail-head linkage" .

va? appears in clause final position, immediately after the chain verb, and - here with 
the meaning of "after"- confirms that the subordinated action is fmished.
Its presence heralds the next - main- action in the following main verb phrase.

The chain verb is the répétition of the main verb of the preceding sentence.
The change of mood for the verb and the presence of v a ? are the salient features of this 
narrative device meant to insure the audience's compréhension

The fonction of the chain verb within the "tail-head" linkage has been described in V.5.2.

kwakre raqgA mbas gat; raggayA va?, mbas gA?,
chicken jump LR dry sand corne up Past jump Ch after dry sand get up R;

gA?yA va? yerim riyi, dudwiya mAkire; kiya va?,
get up Ch after rat go down LR swim Dur corne Près Prog corne Ch after

me neni mbuyi :" ..."
they each other say Narr
"The chicken jumped and landed on dry sand; having jumped and landed on dry sand, 
the rat went down (into the water), and came swimming (ashore); having corne, they said 
to each other:" ..." "

HA guni sâ ga?. saggaya va?, guni gA?ya va?, nan
he village go SR get up R go Ch after village corne up Ch after property

sat royormba ggarya ga? riyit. ndaya t)9Ar
father décoration- basket take Ch corne up R go down Past corne back LR take R 
riyi t
go down Past

"Having gone, having corne to the village, he took his father’s décoration basket and 
went down. He took it and went back down (to the forest)" 
mot vor sanga, na na nasri garya ga? gurey.
rrtan big go LR he his banana eut Ch take up R hang up Narr
taroîya va?, na guni makavi 

finish Ch after he village corne Narr Prog 
"The big man went, eut his banana and hung them up.
After having hung them up, he went back to the village"
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qgavimAri dwiyA gA? taro?yA va?, mot mAriyit, dwi
witch swim Ch corne up R finish Ch after man go down Past Prog swim R
vasAndji 
in vain
"The witch having swum ashore, the man was going down, tried to swim, in vain"

mot ndayA kirAt. ndayA kirA?yA gA?yA va?, mandAp
man gobackLR corne Past corne backLR eut Ch getupCh after mangrove
sim gA? mbirat
top get up R sit down Past
"The man returaed. Having retumed, having crossed and got up, he sat on top of a 
mangrove tree"

dudwiyA, madu kiyA va?, qgATAyA ggAryA, yerim madusim tiyA 
swim Dur turtle corne Ch after backside take Ch rat turtle-top stand Ch 
mi 
so
"Having swum for a long time, a turtle having arrived, he grabbed her back, so the rat 
stood on top of the turtle"

In one instance, va? has been encountered to announce direct speech, in a position 
usually filled by the presentative mi
me kiyA vasAyA va?: yerim, mo gA? ki ....
they corne Ch see Ch with: " rat, y ou get up R corne SR
"Having corne, they see: "Rat, get up and corne " "

6.2. Conjunction of hypothetic: t o

The mark of possibility t o may appear after the affirmative verb, in final position of the 
first of two juxtaposed phrases: this construction expresses the value of the hypothetic: 
"If" or "whether" .
The verb has been encountered in root form, and in indicative simple présent and simple 
past.

meri saqgat to, qgo ha vasat din
woman go Past if / it see Past Neg 
"Whether the woman went, (or not), I didn’t see"

ggo gesi to, ijgo re? qaqar moijgre nd i n
7 be tired R if I thing work make Près Neg 
"If I am tired, I don’t work"

mot kire to, rjgo oa vaserene
man corne Près if / him see Fut 
"If the man cornes , I will see him"
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me nay saqgat to,
they where go Pasî if
"Where they may hâve gone.

i]go me vasat din, qgo yembre ndin
I they seePast Neg I know Près Neg 

I didn’t see, I don’t know"

ma?mu a twâ vayt to, ggo yembre ndin
child this talk listen Past if I know Près Neg
"Did the child obey (to what had been said to him), I don’t know"
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yumuqi

shell-story

"The story of the shell"

mAri nin ma?mu mirvA kagget.
woman some child give birth ch be at Perf 
"A woman had given birth to a baby.

HA nan mam mbuyu
her property mother say LR 

Her mother said so;

mi: mo gurAp tumba mu ha ki. kiyA, qga yum riyare,

So: y ou tomorrow morning night it corne SR corne Ch Dl shell look for Près 
"Tomorrow early morning, corne here. After you hâve corne, both of us will go to the

paorosim saqgrene. 
stone-top go Fut 
reef to look for shells".

qgavi mAri ha tiyi vayt. vayyA
witch woman she stand LR listen Past. Listen Ch 
A witch woman listened standing up. After having listened.

va?, i]uni qar tayA, mbAre ha kivAt
after village hit R corne up LR go bock Près she corne Past
when the light hit the village, she came back, she came (to the village).

kiyA va?, mAri ha vorot, a mbuyu mi:
corne Ch after woman she wake up Past, this one say LR so:
Having corne, she woke up the woman, she told her:

mo gA?, quni qar tayAt, qga mAsaqgi.

You get up R village hit R corne up Past Dl go Narr Prog 
"You get up, morning has broken, you two are going"

quni taro?yA qar tayAt, ni saqgat.

Village finish Ch hit corne up Past Dl go Past 
Dawn having corne to the village, the two went.

ni saqgA , nA nan ma?mu kram qgAryA, nA qganaqgAyA va?,

Dl go LR she property child basket take Ch her give Ch after
As the two were going , (the mother) took her child's basket, gave it (to the witch).

nA nA pro?yA mi, nA num mi yum ne? mbuyu: paorosim turi
she it put on head Ch so her self so shell for say LR: stone-top places
so the witch having put it on her head, said to that (woman) about the shells: " Go now
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vasAyA niAkire sAsaqgAyA va?, ggavi mAri gA?yA, ha par
see Ch go Près Prog go Dur Ch after witch woman get up Ch it hand
look at the places on the reel. After they hâve gone for a while, ttie witch gets up, so she

nin kro? kirA?yA mi. ma?mu yare.
Some tear R pull Ch so child cry Près
tears and pulls one of (the child's) fingers. The child cries.

mam ra?; a ri? moggot?
Mother attr this things make Past 
The mother (says): "What is happening?"

qgavi mAri ra?: vanen, o gArigis, o raqas, vor pesi

Witch woman attr no o sandfly o sandfly big very
The witch (says): "No, sandfly (type), sandfly (type), a lot (of them)"

yare nando SAsaqgAyA va?, nando nin par i]ira?ri dumur
cry Près again go Ch Dur after again some hand fingers ail 
(The child) cries. Again, they having gone, (she does it) again, having fmished ail the

taro?yA va?, nando rweqira?ri riyit riyi va?, nda
finish Ch after later foot-toes take down Past take down LR after those 
fingers of one hand, later she goes down to the toes. Having gone to the toes, having

dumur mba taro?yA va?, nando dumbu SAkri a nda dumur nd3wa? 
ail eat R finish Ch after later ail méats this those ail tearoutR 
fmished eating them ail , later ail the flesh, ail those (parts), she tears out.

ggAryA tarot. taro?yA va? pan vor nendi kegge mi

Take Ch finish Past finish Ch after head big only left Narr so
having taken them, she finishes them. Having fmished, so only a big head is left.

kegge, saggA, gasAggun vor nin kAtAyA ggAr kiyA kramAnik vot
left R go LR banana-tail big some eut Ch take R corne Ch basket-inside put in 
Past
As it is left, she goes, cuts a big banana stalk, takes it and coming back, puts it inside the 
basket.

ma?mu taro?yA ya taro?yA mi.
child finish Ch cry R finish Ch so 
The child is finished, it has stopped crying. 
Shell

mam yum riya taro?yA
mother shell look for R finish Ch 
His mother having finished looking for
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gA?YA, HA yeqgA mi: ma?mu ggAr ki. ma?mu kram nik tayA,
get up Ch she ask LR so child take R corne SR child basket-inside take up LR 
having got back up (to the house), so she asks: "Take the child and corne". Taking the

mam a ma?mu vasat vus, a ma?mu ha tayA riyi ha

mother this child see Past similarity this child it corne up LR go down LR it 
child out the basket, so the mother sees the child, the child that is there lying down, it

tarot tayA qasAggun nendi. mam ra?: o, ijgo ha ma twâ
finish Past corne up LR banana-stalk only mother aîttr o I it eat R tcdk 
is finished, it is only a banana stalk. The mother (says): "Oh, I did not tell you to

mbuyut din
speak Past Neg 
eat it"

gA?yA, nA mAqgwi. ni neni qgu ggu, a qgavi mAri
get up Ch she hit Narr Prog Dl each other hit R hit R this witch woman 
She gets up, and is hitting her Both fight (and) fight , the witch

mAkimaqgA saqgA, yamAtu mbAt . yamAtu mbAyA,
run away LR Prog go LR tree-place go back Past Prog tree-place go back 
Ch
is running away, as she goes, she cornes back to the "gam" tree. Having corne back to

OA num riyi mi, keijge mi. kegge, a mAri guni saggA,
she self go down LR so left LR so left LR this woman village go LR
"gam" tree, so she herself goes down, so she stays there. As she is staying there, the

nA kAggit mbuyut: qgo a vavus a vavus . nA mAgA?
she husband say Past I this similarity this similarity hegetupRProg
woman goes to the village and says to her husband: " I am so so". He is getüng up.

te? mbinA, pâte?, paorote?, nA qa ggAryA saggA, a kAn vor,
axe one axe stone-axe he reach R take Ch go LR this tree big
having reached to take an axe, a stone axe, he goes (to) a big tree.

yamAkAn, VArA ggAr kirAt. kirA?yA va?, SAnim tayA
tree type-tree fell LR take R pull Past pull Ch after base corne up LR 
(to) a "gam" tree, he fells it and pulls it down. Having pulled it down, the base appears.

kAtAyA mAmbey, mam vor pesi vasAyA mi. mot ra?: a nde?
eut Ch corne back Narr Prog woman big very see Ch so man attr this place 
he goes on cutting, and sees the big woman. The man (says): "Here
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>]gu 
hit R

, gar vo2yA, 
hit R bury Ch 

he kills (her),

nA num ha mi! oa qgure ggure ggu 
she self she so he hit Près hit Près hit R 
she is herself!" He hits, hits, hits, hits ,

qgAT swa? kirA?yA tarot gi tarot
Pake R fire pull Ch finish Past story finish Past 
Takes (her), throws (her) in the fire. It is finished. The story is finished
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